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Abstract

This paper is devoted to a deeper understanding of the heat flow and to the refinement
of calculus tools on metric measure spaces (X, d,m). Our main results are:

• A general study of the relations between the Hopf-Lax semigroup and Hamilton-
Jacobi equation in metric spaces (X, d).

• The equivalence of the heat flow in L2(X,m) generated by a suitable Dirichlet energy
and the Wasserstein gradient flow of the relative entropy functional Entm in the space
of probability measures P(X).

• The proof of density in energy of Lipschitz functions in the Sobolev spaceW 1,2(X, d,m).

• A fine and very general analysis of the differentiability properties of a large class
of Kantorovich potentials, in connection with the optimal transport problem, is the
fourth achievement of the paper.

Our results apply in particular to spaces satisfying Ricci curvature bounds in the sense of
Lott & Villani [30] and Sturm [39, 40] and require neither the doubling property nor the
validity of the local Poincaré inequality.
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1 Introduction

Aim of this paper is to provide a deeper understanding of analysis in metric measure spaces,
with a particular focus on the properties of the heat flow. Our main results, whose validity
does not depend on doubling and Poincaré assumptions, are:

(i) The proof that the Hopf-Lax formula produces sub-solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation on general metric spaces (X, d) (Theorem 3.5), and solutions if (X, d) is a
length space (Theorem 3.6) (in connection to this, under less general assumptions on
the metric structure, closely related results have been independently obtained in [19]).

(ii) The proof of equivalence of the heat flow in L2(X,m) generated by a suitable Dirichlet
energy and the Wasserstein gradient flow in P(X) of the relative entropy functional
Entm w.r.t. m (Theorems 8.1, 8.5 and 9.3).

(iii) The proof that Lipschitz functions are always dense in energy in the Sobolev space
W 1,2 (Theorem 6.3). This is achieved by showing the equivalence of two weak notions
of modulus of the gradient: the first one (inspired by Cheeger [11], see also [23], [21], and
the recent review [22]), that we call relaxed gradient, is defined by L2(X,m)-relaxation
of the pointwise Lipschitz constant in the class of Lipschitz functions; the second one
(inspired by Shanmugalingam [38]), that we call weak upper gradient, is based on the
validity of the fundamental theorem of calculus along almost all curves. These two
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notions of gradient will be compared and identified, assuming only m to be locally finite.
We might consider the former gradient as a “vertical” derivative, related to variations
in the dependent variable, while the latter is an “horizontal” derivative, related to
variations in the independent variable.

(iv) A fine and very general analysis of the differentiability properties of a large class of
Kantorovich potentials, in connection with the optimal transport problem (Theorem
10.3).

Our results apply in particular to spaces satisfying Ricci curvature bounds in the sense of
Lott & Villani [30] and Sturm [39, 40], that we call in this introduction LSV spaces. Indeed,
the development of a “calculus” in this class of spaces has been one of our motivations. In
particular we are able to prove the following result (see Theorem 9.3 for a more precise and
general statement): if (X, d,m) is a CD(K,∞) space and m ∈P(X), then

(a) For every µ = fm ∈P(X) the Wasserstein slope |D−Entm|2(µ) of the relative entropy
Entm coincides with the Fisher information functional

∫
{ρ>0} |Dρ|

2
∗/ρ dm, where |Dρ|∗ is

the relaxed gradient of ρ (see the brief discussion before (1.3)).

(b) For every µ0 = f0m ∈ D(Entm)∩P2(X) there exists a unique gradient flow µt = ftm of
Entm starting from µ0 in (P2(X),W2), and if f0 ∈ L2(X,m) the functions ft coincide
with the L2(X,m) gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy Ch∗, defined by (see also (1.3) for
an equivalent definition)

Ch∗(f) :=
1

2
inf

{
lim inf
h→∞

∫
|Dfh|2 dm : fh ∈ Lip(X),

∫
X
|fh − f |2 dm→ 0

}
. (1.1)

On the other hand, we believe that the“calculus” results described in (iii) are of a wider
interest for analysis in metric measure spaces, beyond the application to LSV spaces. Par-
ticularly important is not only the identification of heat flows, but also the identification of
weak gradients that was previously known only under doubling and Poincaré assumptions.
The key new idea is to use the heat flow and the rate of energy dissipation, instead of the
usual covering arguments, to prove the optimal approximation by Lipschitz functions, see also
Remark 4.7 and Remark 5.12 for a detailed comparison with the previous approaches (see
also [4] for the extensions of these ideas to the Sobolev spaces W 1,p(X, d,m), 1 < p <∞, and
[7] for the space of functions of bounded variation).

In connection with (ii), notice that the equivalence so far has been proved in Euclidean
spaces by Jordan-Kinderleher-Otto, in the seminal paper [24], in Riemannian manifolds by
Erbar and Villani [13, 41], in Hilbert spaces by [6], in Finsler spaces by Ohta-Sturm [32] and
eventually in Alexandrov spaces by Gigli-Kuwada-Ohta [17]. In fact, the strategy pursued in
[17], that we shall describe later on, had a great influence on our work. The distinguished
case when the gradient flows are linear will be the object, in connection with LSV spaces, of
a detailed investigation in [3].

We exploit as much as possible the variational formulation of gradient flows on one hand
(based on sharp energy dissipation rate and the notion of descending slope) and the variational
structure of the optimal transportation problem to develop a theory that does not rely on
finite dimensionality and doubling properties; we are even able to cover situations where the
distance d is allowed to take the value +∞, as it happens for instance in optimal transportation
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problems in Wiener spaces (see for instance [15, 14]). We are also able to deal with σ-
finite measures m, provided they are representable in the form eV

2
m̃ with m̃(X) ≤ 1 and

V : X → [0,∞) d-Lipschitz weight function bounded from above on compact sets.
In order to reach this level of generality, it is useful to separate the roles of the topology

τ of X (used for the measure-theoretic structure) and of the possibly extended distance d
involved in the optimal transport problem, introducing the concept of Polish extended metric
measure space (X, d, τ,m). Of course, the case when d is a distance inducing the Polish
topology τ is included. Since we assume neither doubling properties nor the validity of the
Poincaré inequalities, we can’t rely on Cheeger’s theory [11], developed precisely under these
assumptions. The only known connection between synthetic curvature bounds and this set
of assumptions is given in [29], where the authors prove that in non-branching LSV spaces
the Poincaré inequality holds under the so-called CD(K,N) assumption (N <∞), a stronger
curvature assumption which involves also the dimension. In a more recent paper [36] a version
of the Poincaré inequality valid in all CD(K,∞) spaces is proved with no non-branching
assumption; this version implies the classical Poincaré inequality whenever the measure m is
doubling.

Now we pass to a more detailed description of the results of the paper, the problems
and the related literature. In Section 2 we introduce all the basic concepts used in the
paper: first we define extended metric spaces (X, d), Polish extended spaces (X, d, τ) (in our
axiomatization d and τ are not completely decoupled, see (iii) and (iv) in Definition 2.3),
absolutely continuous curves, metric derivative |ẋt|, local Lipschitz constant |Df |, one-sided
slopes |D±f |. Then, we see how in Polish extended spaces one can naturally state the optimal
transport problem with cost c = d2 in terms of transport plans (i.e. probability measures in
X ×X. Only in Section 10 we discuss the formulation of the optimal transport problem in
terms of geodesic transport plans, namely probability measures with prescribed marginals at
t = 0, t = 1 in the space Geo(X) of constant speed geodesics in X. In Subsection 2.5 we
recall the basic definition of gradient flow (yt) of an energy functional E: it is based on the
integral formulation of the sharp energy dissipation rate

− d

dt
E(yt) ≥

1

2
|ẏt|2 +

1

2
|D−E(yt)|2

which, under suitable additional assumptions (for instance the fact that |D−E| is an upper
gradient of E, as it happens for K-geodesically convex functionals), turns into an equality for
almost every time. These facts will play a fundamental role in our analysis.

In Section 3 we study the fine properties of the Hopf-Lax semigroup

Qtf(x) := inf
y∈X

f(y) +
d2(x, y)

2t
, (x, t) ∈ X × (0,∞) (1.2)

in a extended metric space (X, d). Here the main technical novelty, with respect to [28], is
the fact that we do not rely on Cheeger’s theory (in fact, no reference measure m appears
here) to show in Theorem 3.6 that in length spaces (x, t) 7→ Qtf(x) is a pointwise solution
to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation ∂tQtf + |DQt|2/2 = 0: precisely, for given x, the equation
does not hold for at most countably many times t. This is achieved refining the estimates in
[5, Lemma 3.1.2] and looking at the monotonicity properties w.r.t. t of the quantities

D+(x, t) := sup lim sup
n→∞

d(x, yn), D−(x, t) := inf lim inf
n→∞

d(x, yn)
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where the supremum and the infimum run among all minimizing sequences (yn) in (1.2).
Although only the easier subsolution property ∂tQtf + |DQt|2/2 ≤ 0 (which does not involve
the length condition) will play a crucial role in the results of Sections 6 and 8, another
byproduct of this refined analysis is a characterization of the slope of Qtf (see Theorem 3.6)
which applies, to some extent, also to Kantorovich potentials (see 10).

In Section 4 we follow quite closely [11], defining the collection of relaxed gradients of f as
the weak L2 limits of |Dfn|, where fn are d-Lipschitz and fn → f in L2(X,m) (the differences
with respect to [11] are detailed in Remark 4.7). The collection of all these weak limits is a
convex closed set in L2(X,m), whose minimal element is called relaxed gradient, and denoted
by |Df |∗. One can then see that Cheeger’s convex and lower semicontinuous functional (1.1)
can be equivalently represented as

Ch∗(f) =
1

2

∫
X
|Df |2∗ dm (1.3)

(set to +∞ if f has no relaxed gradient) and get a canonical gradient flow in L2(X,m)
of Ch∗ and a notion of Laplacian ∆d,m associated to Ch∗. As explained in Remark 4.12
and Remark 4.14, this construction can be trivial if no other assumption on (X, d, τ,m) is
imposed, and in any case Ch∗ is not necessarily a quadratic form and the Laplacian, though
1-homogeneous, is not necessarily linear. Precisely because of this potential nonlinearity we
avoided the terminology “Dirichlet form”, usually associated to quadratic forms, in connection
with Ch∗.
It is also possible to consider the one-sided slopes |D±f |, getting one-sided relaxed gradients
|D±f |∗ and Cheeger’s corresponding functionals Ch±∗ ; eventually, but this fact is not trivial,
we prove that the one-sided relaxed functionals coincide with Ch∗, see Remark 6.5.

Section 5 is devoted to the “horizontal” notion of modulus of gradient, that we call weak
upper gradient, along the lines of [38]: roughly speaking, we say that G is a weak upper
gradient of f if the inequality |f(γ0)− f(γ1)| ≤

∫
γ G holds along “almost all” curves with re-

spect to a suitable collection T of probability measures concentrated on absolutely continuous
curves, see Definition 5.4 for the precise statement. The class of weak upper gradients has
good stability properties that allow to define a minimal weak upper gradient, that we shall
denote by |Df |w,T, and to prove that |Df |w,T ≤ |Df |∗ m-a.e. in X for all f ∈ D(Ch∗) if T is
concentrated on the class of all the absolutely continuous curves with finite 2-energy.

Section 6 is devoted to prove the converse inequality and therefore to show that in fact the
two notions of gradient coincide. The proof relies on the fine analysis of the rate of dissipation
of the entropy

∫
X ht log ht dm along the gradient flow of Ch∗, and on the representation of htm

as the time marginal of a random curve. The fact that htm (having a priori only L2(X,m)
regularity in time and Sobolev regularity in space) can be viewed as an absolutely continuous
curve with values in (P(X),W2) is a consequence of Lemma 6.1, inspired by [17, Proposi-
tion 3.7]. More precisely, the metric derivative of t 7→ htm w.r.t. the Wasserstein distance can
be estimated as follows:

| ˙htm|2 ≤ 4

∫
X
|D
√
ht|2∗ dm for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (1.4)

The latter estimate, written in an integral form, follows by a delicate approximation proce-
dure, the Kantorovich duality formula and the fine properties of the Hopf-Lax semigroup we
proved.
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Further consequences of the identification of gradients and a deeper analysis of the Lapla-
cian on metric measure spaces, still with applications to LSV spaces, have been obtained in
the more recent paper [18].

In Section 7 we introduce the relative entropy functional and the Fisher information

Entm(ρm) =

∫
X
ρ log ρdm, F(ρ) = 4

∫
X
|D√ρ|2∗ dm,

and prove two crucial inequalities for the descending slope of Entm: the first one, still based
on Lemma 6.1, provides the lower bound via the Fisher information

F(ρ) = 4

∫
X
|D√ρ|2∗ dm ≤ |D−Entm|2(µ) if µ = ρm, (1.5)

and the second one, combining [41, Theorem 20.1] with an approximation argument, the
upper bound when ρ is d-Lipschitz (and satisfies further technical assumptions if m(X) =∞)

|D−Entm|2(µ) ≤ 4

∫
X
|D−√ρ|2 dm if µ = ρm. (1.6)

The identification of the squared descending slope of Entm (which is always a convex func-
tional, as we show in §7.3) with the Fisher information thus follows, whenever |D−Entm|
satisfies a lower semicontinuity property, as in the case of LSV spaces.

In Section 8 we show how the uniqueness proof written by the second author in [16] for
the case of finite reference measures can be adapted, thanks to the tightness properties of the
relative entropy, to our more general framework: we prove uniqueness of the gradient flow
of Entm first for flows with uniformly bounded densities and then, assuming that |D−Entm|
is an upper gradient, without any restriction on the densities. In this way we obtain the
key property that the Wasserstein gradient flow of Entm, understood in the metric sense of
Subsection 2.5, has a unique solution for a given initial condition with finite entropy. This
uniqueness phenomenon should be compared with the recent work [33], where it is shown that
in LSV spaces (precisely in Finsler spaces) contractivity of the Wasserstein distance along
the semigroup may fail.

In Section 8.3 we prove the equivalence of the two gradient flows, in the natural class
where a comparison is possible, namely nonnegative initial conditions f0 ∈ L1 ∩ L2(X,m) (if
m(X) = ∞ we impose also that

∫
X f0V

2 dm < ∞). In the proof of this result, that requires
suitable assumptions on |D−Entm|, we follow the new strategy introduced in [17]: while the
traditional approach aims at showing that the Wasserstein gradient flow µt = ftm solves a
“conventional” PDE, here we show the converse, namely that the gradient flow of Cheeger’s
energy provides solutions to the Wasserstein gradient flow. Then, uniqueness (and existence)
at the more general level of Wasserstein gradient flow provides equivalence of the two gradient
flows. The key properties to prove the validity of the sharp dissipation rate

− d

dt
Entm(ftm) ≥ 1

2
| ˙ftm|2 +

1

2
|D−Entm(ftm)|2,

where ft is the gradient flow of Ch∗, are the slope estimate (1.6) and the metric derivative
estimate (1.4).

We also emphasize that some results of ours, as the uniqueness provided in Theorem 8.1
for flows with bounded densities, or the full convergence as the time step tends to 0 of the
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Jordan-Kinderleher-Otto scheme in Corollary 8.2, require no assumption on the space (except
for an exponential volume growth condition) and |D−Entm|, so that they are applicable even
to spaces which are known to be not LSV or for which the lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm|
fails or it is unknown, as Carnot groups endowed with the Carnot-Carathéodory distance and
the Haar measure.

In Section 9 we show, still following to a large extent [16], the crucial lower semicontinuity
of |D−Entm| in LSV spaces; this shows that all existence and uniqueness results of Section 8.3
are applicable to LSV spaces and that the correspondence between the heat flows is complete.

The paper ends, in the last section, with results that are important for the development
of a “calculus” with Kantorovich potentials. They will play a key role in some proofs of [3].
We included these results here because their validity does not really depend on curvature
properties, but rather on their implications, namely the existence of geodesic interpolations
satisfying suitable L∞ bounds.

Under these assumptions, in Theorem 10.3 we prove that the ascending slope |D+ϕ| is the
minimal weak upper gradient for Kantorovich potentials ϕ, A nice byproduct of this proof is a
“metric” Brenier theorem, namely the fact that the transport distance d(x, y) coincides for γ-
a.e. (x, y) with |D+ϕ|(x) even when the transport plan γ is multi-valued. In addition, |D+ϕ|
coincides m-a.e. with the relaxed and weak upper gradients. To some extent, the situation
here is “dual” to the one appearing in the transport problem with cost=Euclidean distance:
in that situation, one knows the direction of transport, without knowing the distance. In
addition, we obtain in Theorem 10.4 a kind of differentiability property of ϕ along transport
geodesics.

Eventually, we want to highlight an important application to the present paper to the
theory of Ricci bounds from below for metric measure spaces. It is well known that LSV
spaces, while stable under Gromov-Hausdorff convergence [39] and consistent with the smooth
Riemannian case, include also Finsler geometries [31]. It is therefore natural to look for
additional axioms, still stable and consistent, that rule out these geometries, thus getting
a finer description of Gromov-Hausdorff limits of Riemannian manifolds. In [3] we prove,
relying in particular on the results obtained in Section 6, Section 9 and Section 10 of this
paper, that LSV spaces whose associated heat flow is linear have this stability property. In
addition, we show that LSV bounds and linearity of the heat flow are equivalent to a single
condition, namely the existence of solutions to the Wasserstein gradient flow of Entm in the
EVI sense, implying nice contraction and regularization properties of the flow; we call these
Riemannian lower bounds on Ricci curvature. Finally, for this stronger notion we provide
good tensorization and localization properties.

Acknowledgement. The authors acknowledge the support of the ERC ADG GeMeThNES
and warmly thank an anonymous reviewer for his extremely detailed and constructive report.

2 Preliminary notions

In this section we introduce the basic metric, topological and measure-theoretic concepts used
in the paper.
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2.1 Extended metric and Polish spaces

In this paper we consider metric spaces whose distance function may attain the value ∞, we
call them extended metric spaces.

Definition 2.1 (Extended distance and extended metric spaces) An extended distance
on X is a map d : X2 → [0,∞] satisfying

d(x, y) = 0 if and only if x = y,

d(x, y) = d(y, x) ∀x, y ∈ X,
d(x, y) ≤ d(x, z) + d(z, y) ∀x, y, z ∈ X.

If d is an extended distance on X, we call (X, d) an extended metric space.

Most of the definitions concerning metric spaces generalize verbatim to extended metric
spaces, since extended metric spaces can be written as a disjoint union of metric spaces, which
are simply defined as

X[x] :=
{
y ∈ X : d(y, x) <∞

}
, x ∈ X. (2.1)

For instance it makes perfectly sense to speak about a complete or length extended metric
space.

Definition 2.2 (d-Lipschitz functions and Lipschitz constant) We say that f : X →
R is d-Lipschitz if there exists C ≥ 0 satisfying

|f(x)− f(y)| ≤ Cd(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ X.

The least constant C with this property will be denoted by Lip(f).

In our framework the roles of the distance d (used to define optimal transport) and of the
topology are distinct. This justifies the following definition. Recall that a topological space
(X, τ) is said to be Polish if τ is induced by a complete and separable distance.

Definition 2.3 (Polish extended spaces) We say that (X, τ, d) is a Polish extended space
if:

(i) τ is a topology on X and (X, τ) is Polish;

(ii) d is an extended distance on X and (X, d) is a complete extended metric space;

(iii) For (xh) ⊂ X, x ∈ X, d(xh, x)→ 0 implies xh → x w.r.t. to the topology τ ;

(iv) d is lower semicontinuous in X ×X, with respect to the τ × τ topology.

In the sequel, when d is not explicitly mentioned, all the topological notions (in particular
the class of compact sets, the class of Borel sets B(X), the class Cb(X) of bounded con-
tinuous functions and the class P(X) of Borel probability measures) are always referred to
the topology τ , even when d is a distance. When (X, d) is separable (thus any d-open set is
a countable union of d-closed balls, which are also τ -closed by (iv)), then a subset of X is
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d-Borel if and only if it is τ -Borel, but when (X, d) is not separable B(X) can be a strictly
smaller class than the Borel sets generated by d.

The Polish condition on τ guarantees that all Borel probability measures µ ∈ P(X) are
tight, a property (shared with the more general class of Radon spaces, see e.g. [5, Def. 5.1.4])
which justifies the introduction of the weaker topology τ . In fact most of the results of the
present paper could be extended to Radon spaces, thus including Lusin and Suslin topologies
[37].

Notice that the only compatibility conditions between the possibly extended distance d and
τ are (iii) and (iv). Condition (iii) guarantees that convergence in (P(X),W2), as defined
in Section 2.4, implies weak convergence, namely convergence in the duality with Cb(X).
Condition (iv) enables us, when the cost function c equals d2, to use the standard results of
the Kantorovich theory (existence of optimal plans, duality, etc.) and other useful properties,
as the lower semicontinuity of the length and the p-energy of a curve w.r.t. pointwise τ -
convergence, or the representation results of [25].

An example where the roles of the distance and the topology are different is provided
by bounded closed subsets of the dual of a separable Banach space: in this case d is the
distance induced by the dual norm and τ is the weak∗ topology. In this case τ enjoys better
compactness properties than d.

The typical example of Polish extended space is a separable Banach space (X, ‖·‖) endowed
with a Gaussian probability measure γ. In this case τ is the topology induced by the norm
and d is the Cameron-Martin extended distance induced by γ (see [8]): thus, differently from
(X, τ), (X, d) is not separable if dimX =∞.

It will be technically convenient to use also the class B∗(X) of universally measurable
sets (and the associated universally measurable functions): it is the σ-algebra of sets which
are µ-measurable for any µ ∈P(X).

2.2 Absolutely continuous curves and slopes

If (X, d) is an extended metric space, J ⊂ R is an open interval, p ∈ [1,∞] and γ : J → X,
we say that γ belongs to ACp(J ; (X, d)) if

d(γs, γt) ≤
∫ t

s
g(r) dr ∀s, t ∈ J, s < t

for some g ∈ Lp(J). The case p = 1 corresponds to absolutely continuous curves, whose space
is simply denoted by AC(J ; (X, d)). It turns out that, if γ belongs to ACp(J ; (X, d)), there is
a minimal function g with this property, called metric derivative and given for a.e. t ∈ J by

|γ̇t| := lim
s→t

d(γs, γt)

|s− t|
.

See [5, Theorem 1.1.2] for the simple proof. We say that an absolutely continuous curve γt
has constant speed if |γ̇t| is (equivalent to) a constant.

Notice that, by the completeness of (X, d), ACp(J ; (X, d)) ⊂ C(J̄ ;X), the set of τ -
continuous curves γ : J̄ → X. For t ∈ J̄ we define the evaluation map et : C(J̄ ;X) → X
by

et(γ) := γt.
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We endow C(J̄ ;X) with the sup extended distance

d∗(γ, γ̃) := sup
t∈J̄

d(γt, γ̃t)

and with the compact-open topology τ∗, whose fundamental system of neighborhoods is{
γ ∈ C(J̄ ;X) : γ(Ki) ⊂ Ui, i = 1, 2, . . . , n

}
, Ki ⊂ J̄ compact, Ui ∈ τ , n ≥ 1.

With these choices, it can be shown that (C(J̄ ;X), τ∗, d∗) inherits a Polish extended structure
from (X, τ, d) if τ is induced by a distance ρ in X smaller than d. Also, with this topology it
is clear that the evaluation maps are continuous from (C(J̄ ;X), τ∗) to (X, τ). Since for p > 1
the p-energy

Ep[γ] :=

∫
J
|γ̇|p dt if γ ∈ ACp(J ; (X, d)), Ep[γ] :=∞ otherwise, (2.2)

is τ∗-lower-semicontinuous thanks to (iv) of Definition 2.3, ACp(J ; (X, d)) is a Borel subset of
C(J̄ ;X). It is not difficult to check that AC(J ; (X, d)) is a Borel set as well; indeed, denoting
J = (a, b) and defining

TV
(
γ, (a, s)

)
:= sup

{
n−1∑
i=0

d(γti+1 , γti) : n ∈ N, a < t0 < · · · < tn < s

}
s ∈ (a, b],

it can be immediately seen that TV
(
γ, (a, s)

)
is lower semicontinuous in γ and nonincreasing

in s. Also, a continuous γ is absolutely continuous iff the Stieltjes measure associated to
TV
(
γ, (a, ·)

)
is absolutely continuous w.r.t. L 1; by an integration by parts, this can be

characterized in terms of mε(γ) ↓ 0 as ε ↓ 0, where

mε(γ) := sup

{∫ b

a
TV
(
γ, (a, s)

)
ψ′(s) ds : ψ ∈ C1

c (a, b), max |ψ| ≤ 1,

∫ b

a
|ψ(s)| ds ≤ ε

}
(2.3)

if TV
(
γ, (a, b)

)
is finite, mε(γ) = +∞ otherwise. Since mε are Borel in C(J̄ ;X), thanks to

the separability of C1
c (a, b) w.r.t. the C1 norm, the Borel regularity of AC(J ; (X, d)) follows.

We call (X, d) a geodesic space if for any x0, x1 ∈ X with d(x0, x1) < ∞ there exists a
curve γ : [0, 1]→ X satisfying γ0 = x0, γ1 = x1 and

d(γs, γt) = |t− s|d(γ0, γ1) ∀s, t ∈ [0, 1]. (2.4)

We will denote by Geo(X) the space of all constant speed geodesics γ : [0, 1]→ X, namely
γ ∈ Geo(X) if (2.4) holds. Given f : X → R we define its effective domain D(f) by

D(f) := {x ∈ X : f(x) ∈ R} . (2.5)

Given f : X → R and x ∈ D(f), we define the local Lipschitz constant at x by

|Df |(x) := lim sup
y→x

|f(y)− f(x)|
d(y, x)

.

We shall also need the one-sided counterparts of the local Lipschitz constant, called respec-
tively descending slope and ascending slope:

|D−f |(x) := lim sup
y→x

[f(y)− f(x)]−

d(y, x)
, |D+f |(x) := lim sup

y→x

[f(y)− f(x)]+

d(y, x)
. (2.6)
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When x ∈ D(f) is an isolated point of X, we set |Df |(x) = |D−f |(x) = |D+f |(x) := 0,
while all slopes are conventionally set to +∞ on X \D(f).

Notice the change of notation with respect to previous papers on similar topics (even by the
same authors as the current one): the local Lipschitz constant and the slopes are sometimes
denoted by |∇f |, |∇±f |. Following [18], we are proposing this switch since these quantities
are defined in duality with the distance and therefore they are naturally cotangent objects
rather than tangent ones (this observation has been used in [18] as basis for approaching
integration by parts in metric measure spaces). From this perspective, the wording “upper
gradients” and “relaxed/weak upper gradients” that we will introduce later on, might be a bit
misleading, as the objects should rather be called “(relaxed/weak) upper differentials”. Yet,
the terminology of upper gradients is by now well established in the context of analysis in
metric measure spaces, so that we will keep it and we will simply replace ∇ by D to highlight
the dual point of view.

Notice that for all x ∈ D(f) it holds

|Df |(x) = max
{
|D−f |(x), |D+f |(x)|

}
, |D−f |(x) = |D+(−f)|(x). (2.7)

Also, for f, g : X → R it is not difficult to check that

|D(αf + βg)| ≤ |α||Df |+ |β||Dg|, ∀α, β ∈ R (2.8a)

|D(fg)| ≤ |f ||Dg|+ |g||Df | (2.8b)

on D(f) ∩D(g). Also, if χ : X → [0, 1], it holds

|D±(χf + (1− χ)g)| ≤ χ|D±f |+ (1− χ)|D±g|+ |Dχ| |f − g|. (2.9)

Indeed, adding the identities

χ(y)f(y)− χ(x)f(x) = χ(y)(f(y)− f(x)) + f(x)(χ(y)− χ(x)),

χ̃(y)g(y)− χ̃(x)g(x) = χ̃(y)(g(y)− g(x)) + g(x)(χ̃(y)− χ̃(x))

with χ̃ = 1− χ one obtains

(χf + χ̃g)(y)− (χf + χ̃g)(x)

d(y, x)
= χ(y)

f(y)− f(x)

d(y, x)
+ χ̃(y)

g(y)− g(x)

d(y, x)

+
χ(y)− χ(x)

d(x, y)
(f(x)− g(x))

from which the inequality readily follows by taking the positive or negative parts and letting
y → x.

We shall prove a further inequality, that will turn to be useful to prove contraction esti-
mates for the gradient flow of the Cheeger energy in Section 4.

Lemma 2.4 Let f, g : X → R be Lipschitz functions, let φ : R → R be a C1 map with
0 ≤ φ′ ≤ 1, and let ψ : [0,∞)→ R be a convex nondecreasing function. Setting

f̃ := f + φ(g − f), g̃ := g − φ(g − f), (2.11)

we have

ψ(|Df̃ |(x)) + ψ(|Dg̃|(x)) ≤ ψ(|Df |(x)) + ψ(|Dg|(x)) for every x ∈ X. (2.12)
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Proof. Let (yn) be a sequence in X converging to x such that |Df̃ |(x) = limn→∞
|f̃(x)−f̃(yn)|

d(x,yn) .
Since f and g are Lipschitz, up to extracting a further subsequence, we can assume that

lim
n↑∞

f(x)− f(yn)

d(x, yn)
= A, lim

n↑∞

g(x)− g(yn)

d(x, yn)
= B.

Moreover, by the definition of f̃ and the Lagrange theorem there exists a convex combination
ξn of g(x)− f(x) and g(yn)− f(yn) such that

f̃(x)− f̃(yn) = f(x)− f(yn) + φ(g(x)− f(x))− φ(g(yn)− f(yn))

= f(x)− f(yn) + φ′(ξn)
(
g(x)− g(yn)− (f(x)− f(yn))

)
.

Notice that |A| ≤ |Df |(x) and |B| ≤ |Dg|(x). Dividing the previous inequality by d(x, yn)
and passing to the limit as n→∞, since φ′(ξn)→ α := φ′(g(x)− f(x)) ∈ [0, 1] we get

|Df̃ |(x) =
∣∣A+ α(B −A)

∣∣ ≤ (1− α)|A|+ α|B| ≤ (1− α)|Df |(x) + α|Dg|(x).

A similar argument for g̃ yields

|Dg̃|(x) ≤ (1− α)|Dg|(x) + α|Df |(x).

Since ψ is convex and nondecreasing, a combination of the last two inequalities yields (2.12).
�

We shall also need the measurability of slopes, ensured by the following lemma.

Lemma 2.5 If f : X → R is Borel, then its slopes |D±f | (and therefore |Df |) are B∗(X)-
measurable in D(f). In particular, if γ : [0, 1]→ X is a continuous curve with γt ∈ D(f) for
a.e. t ∈ [0, 1], then the functions |D±f | ◦ γ are Lebesgue measurable.

Proof. By (2.7) it is sufficient to consider the case of the ascending slope and, since the
functions

Gr(x) := sup
{y: 0<d(x,y)<r}

(f(y)− f(x))+

d(y, x)

(with the convention sup ∅ = 0, so that Gr(x) = 0 for r small enough if x is an isolated point)
monotonically converge to |D+f | on D(f), it is sufficient to prove that Gr is universally
measurable for any r > 0. For any r > 0 and α ≥ 0 we see that the set

{x ∈ D(f) : Gr(x) > α}

is the projection on the first factor of the Borel set

{(x, y) ∈ D(f)×X : f(y)− f(x) > αd(x, y), 0 < d(x, y) < r} ,

so it is a Suslin set (see [9, Proposition 1.10.8]) and therefore it is universally measurable (see
[9, Theorem 1.10.5]).

To check the last statement of the lemma it is sufficient to recall [12, Remark 32 (c2)] that
a continuous curve γ is (B∗([0, 1]),B∗(X)) measurable, since any set in B∗(X) is measurable
for all images of measures µ ∈P([0, 1]) under γ. �
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Finally, for completeness we include the simple proof of the fact that |D−f | = |D+f | m-a.e.
if d is finite, f is d-Lipschitz and (X, d,m) is a doubling metric measure space. We will be
able to prove a weaker version of this result even in non-doubling situations, see Remark 6.5.

Proposition 2.6 If d is finite, and (X, d,m) is doubling, for all d-Lipschitz f : X → R,
|D−f | = |D+f | m-a.e. in X.

Proof. Let α′ > α > 0 and consider the set H := {|D−f | ≤ α}. Let Hm be the subset of
points x ∈ H such that f(x) − f(y) ≤ α′d(x, y) for all y satisfying d(x, y) < 1/m. By the
doubling property [21, Theorem 14.15], the equality H = ∪mHm ensures that m-a.e. x ∈ H
is a point of density 1 for some set Hm. If we fix x̄ with this property, a corresponding m and
d(xn, x̄)→ 0, we can estimate

f(xn)− f(x̄) = f(xn)− f(yn) + f(yn)− f(x̄) ≤ Lip(f)d(xn, yn) + α′d(yn, x̄)

choosing yn ∈ Hm ∩B1/m(x̄). But, since the density of Hm at x̄ is 1 we can choose yn in such
a way that d(xn, yn) = o(d(xn, x̄)). Indeed, if for some δ > 0 the ball Bδd(xn,x̄)(xn) does not
intersect Hm for infinitely many n, the upper density of X \Hm in the balls B(1+δ)d(xn,x̄)(x̄) is
strictly positive. Dividing both sides by d(xn, x̄) the arbitrariness of the sequence (xn) yields
|D+f |(x̄) ≤ α′.

Since α and α′ are arbitrary we conclude that |D+f | ≤ |D−f | m-a.e. in X. The proof of
the converse inequality is similar. �

2.3 Upper gradients

According to [11], we say that a function g : X → [0,∞] is an upper gradient of f : X → R
if, for any curve γ ∈ AC((0, 1); (D(f), d)), s 7→ g(γs)|γ̇s| is measurable in [0, 1] (with the
convention 0 · ∞ = 0) and ∣∣∣∣∫

∂γ
f

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
γ
g, (2.13)

Here and in the following we write
∫
∂γ f for f(γ1)− f(γ0) and

∫
γ g =

∫ 1
0 g(γs)|γ̇s| ds.

It is not difficult to see that if f is a Borel and d-Lipschitz function then the two slopes
and the local Lipschitz constant are upper gradients. More generally, the following remark
will be useful.

Remark 2.7 (When slopes are upper gradients along a curve) Notice that if one a
priori knows that t 7→ f(γt) is absolutely continuous along a given absolutely continuous
curve γ : [0, 1]→ D(f), then |D±f | are upper gradients of f along γ. Indeed, |D±(f ◦ γ)| are
bounded from above by |D±f | ◦ γ|γ̇| wherever the metric derivative |γ̇| exists; then, one uses
the fact that at any differentiability point both slopes of f ◦ γ coincide with |(f ◦ γ)′|. �

The next lemma is a refinement of [5, Lemma 1.2.6]; as usual, we adopt the convention
0 · ∞ = 0.

Lemma 2.8 (Absolute continuity criterion) Let L ∈ L1(0, 1) be nonnegative and let g :
[0, 1]→ [0,∞] be a measurable map with

∫ 1
0 Ldt > 0 and

∫ 1
0 g(t)L(t) dt <∞. Let w : [0, 1]→

R ∪ {−∞} be an upper semicontinuous map, with w > −∞ a.e. on {L 6= 0}, satisfying

w(s)− w(t) ≤ g(t)

∣∣∣∣∫ t

s
L(r) dr

∣∣∣∣ for all t ∈ {w > −∞} (2.14)
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and, for arbitrary 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1,∫ b

a
Ldt = 0 =⇒ w is constant in [a, b]. (2.15)

Then {w = −∞} is empty and w is absolutely continuous in [0, 1].

Proof. It is not restrictive to assume
∫ 1

0 L(t) dt = 1 and set λ := LL 1|[0,1]. We introduce the
monotone, right continuous map t : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] pushing L 1 onto λ: setting

x(t) :=

∫ t

0
L(r) dr = λ([0, t]) it holds t(x) := sup{t ∈ [0, 1] : x(t) ≤ x},

and considering the function g̃ := g ◦ t we easily get∫ t(y)

t(x)
L(r) dr = |x− y| 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1,

∫ b

a
g(t)L(t) dt =

∫ x(b)

x(a)
g̃(z) dz a, b ∈ [0, 1], (2.16)

so that, defining also w̃ := w ◦ t, (2.14) becomes

w̃(y)− w̃(x) ≤ g̃(x)|x− y| for all x ∈ {w̃ > −∞}. (2.17)

Notice that w̃ is still upper semicontinuous: since it is the composition of an upper semi-
continuous function with the increasing right continuous map t, we have just to check this
property at the jump set of t. If x ∈ (0, 1] satisfies t−(x) = limy↑x t(y) < t(x), since w is
constant in [t−(x), t(x)] we have

lim sup
y↑x

w̃(y) = lim sup
s↑t−(x)

w(s) ≤ w(t−(x)) = w(t(x)) = w̃(x).

In particular w̃ is bounded from above and choosing y0 such that w̃(y0) > −∞ we get
w̃(x) ≥ w̃(y0)− g̃(x) for every x ∈ {w̃ > −∞}, so that w̃ is integrable. Since

|w̃(y)− w̃(x)| ≤ (g̃(x) + g̃(y))|x− y| for every x, y ∈ (0, 1) \ {w̃ > −∞}

applying [5, Lemma 2.1.6] we obtain that w̃ ∈W 1,1(0, 1) and |w̃′| ≤ 2g̃ a.e. in (0, 1).
Since w̃ ∈ W 1,1(0, 1) there exists a continuous representative w̄ of w̃ in the Lebesgue

equivalence class of w̃. Since any point in [0, 1] can be approximated by points in the coinci-
dence set we obtain that w̃ ≥ w̄ > −∞ in [0, 1]. We can apply (2.17) to obtain (in the case
y < 1)

w̃(y)− 1

h

∫ y+h

y
w̃(x) dx ≤

∫ y+h

y
g̃(x) dx→ 0 as h ↓ 0.

Since
∫ y+h
y w̃(x) dx ∼ hw̄(y) as h ↓ 0, we obtain the opposite inequality w̃(y) ≤ w̄(y) for every

y ∈ [0, 1). In the case y = 1 the argument is similar.
We thus obtain |w̃(x)− w̃(y)| ≤ 2

∫ y
x g̃(z) dr for every 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1. Now, the fact that

w is constant in any closed interval where x is constant ensures the validity of the identity
w(s) = w(t(x(s)), so that w(s) = w̃(x(s)) and the second equality in (2.16) yields

|w(s)− w(t)| = |w̃(x(s))− w̃(x(t))| ≤ 2

∫ x(t)

x(s)
g̃(z) dz = 2

∫ t

s
g(r)L(r) dr 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1.

�
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Corollary 2.9 Let γ ∈ AC([0, 1]; (X, d)) and let ϕ : X → R ∪ {−∞} be a d-upper semi-
continuous map such that ϕ(γs) > −∞ a.e. in [0, 1]. Let g : X → [0,∞] be such that
g ◦ γ|γ̇| ∈ L1(0, 1) and

ϕ(γs)− ϕ(γt) ≤ g(γt)

∣∣∣∣∫ t

s
|γ̇|(r) dr

∣∣∣∣ for all t such that ϕ(γt) > −∞. (2.18)

Then the map s 7→ ϕ(γs) is real valued and absolutely continuous.

The proof is an immediate application of Lemma 2.8 with L := |γ̇| and w := ϕ ◦ γ; (2.15) is
true since γ (and thus ϕ ◦ γ) is constant on every interval where |γ̇| vanishes a.e.

Finally, we shall need the following criterion for Sobolev regularity, see [4] for the simple
proof.

Lemma 2.10 Let q ∈ [1,∞], f : (0, 1)→ R measurable, g ∈ Lq(0, 1) nonnegative be satisfy-
ing

|f(s)− f(t)| ≤
∣∣∫ t

s
g(r) dr

∣∣ for L 2-a.e. (s, t) ∈ (0, 1)2.

Then f ∈W 1,q(0, 1) and |f ′| ≤ g a.e. in (0, 1).

2.4 The space (P(X),W2)

Here we assume that (X, τ, d) is a Polish extended space. Given µ, ν ∈P(X), we define the
Wasserstein distance W2 between them as

W 2
2 (µ, ν) := inf

∫
X×X

d2(x, y) dγ(x, y), (2.19)

where the infimum is taken among all γ ∈P(X ×X) such that

π1
]γ = µ, π2

]γ = ν.

Such measures are called admissible plans (or couplings) for the pair (µ, ν). As usual, if
µ ∈ P(X) and T : X → Y is a µ-measurable map with values in the topological space Y ,
the push-forward measure T]µ ∈ P(Y ) is defined by T]µ(B) := µ(T−1(B)) for every set
B ∈ B(Y ).

We are not restricting ourselves to the space of measures with finite second moments, so
that it can possibly happen that W2(µ, ν) =∞. Still, via standard arguments one can prove
that W2 is an extended distance in P(X). Also, we point out that if we define

P[µ](X) :=
{
ν ∈P(X) : W2(µ, ν) <∞

}
for some µ ∈P(X), then the space (P[µ](X),W2) is actually a complete metric space (which
reduces to the standard one (P2(X),W2) if µ is a Dirac mass and d is finite).

Concerning the relation between W2 convergence and weak convergence, the implication

W2(µn, µ)→ 0 =⇒
∫
X
ϕdµn →

∫
X
ϕdµ ∀ϕ ∈ Cb(X) (2.20)
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is well known if (X, d) is a metric space and τ is induced by the distance d, see for instance [5,
Proposition 7.1.5]; the implication remains true in our setting, with the same proof, thanks
to the compatibility condition (iii) of Definition 2.3.

Since d2 is τ -lower semicontinuous, when W2(µ, ν) < ∞ the infimum in the definition
(2.19) of W 2

2 is attained and we call optimal all the plans γ realizing the minimum; Kan-
torovich’s duality formula holds:

1

2
W 2

2 (µ, ν) = sup

{∫
X
ϕdµ+

∫
X
ψ dν : ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≤ 1

2
d2(x, y)

}
, (2.21)

where the functions ϕ and ψ in the supremum are respectively µ-measurable and ν-measurable,
and in L1. One can also restrict, without affecting the value of the supremum, to bounded
and continuous functions ϕ, ψ (see [5, Theorem 6.1.1]).

Recall that the c-transform ϕc of ϕ : X → R ∪ {−∞} is defined by

ϕc(y) := inf

{
d2(x, y)

2
− ϕ(x) : x ∈ X

}
and that ψ is said to be c-concave if ψ = ϕc for some ϕ.

c-concave functions are always d-upper semicontinuous, hence Borel in the case when d is
finite and induces τ . More generally, it is not difficult to check that

ϕ Borel =⇒ ϕc B∗(X)-measurable. (2.22)

The proof follows, as in Lemma 2.5, from Suslin’s theory: indeed, the set {ϕc < α} is the
projection on the second coordinate of the Borel set of points (x, y) such that d2(x, y)/2 −
ϕ(x) < α, so it is a Suslin set and therefore universally measurable.

If ϕ(x), ψ(y) satisfy ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≤ d2(x, y)/2, since ϕc ≥ ψ still satisfies ϕ + ϕc ≤ d2/2
and since we may restrict ourselves to bounded continuous functions, we obtain

1

2
W 2

2 (µ, ν) = sup

{∫
X
ϕdµ+

∫
X
ϕc dν : ϕ ∈ Cb(X)

}
. (2.23)

Definition 2.11 (Kantorovich potential) Assume that d is a finite distance. We say that
a map ϕ : X → R ∪ {−∞} is a Kantorovich potential relative to an optimal plan γ if:

(i) ϕ is c-concave, not identically equal to −∞ and Borel;

(ii) ϕ(x) + ϕc(y) = 1
2d

2(x, y) for γ-a.e. (x, y) ∈ X ×X.

Since ϕ is not identically equal to −∞ the function ϕc still takes values in R∪{−∞} and the
c-concavity of ϕ ensures that ϕ = (ϕc)c. Notice that we are not requiring integrability of ϕ
and ϕc, although condition (ii) forces ϕ (resp. ϕc) to be finite µ-a.e. (resp. ν-a.e.).

The existence of maximizing pairs in the duality formula can be a difficult task if d is
unbounded, and no general result is known when d may attain the value ∞. For this reason
we restrict ourselves to finite distances d in the previous definition and in the next proposition,
concerning the main existence and integrability result for Kantorovich potentials.
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Proposition 2.12 (Existence of Kantorovich potentials) If d is finite and γ is an op-
timal plan with finite cost, then Kantorovich potentials ϕ relative to γ exist. In addition, if
d(x, y) ≤ a(x) + b(y) with a ∈ L2(X,µ) and b ∈ L2(Y, ν), the functions ϕ, ϕc are respectively
µ-integrable and ν-integrable and provide maximizers in the duality formula (2.21). In this
case ϕ is a Kantorovich potential relative to any optimal plan γ.

Proof. Existence of ϕ follows by a well-known argument, see for instance [41, Theorem 5.10],
[5, Theorem 6.1.4]: one makes the Rüschendorf-Rockafellar construction of a c-concave func-
tion ϕ starting from a σ-compact and d2-monotone set Γ on which γ is concentrated. The
last statement follows by

1

2
W 2

2 (µ, ν) =

∫
X
ϕdµ+

∫
X
ϕc dν ≤

∫
X×X

1

2
d2 dγ

for any admissible plan γ. �

2.5 Geodesically convex functionals and gradient flows

Given an extended metric space (Y, dY ) (in the sequel it will mostly be a Wasserstein space)
and K ∈ R, a functional E : Y → R ∪ {+∞} is said to be K-geodesically convex if for any
y0, y1 ∈ D(E) with dY (y0, y1) <∞ there exists γ ∈ Geo(Y ) such that γ0 = y0, γ1 = y1 and

E(γt) ≤ (1− t)E(y0) + tE(y1)− K

2
t(1− t)d2

Y (y0, y1) ∀t ∈ [0, 1].

A consequence of K-geodesic convexity is that the descending slope defined in (2.6) can
be calculated as

|D−E|(y) = sup
z∈Y \{y}

(
E(y)− E(z)

dY (y, z)
+
K

2
dY (y, z)

)+

, (2.24)

so that |D−E|(y) is the smallest constant S ≥ 0 such that

E(z) ≥ E(y)− SdY (z, y) +
K

2
d2
Y (z, y) for every z ∈ Y[y]. (2.25)

We recall (see [5, Corollary 2.4.10]) that for K-geodesically convex and lower semicontinuous
functionals the descending slope is an upper gradient, as defined in Section 2.3: in particular

E(yt) ≥ E(ys)−
∫ t

s
|ẏr| |D−E|(yr) dr for every s, t ∈ [0,∞), s < t (2.26)

for all locally absolutely continuous curves y : [0,∞) → D(E). A metric gradient flow for
E is a locally absolutely continuous curve y : [0,∞)→ D(E) along which (2.26) holds as an
equality and moreover |ẏt| = |D−E|(yt) for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞).

An application of Young inequality shows that gradient flows for functionals can be char-
acterized by the following definition.

Definition 2.13 (E-dissipation inequality and metric gradient flow) Let E : Y →
R ∪ {+∞} be a functional. We say that a locally absolutely continuous curve [0,∞) 3 t 7→
yt ∈ D(E) satisfies the E-dissipation inequality if

E(y0) ≥ E(yt) +
1

2

∫ t

0
|ẏr|2 dr +

1

2

∫ t

0
|D−E|2(yr) dr ∀t ≥ 0. (2.27)
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y is a gradient flow of E starting from y0 ∈ D(E) if (2.27) holds as an equality, i.e.

E(y0) = E(yt) +
1

2

∫ t

0
|ẏr|2 dr +

1

2

∫ t

0
|D−E|2(yr) dr ∀t ≥ 0. (2.28)

By the remarks above, it is not hard to check that (2.28) is equivalent to the E-dissipation
inequality (2.27) whenever t 7→ E(yt) is absolutely continuous, in particular if |D−E| is an
upper gradient of E (as for K-geodesically convex functionals). In this case (2.28) is equivalent
to

d

dt
E(yt) = −|ẏt|2 = −|D−E|2(yt) for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (2.29)

If E : Rd → R is a smooth functional, then a C1 curve (yt) is a gradient flow according
to the previous definition if and only if it satisfies y′t = −DE(yt) for all t ∈ (0,∞), so that
the metric definition reduces to the classical one when specialized to Euclidean spaces and to
regular curves and functionals.

3 Hopf-Lax semigroup in metric spaces

In this section we study the properties of the functions given by Hopf-Lax formula in a metric
setting and the relations with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Here we only assume that
(X, d) is an extended metric space until Theorem 3.5 (in particular, (X, d) is not necessarily
d-complete or d-separable) and the measure structure (X, τ,m) does not play a role, except
in Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.9. Only in Theorem 3.6 we will also assume that our
space is a length space.

Let (X, d) be an extended metric space and f : X → R ∪ {+∞}. We define

F (t, x, y) := f(y) +
d2(x, y)

2t
, (3.1)

and
Qtf(x) := inf

y∈X
F (t, x, y) (x, t) ∈ X × (0,∞). (3.2)

The map (x, t) 7→ Qtf(x), X×(0,∞)→ R is obviously d-upper semicontinuous. The behavior
of Qtf is not trivial only in the set

D(f) := {x ∈ X : d(x, y) <∞ for some y with f(y) <∞} (3.3)

and we shall restrict our analysis to D(f), so that Qtf(x) ∈ R ∪ {−∞} for (x, t) ∈ D(f) ×
(0,∞). For x ∈ D(f) we set also

t∗(x) := sup{t > 0 : Qtf(x) > −∞}

with the convention t∗(x) = 0 if Qtf(x) = −∞ for all t > 0. Since Qtf(x) > −∞ implies
Qsf(y) > −∞ for all s ∈ (0, t) and all y at a finite distance from x, it follows that t∗(x)
depends only on the equivalence class X[x] of x, see (2.1).

Finally, we introduce the functions D+(x, t), D−(x, t) as

D+(x, t) := sup
(yn)

lim sup
n

d(x, yn), D−(x, t) := inf
(yn)

lim inf
n

d(x, yn), (3.4)
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where, in both cases, the (yn)’s vary among all minimizing sequences of F (t, x, ·). It is easy to
check (arguing as in [5, Lemma 2.2.1, Lemma 3.1.2]) that D+(x, t) is finite for 0 < t < t∗(x)
and that

lim
i→∞

d(xi, x) = 0, lim
i→∞

ti = t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) =⇒ lim
i→∞

Qtif(xi) = Qtf(x), (3.5)

sup
{

D+(y, t) : d(x, y) ≤ R, 0 < t < t∗(x)− ε
}
<∞ ∀R > 0, ε > 0. (3.6)

Simple diagonal arguments show that the supremum and the infimum in (3.4) are attained.
Obviously D−(x, ·) ≤ D+(x, ·); the next proposition shows that both functions are nonin-

creasing, and that they coincide out of a countable set.

Proposition 3.1 (Monotonicity of D±) For all x ∈ D(f) it holds

D+(x, t) ≤ D−(x, s) <∞, 0 < t < s < t∗(x). (3.7)

As a consequence, D+(x, ·) and D−(x, ·) are both nondecreasing in (0, t∗(x)) and they coincide
at all points therein with at most countably many exceptions.

Proof. Fix x ∈ D(f), 0 < t < s < t∗(x) and choose minimizing sequences (xnt ) and (xns ) for
F (t, x, ·) and F (s, x, ·) respectively, such that limn d(x, xnt ) = D+(x, t) and limn d(x, xns ) =
D−(x, s). As a consequence, there exist the limits of f(xnt ) and f(xns ) as n → ∞. The
minimality of the sequences gives

lim
n
f(xnt ) +

d2(xnt , x)

2t
≤ lim

n
f(xns ) +

d2(xns , x)

2t

lim
n
f(xns ) +

d2(xns , x)

2s
≤ lim

n
f(xnt ) +

d2(xnt , x)

2s
.

Adding up and using the fact that 1
t >

1
s we deduce

D+(x, t) = lim
n

d(xnt , x) ≤ lim
n

d(xns , x) = D−(x, s),

which is (3.7). Combining this with the inequality D− ≤ D+ we immediately obtain that
both functions are nonincreasing. At a point of right continuity of D−(x, ·) we get

D+(x, t) ≤ inf
s>t

D−(x, s) = D−(x, t).

This implies that the two functions coincide out of a countable set. �

Next, we examine the semicontinuity properties of D±: they imply that points (x, t) where
the equality D+(x, t) = D−(x, t) occurs are continuity points for both D+ and D−.

Proposition 3.2 (Semicontinuity of D±) Let xn
d→ x and tn → t ∈ (0, t∗(x)). Then

D−(x, t) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

D−(xn, tn), D+(x, t) ≥ lim sup
n→∞

D+(xn, tn).

In particular, for every x ∈ X the map t 7→ D−(x, t) is left continuous in (0, t∗(x)) and the
map t 7→ D+(x, t) is right continuous in (0, t∗(x)).
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Proof. For every n ∈ N, let (yin)i∈N be a minimizing sequence for F (tn, xn, ·) for which the
limit of d(yin, xn) as i → ∞ equals D−(xn, tn). From (3.6) we see that we can assume that
supi,n d(yin, xn) is finite. For all n we have

lim
i→∞

f(yin) +
d2(yin, xn)

2tn
= Qtnf(xn).

Moreover, the d-upper semicontinuity of (x, t) 7→ Qtf(x) gives that lim supnQtnf(xn) ≤
Qtf(x). Since d(yin, xn) is bounded we have supi |d2(yin, xn)−d2(yin, x)| is infinitesimal, hence
by a diagonal argument we can find a sequence n 7→ i(n) such that

lim sup
n→∞

f(yi(n)
n ) +

d2(y
i(n)
n , x)

2t
≤ Qtf(x),

∣∣d(xn, y
i(n)
n )−D−(xn, tn)

∣∣ ≤ 1

n
.

This implies that n 7→ y
i(n)
n is a minimizing sequence for F (t, x, ·), therefore

D−(x, t) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

d(x, yi(n)
n ) = lim inf

n→∞
d(xn, y

i(n)
n ) = lim inf

i→∞
D−(xn, tn).

If we choose, instead, sequences (yin)i∈N on which the supremum in the definition of D+(xn, tn)
is attained, we obtain the upper semicontinuity property. �

Before stating the next proposition we recall that semiconcave functions g on an open interval
are local quadratic perturbations of concave functions; they inherit from concave functions
all pointwise differentiability properties, as existence of right and left derivatives d−

dt g ≥
d+

dt g,
and similar.

Proposition 3.3 (Time derivative of Qtf) The map (0, t∗(x)) 3 t 7→ Qtf(x) is locally
Lipschitz and locally semiconcave. For all t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) it satisfies

d−

dt
Qtf(x) = −(D−(x, t))2

2t2
,

d+

dt
Qtf(x) = −(D+(x, t))2

2t2
. (3.8)

In particular, s 7→ Qsf(x) is differentiable at t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) if and only if D+(x, t) = D−(x, t).

Proof. Let (xnt ), (xns ) be minimizing sequences for F (t, x, ·) and F (s, x, ·). We have

Qsf(x)−Qtf(x) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

F (s, x, xnt )− F (t, x, xnt ) = lim inf
n→∞

d2(x, xnt )

2

(
1

s
− 1

t

)
, (3.9)

Qsf(x)−Qtf(x) ≥ lim sup
n→∞

F (s, x, xns )− F (t, x, xns ) = lim sup
n→∞

d2(x, xns )

2

(
1

s
− 1

t

)
. (3.10)

If s > t we obtain

(D−(x, s))2

2

(
1

s
− 1

t

)
≤ Qsf(x)−Qtf(x) ≤ (D+(x, t))2

2

(
1

s
− 1

t

)
; (3.11)

recalling that lims↓t D−(x, s) = D+(x, t), a division by s − t and a limit as s ↓ t gives the
identity for the right derivative in (3.8). A similar argument, dividing by t−s < 0 and passing
to the limit as t ↑ s yields the left derivative in (3.8).
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The local Lipschitz continuity follows by (3.11) recalling that D±(x, ·) are locally bounded
functions; we easily get the quantitative bound∥∥∥∥ d

dt
Qtf(x)

∥∥∥∥
L∞(τ,τ ′)

≤ 1

2τ2
‖D+(x, ·)‖L∞(τ,τ ′) for every 0 < τ < τ ′ < t∗(x). (3.12)

Since the distributional derivative of the function t 7→ [D+(x, t)]2/(2t2) is locally bounded
from below, we also deduce that t 7→ Qtf is locally semiconcave. �

Proposition 3.4 (Slopes and upper gradients of Qtf) For x ∈ D(f) it holds:

t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) =⇒ |DQtf |(x) ≤ D+(x, t)

t
, (3.13a)

Qtf(x) > −∞ =⇒ |D+Qtf |(x) ≤ D−(x, t)

t
. (3.13b)

In addition, for all t ∈ (0, t∗(x)), D−(·, t)/t is an upper gradient of Qtf restricted to X[x] =
{y : d(x, y) <∞}.

Proof. Let us first prove that for arbitrary x, y be at finite distance with Qtf(y) > −∞ we
have the estimate

Qtf(x)−Qtf(y) ≤ d(x, y)
(D−(y, t)

t
+

d(x, y)

2t

)
. (3.14)

It is sufficient to take a minimizing sequence (yn) for F (t, y, ·) on which the infimum in the
definition of D−(y, t) is attained, obtaining

Qtf(x)−Qtf(y) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

F (t, x, yn)− F (t, y, yn) = lim inf
n→∞

d2(x, yn)

2t
− d2(y, yn)

2t

≤ lim inf
n→∞

d(x, y)

2t

(
d(x, yn) + d(y, yn)

)
≤ d(x, y)

2t

(
d(x, y) + 2D−(y, t)

)
.

Dividing both sides of (3.14) by d(x, y) and taking the lim sup as y → x we get (3.13a)
for the descending slope, since Proposition 3.2 yields the upper-semicontinuity of D+. The
implication (3.13b) follows by the same argument, by inverting the role of x and y in (3.14)
and still taking the lim sup as y → x after a division by d(x, y). The complete inequality in
(3.13a) follows by (2.7).

We conclude with the proof of the upper gradient property. Let t ∈ (0, t∗(x)), let γ :
[0, 1] → X[x] be an absolutely continuous curve with constant speed (this is not restrictive,
up to a reparameterizazion), and notice that s 7→ Qtf(γs) is upper semicontinuous in [0, 1]
whereas Proposition 3.2 shows the upper-semicontinuity (and thus the measurability) of s 7→
D−(γs, t), while (3.6) shows that it is also bounded. By applying (3.14) with x = γs′ , y = γs
we can use Corollary 2.9 to obtain that s 7→ Qtf(γs) is absolutely continuous. Coming back
to (3.14) we obtain that | d

dsQtf(γs)| ≤ D−(γs, t)/t for a.e. s ∈ [0, 1]. �

Theorem 3.5 (Subsolution of HJ) For x ∈ D(f) and t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) the right and left

derivatives d±

dt Qtf(x) satisfy

d+

dt
Qtf(x) +

|DQtf |2(x)

2
≤ 0,

d−

dt
Qtf(x) +

|D+Qtf |2(x)

2
≤ 0.
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In particular
d

dt
Qtf(x) +

|DQtf |2(x)

2
≤ 0 (3.15)

with at most countably many exceptions in (0, t∗(x)).

Proof. The first claim is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. The second
one (3.15) follows by the fact that the larger derivative, namely the left one, coincides with
−[D−(x, t)]2/(2t2), and then with −[D+(x, t)]2/(2t2) with at most countably many exceptions.
The latter is smaller than −|DQtf |2(x)/2 by (3.13a). �

We just proved that in an arbitrary extended metric space the Hopf-Lax formula produces
subsolutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Our aim now is to prove that, if (X, d) is a
length space, then the same formula provides also supersolutions.

We say that (X, d) is a length space if for all x, y ∈ X the infimum of the length L(γ) of
continuous curves γ joining x to y is equal to d(x, y). We remark that under this assumption
it can be proved that the Hopf-Lax formula produces a semigroup (see for instance the proof
in [28]), while in general only the inequality Qs+tf ≤ Qs(Qtf) holds.

Theorem 3.6 (Solution of HJ and agreement of slopes) Assume that (X, d) is a length
space. Then for all x ∈ D(f) and t ∈ (0, t∗(x)) it holds

|D−Qtf |(x) = |DQtf |(x) =
D+(x, t)

t
, (3.16)

so that equality holds in (3.13a). In particular, the right time derivative of Qtf satisfies

d+

dt
Qtf(x) +

|DQtf |2(x)

2
= 0 for every t ∈ (0, t∗(x)), (3.17)

and equality holds in (3.15), with at most countably many exceptions.

Proof. Let (yi) be a minimizing sequence for F (t, x, ·) on which the supremum in the definition
of D+(x, t) is attained, so that d(x, yi) → D+(x, t). Let γi : [0, 1] → X be constant speed
curves connecting x to yi whose lengths L(γi)≥ d(x, yi) converge to D+(x, t). For every
s ∈ (0, 1) we have

lim sup
i→∞

Qtf(x)−Qtf(γis) ≥ lim sup
i→∞

F (t, x, yi)− F (t, γis, yi)

= lim sup
i→∞

d2(x, yi)− d2(γis, yi)

2t
,

and our assumption on the γi’s ensures that

lim
i→∞

d(x, γis)

sd(x, yi)
= lim

i→∞

sL(γi)

sd(x, yi)
= 1, lim

i→∞

d(γis, yi)

(1− s)d(x, yi)
= lim

i→∞

(1− s)L(γi)

(1− s)d(x, yi)
= 1

for all s ∈ (0, 1). Therefore we obtain

lim sup
i→∞

Qtf(x)−Qtf(γis)

d(x, γis)
≥ lim sup

i→∞

(
d(x, yi)− d(γis, yi)

)(
d(x, yi) + d(γis, yi)

)
2td(x, γis)

=
(2− s)D+(x, t)

2t
for all s ∈ (0, 1).
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With a diagonal argument we find i(k)→∞ such that

lim sup
k→∞

Qtf(x)−Qtf(γ
i(k)
1/k )

d(x, γ
i(k)
1/k )

≥ D+(x, t)

t
.

Since d(x, γ
i(k)
1/k ) = L(γi(k))/k → 0 we deduce

|D−Qtf |(x) ≥ D+(x, t)

t
.

Thanks to (3.13a) and to the inequality |D−Qt| ≤ |DQt|, this proves that |D−Qtf |(x) =
|DQtf |(x) = D+(x, t)/t.

Taking Proposition 3.3 into account we obtain (3.17) and that the Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion is satisfied at all points x such that D+(x, t) = D−(x, t). �

When f is bounded the maps Qtf are easily seen to be bounded and d-Lipschitz. It is
immediate to see that

inf
X
f ≤ inf

X
Qtf ≤ sup

X
Qtf ≤ sup

X
f. (3.18)

A quantitative global estimate we shall need later on is:

Lip(Qtf) ≤ 2

√
osc(f)

t
, where osc(f) := sup

X
f − inf

X
f. (3.19)

It can be derived noticing that choosing a minimizing sequence (yn)n∈N for F (t, x, ·) attaining
the supremum in (3.4), the energy comparison

(D+(x, t))2

2t
− osc(f) ≤ lim

n→∞
f(yn) +

d2(x, yn)

2t
− f(x) = Qtf(x)− f(x) ≤ 0

yields
D+(x, t) ≤

√
2t osc(f). (3.20)

Since D−(x, t) ≤ D+(x, t), setting R := (
√

2 − 1)
√

2t osc(f), (3.14) and simple calculations
yield

Qtf(x)−Qtf(y)

d(x, y)
≤ 2
(osc(f)

t

)1/2
if 0 < d(x, y) ≤ R,

and, since osc(Qtf) ≤ osc(f) by (3.18),

Qtf(x)−Qtf(y)

d(x, y)
≤ osc(Qtf)

R
≤ 2
(osc(f)

t

)1/2
if d(x, y) ≥ R.

The constant 2 in (3.19) can be reduced to
√

2 if X is a length space: it is sufficient to combine
(3.20) with (3.13a).

We conclude this section with a simple observation, a technical lemma, where also a Polish
structure is involved, and with some relations between slope of Kantorovich potentials and
Wasserstein distance.

Remark 3.7 (Continuity of Qt at t = 0) If (X, τ, d) is an Polish extended space and ϕ is
bounded and τ -lower semicontinuous, then Qtϕ ↑ ϕ as t ↓ 0. This is a simple consequence of
assumption (iii) in Definition 2.3. �
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Proposition 3.8 Let (X, τ, d) be an Polish extended space.

(i) if K ⊂ X is compact, ψ ∈ C(K), M ≥ maxψ and

ϕ(x) =

{
ψ(x) if x ∈ K,
M if x ∈ X \K,

(3.21)

then Qtϕ is τ -lower semicontinuous in X for all t > 0;

(ii) if D(f) = X, t∗(x) ≥ T > 0 for all x ∈ X and Qtϕ is Borel measurable for all t > 0

then rmD+

dt Qtϕ(x) is Borel measurable in X × (0, T ) and the slopes

(x, t) 7→ |D+Qtϕ|(x), (x, t) 7→ |D−Qtϕ|(x)

are B∗(X × (0, T ))-measurable in X × (0, T ).

Proof. (i) The proof is straightforward, using the identity

Qtϕ(x) = min

{
min
y∈K

ψ(y) +
1

2t
d2(x, y),M

}
.

(ii) A simple time discretization argument also shows that (x, t) 7→ Qtϕ(x) is Borel mea-

surable. The Borel measurability of d+

dt Qtϕ(x) is a simple consequence of the continuity of
t 7→ Qtϕ(x), together with the Borel measurability of Qtϕ. Then, the proof of the measura-
bility of slopes follows as in Lemma 2.5. �

In the next proposition we consider the ascending slope of Kantorovich potentials, for
finite distances d.

Proposition 3.9 (Slope and approximation of Kantorovich potentials) Assume that
d is a finite distance, let µ, ν ∈ P(X) with W2(µ, ν) < ∞ and let γ ∈ P(X × X) be an
optimal plan with marginals µ, ν. If ϕ is a Kantorovich potential relative to γ, we have

|D+ϕ|(x) ≤ d(x, y) for γ-a.e. (x, y). (3.22)

In particular |D+ϕ| ∈ L2(X,µ) and
∫
X |D

+ϕ|2 dµ ≤W 2
2 (µ, ν).

Proof. We set f := −ϕc, so that from ϕ = (ϕc)c we have ϕ = Q1f . In addition, the definition
of Kantorovich potential tells us that ϕ(x) = f(y) + d2(x, y)/2 for γ-a.e. (x, y), so that

D−(x, 1) ≤ d(x, y) for γ-a.e. (x, y). (3.23)

Taking (3.13b) into account we obtain (3.22). �

In general the inequality
∫
X |D

+ϕ|2 dµ ≤ W 2
2 (µ, ν) can be strict, as the following simple

example shows:

Example 3.10 Let X = [0, 1] endowed with the Euclidean distance, µ0 = δ0 and µt =
t−1χ[0,t]L

1 for t ∈ (0, 1]. Then clearly (µt) is a constant speed geodesic connecting µ0 to µ1

and the corresponding Kantorovich potential is ϕ(x) = x2/2 − x, so that
∫
|D+ϕ|2 dµ0 = 0,

while W 2
2 (µ0, µ1) = 1/3.
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4 Relaxed gradient, Cheeger’s energy, and its L2-gradient flow

In this section we assume that (X, τ, d) is a Polish extended space. Furthermore, m is a
nonnegative, Borel and σ-finite measure on X. Recall that

there exists a bounded Borel function ϑ : X → (0,∞) such that

∫
X
ϑ dm ≤ 1. (4.1)

Notice that m and the finite measure m̃ := ϑm share the same class of negligible sets. In the
following we will often assume that m and ϑ satisfy some further structural conditions, which
will be described as they occur. For future references, let us just state here our strongest
assumption in advance: we will often assume that ϑ has the form e−V

2
, where

V : X → [0,∞) is a Borel d-Lipschitz map,

it is bounded on each compact set K ⊂ X, and

∫
X

e−V
2

dm ≤ 1.
(4.2)

When τ is the topology induced by the finite distance d, then the facts that V is Borel and
bounded on compact sets are obvious consequences of the d-Lipschitz property. In this case a
simple choice is V (x) =

√
κ/2 d(x, x0) for some x0 ∈ X and κ > 0. It is not difficult to check

that (4.2) is then equivalent to

∃κ > 0 : m(r) ≤ e
κ
2
r2 where m(r) := m

(
{x ∈ X : d(x, x0) < r}

)
. (4.3)

In fact, for every h > 0∫
X

e−
h
2
d2(x,x0) dm =

∫
X

∫
r>d(x,x0)

h r e−
h
2
r2 dr dm(x) =

∫ ∞
0

h rm(r) e−
h
2
r2 dr. (4.4)

Since r 7→ m(r) is nondecreasing, if the last integral in (4.4) is less than 1 for h := κ, then

Chebichev inequality yields m(r)e−
1
2
κr2 ≤ 1; on the other hand, if (4.3) holds, then there

exists h > κ sufficiently big such that the integral in (4.4) is less than 1, so that (4.2) holds.

4.1 Minimal relaxed gradient

The content of this subsection is inspired by Cheeger’s work [11]. We are going to relax the
integral of the squared local Lipschitz constant of Lipschitz functions with respect to the
L2(X,m) topology. By Lemma 2.5, |Df | is B∗(X)-measurable whenever f is d-Lipschitz and
Borel.

Proposition 4.1 Let (X, τ, d) be an Polish extended space and let m be a nonnegative, Borel
measure in (X, τ) satisfying the following condition (weaker than (4.2)):

∀K ⊂ X compact ∃r > 0 : m
(
{x ∈ X : d(x,K) ≤ r}

)
<∞. (4.5)

Then the class of bounded, Borel and d-Lipschitz functions f ∈ L2(X,m) with |Df | ∈ L2(X,m)
is dense in L2(X,m).

Proof. It suffices to approximate functions ϕ : X → R such that for some compact set K ⊂ X

ϕ|K ∈ C
0(K), ϕ ≡ 0 in X \K.
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By taking the positive and negative part, we can always assume that ϕ is, e.g., nonnegative.
We can thus define

ϕn(x) := sup
y∈K

[
ϕ(y)− nd(x, y)

]+
.

It is not difficult to check that ϕn is upper semicontinuous, nonnegative, n-Lipschitz and
bounded above by S := maxK ϕ ≥ 0; moreover

ϕn(x) = |Dϕn|(x) = 0 if d(x,K) > S/n.

If r > 0 is given by (4.5), choosing n > S/r we get that ϕn, |Dϕn| are supported in the set
{x ∈ X : d(x,K) ≤ r} of finite measure, so that they belong to L2(X,m); since S ≥ ϕn(x) ≥
ϕ(x) and ϕn(x) ↓ ϕ(x) for every x ∈ X, we conclude. �

Definition 4.2 (Relaxed gradients) We say that G ∈ L2(X,m) is a relaxed gradient of
f ∈ L2(X,m) if there exist Borel d-Lipschitz functions fn ∈ L2(X,m) such that:

(a) fn → f in L2(X,m) and |Dfn| weakly converge to G̃ in L2(X,m);

(b) G̃ ≤ G m-a.e. in X.

We say that G is the minimal relaxed gradient of f if its L2(X,m) norm is minimal among
relaxed gradients. We shall denote by |Df |∗ the minimal relaxed gradient.

The definition of minimal relaxed gradient is well posed; indeed, thanks to (2.8a) and to
the reflexivity of L2(X,m), the collection of relaxed gradients of f is a convex set, possibly
empty. Its closure follows by the following lemma, which also shows that it is possible to
obtain the minimal relaxed gradient as strong limit in L2.

Lemma 4.3 (Closure and strong approximation of the minimal relaxed gradient)

(a) If G ∈ L2(X,m) is a relaxed gradient of f ∈ L2(X,m) then there exist Borel d-Lipschitz
functions fn converging to f in L2(X,m) and Gn ∈ L2(X,m) strongly convergent to G̃
in L2(X,m) with |Dfn| ≤ Gn and G̃ ≤ G.

(b) If Gn ∈ L2(X,m) is a relaxed gradient of fn ∈ L2(X,m) and fn ⇀ f , Gn ⇀ G weakly
in L2(X,m), then G is a relaxed gradient of f .

(c) In particular, the collection of all the relaxed gradients of f is closed in L2(X,m) and
there exist bounded Borel d-Lipschitz functions fn ∈ L2(X,m) such that

fn → f, |Dfn| → |Df |∗ strongly in L2(X,m). (4.6)

Proof. (a) Since G is a relaxed gradient, we can find Borel d-Lipschitz functions gi ∈ L2(X,m)
such that gi → f in L2(X,m) and |Dgi| weakly converges to G̃ ≤ G in L2(X,m); by Mazur’s
lemma we can find a sequence of convex combinations Gn of |Dgi|, starting from an index
i(n) → ∞, strongly convergent to G̃ in L2(X,m); the corresponding convex combinations of
gi, that we shall denote by fn, still converge in L2(X,m) to f and |Dfn| is bounded from
above by Gn.
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(b) Let us prove now the weak closure in L2(X,m)× L2(X,m) of the set

S :=
{

(f,G) ∈ L2(X,m)× L2(X,m) : G is a relaxed gradient for f
}
.

Since S is convex, it is sufficient to prove that S is strongly closed. If S 3 (f i, Gi) → (f,G)
strongly in L2(X,m)×L2(X,m), we can find sequences of Borel d-Lipschitz functions (f in)n ∈
L2(X,m) and of nonnegative functions (Gin)n ∈ L2(X,m) such that

f in
n→∞−→ f i, Gin

n→∞−→ G̃i strongly in L2(X,m), |Df in| ≤ Gin, G̃i ≤ Gi.

Possibly extracting a suitable subsequence, we can assume that G̃i ⇀ G̃ weakly in L2(X,m)
with G̃ ≤ G; by a standard diagonal argument we can find an increasing sequence i 7→ n(i)
such that f in(i) → f , Gin(i) ⇀ G̃ in L2(X,m) and |Df in(i)| is bounded in L2(X,m). By the

reflexivity of L2(X,m) we can also assume, possibly extracting a further subsequence, that
|Df in(i)|⇀ H. It follows that H ≤ G̃ ≤ G so that G is a relaxed gradient for f .

(c) Let us consider now the minimal relaxed gradient G := |Df |∗ and let fn, Gn be
sequences in L2(X,m) as in the first part of the present Lemma. Since |Dfn| is uniformly
bounded in L2(X,m) it is not restrictive to assume that it is weakly convergent to some limit
H ∈ L2(X,m) with 0 ≤ H ≤ G̃ ≤ G. This implies at once that H = G̃ = G and |Dfn|
weakly converges to |Df |∗ (because any limit point in the weak topology of |Dfn| is a relaxed
gradient with minimal norm) and that the convergence is strong, since

lim sup
n→∞

∫
X
|Dfn|2 dm ≤ lim sup

n→∞

∫
X
G2
n dm =

∫
X
G2 dm =

∫
X
H2 dm.

Finally, replacing fn by suitable truncations f̃n, made in such a way that f̃n → f in L2(X,m),
we can achieve the boundedness property retaining the strong convergence of |Df̃n| to |Df |∗,
since |Df̃n| ≤ |Dfn| and any weak limit point of |Df̃n| is a relaxed gradient. �

The minimal relaxed gradient satisfies a “Leibnitz” rule: if f, g ∈ L2(X,m) ∩ L∞(X,m) have
a relaxed gradient, then their product fg has a relaxed gradient as well, with

|D(fg)|∗ ≤ |f | |Dg|∗ + |g| |Df |∗. (4.7)

It is sufficient to approximate f, g by two sequences fn, gn of bounded Lipschitz functions as
in (c) of lemma 4.3 (notice that fn, gn can be assumed uniformly bounded by truncation) and
then pass to the limit in (2.8b).

The distinguished role of the minimal relaxed gradient is also illustrated by the following
lemma.

Lemma 4.4 (Locality) Let G1, G2 be relaxed gradients of f . Then min{G1, G2} and χBG1+
χX\BG2, B ∈ B(X), are relaxed gradients of f as well. In particular, for any relaxed gradient
G of f it holds

|Df |∗ ≤ G m-a.e. in X. (4.8)

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if B ∈ B(X), then χX\BG1 + χBG2 is a relaxed gradient
of f . By approximation, taking into account the closure of the class of relaxed gradients, we
can assume with no loss of generality that X \ B is a compact set, so that the d-Lipschitz
function

ρ(y) := inf {d(y, x) : x ∈ X \B}
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is τ -lower semicontinuous and therefore B(X)-measurable. Notice that, because of condition
(iii) in Definition 2.3, ρ is strictly positive in B and null on X \ B. Therefore it will be
sufficient to show that, setting χr := min{1, ρ/r}, χrG1 + (1−χr)G2 is a relaxed gradient for
all r > 0.

Let now fn,i, i = 1, 2, be Borel, d-Lipschitz and L2(X,m) functions converging to f in L2

as n → ∞ with |Dfn,i| weakly convergent to G̃i ≤ Gi, and set fn := χrfn,1 + (1 − χr)fn,2.
Then (2.9) immediately gives that χrG1 + (1 − χr)G2 ≥ χrG̃1 + (1 − χr)G̃2 is a relaxed
gradient.

For the second part of the statement we argue by contradiction: let G be a relaxed gradient
of f and assume that there exists a Borel set B with m(B) > 0 on which G < |Df |∗. Consider
the relaxed gradient GχB+ |Df |∗χX\B: its L2 norm is strictly less than the L2 norm of |Df |∗,
which is a contradiction. �

By (4.8), for f Borel and d-Lipschitz we get

|Df |∗ ≤ |Df | m-a.e. in X. (4.9)

A direct byproduct of this characterization of |Df |∗ is its invariance under multiplicative
perturbations of m of the form θm, with

0 < c ≤ θ ≤ C <∞ m-a.e. on X. (4.10)

Indeed, the class of relaxed gradients is invariant under these perturbations.

Theorem 4.5 Cheeger’s functional

Ch∗(f) :=
1

2

∫
X
|Df |2∗ dm, (4.11)

set equal to +∞ if f has no relaxed slope, is convex and lower semicontinuous in L2(X,m).
If (4.5) holds, then its domain is dense in L2(X,m).

Proof. A simple byproduct of condition (2.8a) is that αF+βG is a relaxed gradient of αf+βg
whenever α, β are nonnegative constants and F, G are relaxed gradients of f, g respectively.
Taking F = |Df |∗ and G = |Dg|∗ yields

|D(αf + βg)|∗ ≤ |α||Df |∗ + |β||Dg|∗ for every f, g ∈ D(Ch∗), α, β ∈ R. (4.12)

This proves the convexity of Ch∗, while lower semicontinuity follows by (b) of Lemma 4.3.
�

Remark 4.6 (The Sobolev space W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m)) As a simple consequence of the lower

semicontinuity of the Cheeger’s functional, it can be proved that the domain of Ch∗ endowed
with the norm

‖f‖
W 1,2
∗

:=
√
‖f‖22 + ‖|Df |∗‖22,

is a Banach space (for the proof, just adapt the arguments in [11, Theorem 2.7]). Call
W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) this space. Notice that for the moment we don’t know whether this space

coincides with the Sobolev space W 1,2(X, d,m) introduced in [11] (see Remark 4.7 below),
which is the standard one used in the context of analysis in metric measure spaces, whence
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the distinguished notation that we will keep until we will prove in Theorem 6.3 that this new
definition coincides with the existing one.

It is important to remark that, in general, W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) is not an Hilbert space. This is

the case, for example, of the metric measure space (Rd, ‖ · ‖,L d) where ‖ · ‖ is any norm not
coming from an inner product. The fact that W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m) may fail to be Hilbert is strictly
related to the potential lack of linearity of the heat flow, see also Remark 4.14 below (for
computations in smooth spaces with non linear heat flows see [32]). Also, the reflexivity of
W 1,2
∗ and the density of Lipschitz functions in W 1,2

∗ norm seem to be difficult problems at
this level of generality, while it is known that both these facts are true in doubling spaces
satisfying a local Poincaré inequality, see [11]. �

Remark 4.7 (Cheeger’s original functional) Our definition of Ch∗ can be compared with
the original one in [11]: the relaxation procedure is similar, but the approximating functions
fn are not required to be Lipschitz and |Dfn| are replaced by upper gradients Gn of fn. Ob-
viously, this leads to a smaller functional, that we shall denote by Ch∗; this functional can
still be represented by the integration of a local object, smaller m-a.e. than |Df |∗, that we
shall denote by |Df |C . Then the Sobolev space W 1,2(X, d,m) is defined as the domain of Ch∗
endowed with the norm

‖f‖W 1,2 :=
√
‖f‖22 + ‖|Df |C‖22.

This is the definition of Sobolev space adopted as the standard in metric measure spaces (and
agrees with the one of Newtonian space given by Shanmugalingam in [38], see Remark 5.12).
The inequality |Df |C ≤ |Df |∗ m-a.e. yields

W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) ⊂W 1,2(X, d,m).

Relating W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) to W 1,2(X, d,m), and hence Ch∗ to Ch∗, amounts to find, for any

f ∈ L2(X,m) and any upper gradient G of f , a sequence of Lipschitz functions fn such that
fn → f in L2(X,m) and

lim sup
n→∞

∫
X
|Dfn|2 dm ≤

∫
X
G2 dm. (4.13)

It is well known, see [11], that this approximation is possible (even in strong W 1,2 norm) if
Poincaré and doubling hold with upper gradients in the right hand side.

A byproduct of our identification result, see Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.3, is the fact
that Ch∗ = Ch∗, i.e. that the approximation (4.13) with Lipschitz functions and their corre-
sponding slopes instead of upper gradients is possible, without any regularity assumption on
(X, d,m), besides (4.2). Also, in the case when d is a distance, taking into account the locality
properties of the weak gradients, the result can be extended to locally finite measures. �

Proposition 4.8 (Chain rule) If f ∈ L2(X,m) has a relaxed gradient, the following prop-
erties hold:

(a) for any L 1-negligible Borel set N ⊂ R it holds |Df |∗ = 0 m-a.e. on f−1(N);

(b) |Df |∗ = |Dg|∗ m-a.e. on {f − g = c} for all constants c ∈ R and g ∈ L2(X,m) with
Ch∗(g) <∞;
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(c) φ(f) ∈ D(Ch∗) and |Dφ(f)|∗ ≤ |φ′(f)||Df |∗ for any Lipschitz function φ on an interval
J containing the image of f (with 0 ∈ J and φ(0) = 0 if m is not finite);

(d) φ(f) ∈ D(Ch∗) and |Dφ(f)|∗ = φ′(f)|Df |∗ for any nondecreasing and Lipschitz function
φ on an interval J containing the image of f (with 0 ∈ J and φ(0) = 0 if m is not finite);

(e) If f, g ∈ D(Ch∗) and φ : R → R is a nondecreasing contraction (with φ(0) = 0 if
m(X) =∞), then

|D(f + φ(g − f))|2∗ + |D(g − φ(g − f))|2∗ ≤ |Df |2∗ + |Dg|2∗ m-a.e. in X. (4.14)

Proof. (a) We claim that for φ : R → R continuously differentiable and Lipschitz on the
image of f it holds

|Dφ(f)|∗ ≤ |φ′ ◦ f ||Df |∗, m-a.e. in X, (4.15)

for any f ∈ D(Ch∗). To prove this, observe that the pointwise inequality |Dφ(f)| ≤ |φ′ ◦
f ||Df | trivially holds for f ∈ L2(X,m) Borel and d-Lipschitz. The claim follows by an easy
approximation argument, thanks to (4.6) of Lemma 4.3; when m is not finite, we also require
φ(0) = 0 in order to be sure that φ ◦ f ∈ L2(X,m).

Now, assume that N is compact. In this case, let An ⊂ R be open sets such that An ↓ N
and L 1(A1) < ∞. Also, let ψn : R → [0, 1] be a continuous function satisfying χN ≤ ψn ≤
χAn , and define φn : R→ R by {

φn(0) = 0,
φ′n(z) = 1− ψn(z).

The sequence (φn) uniformly converges to the identity map, and each φn is 1-Lipschitz and
C1. Therefore φn ◦ f converge to f in L2. Taking into account that φ′n = 0 on N and (4.15)
we deduce∫

X
|Df |2∗ dm ≤ lim inf

n→∞

∫
X
|Dφn(f)|2∗ dm ≤ lim inf

n→∞

∫
X
|φ′n ◦ f |2|Df |2∗ dm

= lim inf
n→∞

∫
X\f−1(N)

|φ′n ◦ f |2|Df |2∗ dm ≤
∫
X\f−1(N)

|Df |2∗ dm.

It remains to deal with the case when N is not compact. In this case we consider the finite
measure µ := f]m̃, where m̃ = ϑm is the finite measure defined as in (4.1). Then there exists
an increasing sequence (Kn) of compact subsets of N such that µ(Kn) ↑ µ(N). By the result
for the compact case we know that |Df |∗ = 0 m-a.e. on ∪nf−1(Kn), and by definition of
push forward and the fact that m̃ and m have the same negligible subsets, we know that
m(f−1(N \ ∪nKn)) = 0.
(b) By (a) the claimed property is true if g is identically 0. In the general case we notice that
|D(f − g)|∗ + |Dg|∗ is a relaxed gradient of f , hence on {f − g = c} we conclude that m-a.e.
it holds |Df |∗ ≤ |Dg|∗. Reversing the roles of f and g we conclude.
(c) By (a) and Rademacher Theorem we know that the right hand side is well defined, so
that the statement makes sense (with the convention to define |φ′ ◦ f | arbitrarily at points x
such that φ′ does not exist at f(x)). Also, by (4.15) we know that the thesis is true if φ is
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C1. For the general case, just approximate φ with a sequence (φn) of equi-Lipschitz and C1

functions, such that φ′n → φ′ a.e. on the image of f .
(d) Arguing as in (c) we see that it is sufficient to prove the claim under the further assumption
that φ is C1, thus we assume this regularity. Also, with no loss of generality we can assume
that 0 ≤ φ′ ≤ 1. We know that (1 − φ′(f))|Df |∗ and φ′(f)|Df |∗ are relaxed gradients of
f − φ(f) and f respectively. Since

|Df |∗ ≤ |D(f − φ(f))|∗ + |Dφ(f)|∗ ≤
(

(1− φ′(f)) + φ′(f)
)
|Df |∗ = |Df |∗

it follows that all inequalities are equalities m-a.e. in X.
(e) Applying Lemma 4.3 we find two optimal sequences (fn), (gn) of bounded Lipschitz
functions satisfying (4.6) (w.r.t. f and g respectively). When φ is of class C1, passing to the
limit in the inequality (2.12) of Lemma 2.4 written for fn and gn we easily get (4.14). In the
general case, we first approximate φ by a sequence φn of nondecreasing contraction of class
C1 converging to φ pointwise (and satisfying the condition φn(0) = 0 when m(X) =∞) and
then pass to the limit in (4.14) written for φn. �

Taking the locality property of Proposition 4.8 into account, we can extend the re-
laxed gradient from L2(X,m) to the class of m-measurable maps f whose truncates fN :=
min{N,max{f,−N}} belong to D(Ch∗) ⊂ L2(X,m) for any integer N in the following way:

|Df |∗ := |DfN |∗ m-a.e. on {|f | < N}. (4.16)

Accordingly, we can extend Cheeger’s functional (4.11) as follows:

C̃h∗(f) :=

{
1
2

∫
X |Df |

2
∗ dm if fN ∈ D(Ch∗) for all N ≥ 1

+∞ otherwise.
(4.17)

It is obvious that C̃h∗ is convex and, when m(X) <∞, it is sequentially lower semicontinuous
with respect to convergence m-a.e. in X: we shall see that this property holds even when m
is not finite but satisfies (4.2). We shall use this extension when we will compare relaxed and
weak upper gradient, see Theorem 6.2.

Here it is useful to introduce the Fisher information functional :

Definition 4.9 (Fisher information) We define the Fisher information F(f) of a Borel
function f : X → [0,∞) as

F(f) := 4

∫
X
|D
√
f |2∗ dm = 8Ch∗(

√
f), (4.18)

if
√
f ∈ D(Ch∗) and we define F(f) = +∞ otherwise.

Lemma 4.10 (Properties of F) For every Borel function f : X → [0,∞) we have the
equivalence

f ∈ D(F) ⇐⇒ f, |Df |∗ ∈ L1(X,m),

∫
{f>0}

|Df |2∗
f

dm <∞, (4.19)

and in this case it holds

F(f) =

∫
{f>0}

|Df |2∗
f

dm. (4.20)

In addition, the functional F is convex and sequentially lower semicontinuous with respect to
the weak topology of L1(X,m).
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Proof. By the definition of extended relaxed gradient it is sufficient to consider the case when
f is bounded. The right implication in (4.19) is an immediate consequence of Proposition
4.8 with φ(r) = r2. The reverse one still follows by applying the same property to φε(r) =√
r + ε−

√
ε, ε > 0, and then passing to the limit as ε ↓ 0.

The strong lower semicontinuity in L1(X,m) is an immediate consequence of the lower
semicontinuity of the Cheeger’s energy in L2(X,m). The convexity of F follows by the repre-
sentation of F given in (4.20), the convexity of g 7→ |Dg|∗ stated in (4.12), and the convexity
of the function (x, y) 7→ y2/x in (0,∞)×R. Since F is convex, its weak lower semicontinuity
in L1(X,m) is a consequence of the strong one. �

We conclude this section with a result concerning general multiplicative perturbations of
the measure m. Notice that the choice θ = e−V

2
with V as in (4.2) implies (4.21) for arbitrary

r > 0.

Lemma 4.11 (Invariance with respect to multiplicative perturbations of m) Let m′ =
θm be another σ-finite Borel measure whose density θ satisfies the following condition: for
every K compact in X there exist r > 0 and positive constants c(K), C(K) such that

0 < c(K) ≤ θ ≤ C(K) <∞ m-a.e. on K(r) := {x ∈ X : d(x,K) ≤ r}. (4.21)

Then the relaxed gradient |Df |′∗ induced by m′ coincides m-a.e. with |Df |∗ for every f ∈
W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m)∩W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m′). If moreover there exists r > 0 such that (4.21) holds for every
compact set K ⊂ X then

f ∈W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m), f, |Df |∗ ∈ L2(X,m′) =⇒ f ∈W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m′). (4.22)

Proof. Let us first notice that the role of m and m′ in (4.21) can be inverted, since also
m is absolutely continuous w.r.t. m′ ((4.21) yields m(K) = 0 for every compact set K with
m′(K) = 0) and therefore its density dm/dm′ = θ−1 w.r.t. m′ still satisfies (4.21).

Let us prove that |Df |∗ ≤ |Df |′∗: we argue by contradiction and we suppose that for some
f ∈ W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m) ∩W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m′) the strict inequality |Df |∗ > |Df |′∗ holds in a Borel set B

with m′(B) > 0. Since m′ is σ-finite we can assume m′(B) <∞.
By the finiteness of χBm

′ we can find a compact set K ⊂ B with m′(K) > 0 (and therefore
m(K) > 0 by (4.21)) and r > 0 such that (4.21) holds. Introducing a Lipschitz nonincreasing
function φr : R → [0, 1] such that φr(v) ≡ 1 in [0, r/3] and φr(v) ≡ 0 in [2r/3,∞), we
consider the corresponding functions χr(x) := φr(d(x,K)), which are upper semicontinuous,
d-Lipschitz, and satisfy χr(x) = |Dχr(x)| = 0 for every x with d(x,K) > 2r/3.

Applying Lemma 4.3 we find a sequence of Borel and d-Lipschitz function fn ∈ L2(X,m)
satisfying (4.6). It is easy to check that f ′n := χr fn is a sequence of Borel d-Lipschitz functions
which converges strongly to f ′ := χr f in L2(X,m′) by (4.21). Moreover, since

|Df ′n| ≤ χr|Dfn|+ |fn|Lip(χr) and |Df ′n| ≡ 0 on the open set X \K(r), (4.23)

|Df ′n| is clearly uniformly bounded in L2(X,m′) by (4.21), so that up to subsequence, it weakly
converges to some function G′ ≥ |Df ′|′∗. Since |Df ′n| = |Dfn| in a d-open set containing K,
(4.6) yields G′ = |Df |∗ m′-a.e. in K so that |Df ′|′∗ ≤ |Df |∗ m′-a.e. in K. Locality then gives
|Df |′∗ ≤ |Df |∗ m′-a.e. in K. Inverting the role of m and m′, we can also prove the converse
inequality |Df |′∗ ≤ |Df |∗.

In order to prove (4.22), letKn be an sequence of compact sets such that χKn ↑ 1 as n→∞
m-a.e. in X (recall that the finite measure m̃ = ϑm defined by (4.1) is tight); by the previous
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argument and (4.21) (which now, by assumption, holds uniformly with respect to Kn) we
find a sequence χn(x) := φr(d(x,Kn)) uniformly d-Lipschitz such that χnf ∈W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m′).
Since χnf converges strongly to f in L2(X,m′) and (4.23) yields |D(χnf)|∗ ≤ |Df |∗ + 3

r |f |,
we deduce that |D(χnf)|∗ = |D(χnf)|′∗ is uniformly bounded in L2(X,m′); applying (b) of
Lemma 4.3 we conclude. �

Remark 4.12 Although the content of this section makes sense in a general metric measure
space, it should be remarked that if no additional assumption is made it may happen that
the constructions presented here are trivial.
Consider for instance the case of the interval [0, 1] ⊂ R endowed with the Euclidean distance
and a probability measure m concentrated on the set {qn}n∈N of rational points in (0, 1). For
every n ≥ 1 we consider an open set An ⊃ Q ∩ (0, 1) with Lebesgue measure less than 1/n
and the 1-Lipschitz function jn(x) = L 1(([0, x] \ An), locally constant in An. If f is any
L-Lipschitz function in [0, 1], then fn(x) := f(jn(x)) is still L-Lipschitz and satisfies∫

[0,1]
|Dfn|2(x) dm(x) = 0.

Since jn(x) → x, fn → f strongly in L2([0, 1];m) as n →∞ and we obtain that Ch∗(f) = 0.
Hence Cheeger’s functional is identically 0 and the corresponding gradient flows that we shall
study in the sequel are simply the constant curves.

Another simple example is X = [0, 1] endowed with the Lebesgue measure m and the dis-
tance d(x, y) := |y−x|1/2. It is easy to check that |Df |(x) ≡ 0 for every f ∈ C1([0, 1]) (which
is in particular d-Lipschitz), so that a standard approximation argument yields Ch∗(f) = 0
for every f ∈ L2([0, 1];m). �

4.2 Laplacian and L2 gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy

In this subsection we assume, besides σ-finiteness, that the measure m satisfies the condition
in (4.5) (weaker than (4.2)), so that the domain of Ch∗ is dense in L2(X,m) by Proposition 4.1.

The Hilbertian theory of gradient flows (see for instance [10], [5]) can be applied to
Cheeger’s functional (4.11) to provide, for all f0 ∈ L2(X,m), a locally Lipschitz map t 7→
ft = Ht(f0) from (0,∞) to L2(X,m), with ft → f0 as t ↓ 0, whose derivative satisfies

d

dt
ft ∈ −∂−Ch∗(ft) for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (4.24)

Recall that the subdifferential ∂−Ch∗ of convex analysis is the multivalued operator in
L2(X,m) defined at all f ∈ D(Ch∗) by the family of inequalities

` ∈ ∂−Ch∗(f) ⇐⇒
∫
X
`(g − f) dm ≤ Ch∗(g)− Ch∗(f) for every g ∈ L2(X,m). (4.25)

The map Ht : f0 7→ ft is uniquely determined by (4.24) and defines a semigroup of contractions
in L2(X,m). Furthermore, we have the regularization estimate

Ch∗(ft) ≤ inf

{
Ch∗(g) +

1

2t

∫
X
|g − f0|2 dm : g ∈W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m)

}
. (4.26)
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Another important regularizing effect of gradient flows lies in the fact that, for every t > 0,
the right derivative d+

dt ft exists and it is actually the element with minimal L2(X,m) norm
in ∂−Ch∗(ft). This motivates the next definition:

Definition 4.13 ((d,m)-Laplacian) The Laplacian ∆d,mf of f ∈ L2(X,m) is defined for
those f such that ∂−Ch∗(f) 6= ∅. For those f , −∆d,mf is the element of minimal L2(X,m)
norm in ∂−Ch∗(f).

The domain of ∆d,m will be denoted by D(∆d,m) and it is a dense subset of D(Ch∗)
(in particular, it is also dense in L2(X,m)), see for instance [10, Prop. 2.11]. There is
no risk of confusion with the notation (2.5) introduced for extended real valued maps; in
this connection, notice that convexity and lower semicontinuity of Ch∗ ensure the identity
D(∆d,m) = D(|D−Ch∗|), see [5, Proposition 1.4.4]. We can now write

d+

dt
ft = ∆d,mft for every t ∈ (0,∞)

for gradient flows ft of Ch∗, in agreement with the classical case. However, not all classical
properties remain valid, as illustrated in the next remark.

Remark 4.14 (Potential lack of linearity) It should be observed that, in general, the
Laplacian we just defined is not a linear operator: the potential lack of linearity is strictly
related to the fact that the space W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m) needs not be Hilbert, see also Remark 4.6.
However, the Laplacian (and the corresponding gradient flow Ht) is always 1-homogeneous,
namely

∆d,m(λf) = λ∆d,mf, Ht(λf) = λHt(f) for all λ ∈ R.

This is indeed a property true for the subdifferential of any 2-homogeneous, convex and lower
semicontinuous functional Φ; to prove it, if λ 6= 0 (the case λ = 0 being trivial) and ξ ∈ ∂−Φ(x)
it suffices to multiply the subdifferential inequality Φ(λ−1y) ≥ Φ(x) + 〈ξ, λ−1y − x〉 by λ2 to
get λξ ∈ ∂−Φ(λx).

When m(X) <∞ the invariance property Ch∗(f + c) = Ch∗(f) for every c ∈ R also yields

∆d,m(f + c) = ∆d,mf, Ht(f + c) = Ht(f) + c for all c ∈ R. �

Proposition 4.15 (Some properties of the Laplacian) For all f ∈ D(∆d,m), g ∈ D(Ch∗)
it holds

−
∫
X
g∆d,mf dm ≤

∫
X
|Dg|∗|Df |∗ dm. (4.27)

Also, let f ∈ D(∆d,m) and φ : J → R Lipschitz, with J closed interval containing the image
of f (φ(0) = 0 if m(X) =∞). Then

−
∫
X
φ(f)∆d,mf dm =

∫
X
|Df |2∗φ′(f) dm. (4.28)

Finally, for every f, g ∈ D(∆d,m) and for every Lipschitz nondecreasing map φ : R→ R with
φ(0) = 0, we have ∫

X

(
∆d,mg −∆d,mf

)
φ(g − f) dm ≤ 0. (4.29)
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Proof. Since −∆d,mf ∈ ∂−Ch∗(f) it holds

Ch∗(f)−
∫
X
εg∆d,mf dm ≤ Ch∗(f + εg) ∀ε ∈ R.

For ε > 0, |Df |∗ + ε|Dg|∗ is a relaxed gradient of f + εg. Thus it holds 2Ch∗(f + εg) ≤∫
X(|Df |∗ + ε|Dg|∗)2 dm and therefore

−
∫
X
εg∆d,mf ≤

1

2

∫
X

(
(|Df |∗ + ε|Dg|∗)2 − |Df |2∗

)
dm = ε

∫
X
|Df |∗|Dg|∗ dm + o(ε).

Dividing by ε, letting ε ↓ 0 we get (4.27).
For the second part we recall that, by the chain rule, |D(f + εφ(f))|∗ = (1 + εφ′(f))|Df |∗

for |ε| small enough. Hence

Ch∗(f + εφ(f))− Ch∗(f) =
1

2

∫
X
|Df |2∗

(
(1 + εφ′(f))2 − 1

)
dm = ε

∫
X
|Df |2∗φ′(f) dm + o(ε),

which implies that for any v ∈ ∂−Ch∗(f) it holds
∫
X vφ(f) dm =

∫
X |Df |

2
∗φ
′(f) dm, and gives

the thesis with v = −∆d,mf .
Concerning (4.29), we set h = φ(g − f) and recal that h ∈ D(Ch∗), so that (4.25) yields

for every ε > 0

−ε
∫
X

(
∆d,mf −∆d,mg

)
hdm = −ε

∫
X

∆d,mf h dm− ε
∫
X

∆d,mg (−h) dm

≤ Ch∗(f + εh)− Ch∗(f) + Ch∗(g − εh)− Ch∗(g).

Choosing ε > 0 so small that εφ is a contraction, we conclude thanks to (4.14). �

Theorem 4.16 (Comparison principle, convex entropies and contraction) Let ft =
Ht(f0), gt = Ht(g0) be the gradient flows of Ch∗ starting from f0, g0 ∈ L2(X,m) respectively.

(a) Assume that f0 ≤ C (resp. f0 ≥ c). Then ft ≤ C (resp. ft ≥ c) for every t ≥ 0.
Similarly, if f0 ≤ g0 + C for some constant C ∈ R, then ft ≤ gt + C.

(b) If e : R → [0,∞] is a convex lower semicontinuous function and E(f) :=
∫
X e(f) dm is

the associated convex and lower semicontinuous functional in L2(X,m) it holds

E(ft) ≤ E(f0) for every t ≥ 0, (4.30)

and
E(ft − gt) ≤ E(f0 − g0) for every t ≥ 0. (4.31)

In particular, for every p ∈ [1,∞], if f0 ∈ Lp(X,m), then also ft ∈ Lp(X,m) and the
semigroup Ht : L2(X,m)→ L2(X,m) satisfies the contraction property

‖Ht(f0)− Ht(g0)‖Lp(X,m) ≤ ‖f0 − g0‖Lp(X,m) ∀ f0, g0 ∈ L2(X,m) ∩ Lp(X,m). (4.32)
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(c) If e′ is locally Lipschitz in R and E(f0) <∞, then we have

E(ft) +

∫ t

0

∫
X
e′′(fs)|Dfs|2∗ dmds = E(f0) ∀t ≥ 0. (4.33)

(d) When m(X) <∞ we have∫
X
ft dm =

∫
X
f0 dm for every t ≥ 0. (4.34)

Proof. Notice that (a) is a particular case of (b), simply by choosing e(r) := max{r − C, 0}
(or, respectively, e(r) := max{c− r, 0}), r ∈ R.

Concerning (b), (4.30) corresponds to (4.31) when g0 ≡ 0.
In order to prove (4.31) let us assume first that e′ is bounded and globally Lipschitz in R

(with e(0) = 0 if m(X) = ∞). Under this assumption, we know that since the maps t 7→ ft
and t 7→ gt are locally Lipschitz in (0,∞) with values in L2(X,m), the same is true for the
map t 7→ e(ft − gt) so that

d

dt
e(ft − gt) = e′(ft − gt)

d

dt
(ft − gt) = e′(ft − gt)(∆d,mft −∆d,mgt). (4.35)

Thus the map t 7→ E(ft − gt) is locally Lipschitz in L2(X,m), so that using (4.29) of Propo-
sition 4.15 we obtain (4.31).

A standard approximation, by first truncating e′ and then replacing e(r) by its Yosida
approximation, yields the same result for general e.

In order to prove (c), as before we assume first that e′ is bounded and globally Lipschitz
in R. notice that by (a) we know that the image of ft is contained in the same interval
containing the image of f0. We can also assume, by truncation of e′, that this interval is
closed, bounded, and that e′ is Lipschitz in it (the interval also contains 0 if m(X) = ∞
Under this assumption, (4.35) with gt = g0 = 0 and (4.28) with φ = e′ yield

d

dt

∫
X
e(ft) dm =

∫
X
e′(ft)∆d,mftdm = −

∫
X
e′′(ft)|Dft|2∗ dm. (4.36)

In the general case, if t0 is a minimum point of e (t0 = 0 in the case m(X) = ∞) we
monotonically approximate e from below by the convex functions ek defined by ek(t) =
e(t0) +

∫ t
t0
wk(s) ds, with wk = min{N,max{e′,−N}}.

In order to prove (d) we notice that m(X) <∞ allows to the choice of g = ±1 in (4.27),
to obtain

∫
X ∆d,mhdm = 0 for all h ∈ D(∆d,m). Hence (4.34) follows by

d

dt

∫
X
ft dm =

∫
X

∆d,mft dm = 0.

�

4.3 Increasing family of measures and variational approximation of Cheeger’s
energy

In this section we study a monotone approximation scheme for the Cheeger’s energy and its
gradient flow, which turns to be quite useful when m(X) =∞ and one is interested to extend
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the validity of suitable estimates, which can be more easily obtained in the case of measures
with finite total mass.

Let us consider an increasing sequence of σ-finite, Borel measures m0 ≤ m1 ≤ · · · ≤ mk ≤
mk+1 ≤ · · · converging to the limit measure m in the sense that

lim
k→∞

mk(B) = m(B) for every B ∈ B(X). (4.37)

Let us assume that, as in (4.21), m� m0 with density θ =
dm

dm0
satisfying

0 < c(K) ≤ θ ≤ C(K) <∞ m0-a.e. on K(r) := {x ∈ X : d(x,K) ≤ r} (4.38)

for any compact set K ⊂ X, with r > 0 independent of K. Notice that the measures
mk share the same collection of negligible sets and of measurable functions. We denote by
Hk := L2(X,mk) and by Chk∗ the Cheeger’s energy associated to mk in W 1,2

∗ (X, d,mk) ⊂ Hk,
extended to +∞ in H0\W 1,2

∗ (X, d,mk). We have Hk+1 ⊂ Hk ⊂ H0, with continuous inclusion
and, by Lemma 4.11, Chk∗ ≤ Chk+1

∗ .

Proposition 4.17 (Γ-convergence) Let (mk) be an increasing sequence of σ-finite mea-
sures satisfying (4.37) and (4.38). If fk ∈ Hk weakly converge in H0 to f with S :=
lim supk

∫
X |f

k|2 dmk <∞ then f ∈ L2(X,m),

lim inf
k→∞

∫
X
|fk|2 dmk ≥

∫
X
|f |2 dm, lim inf

k→∞
Chk∗(f

k) ≥ Ch∗(f), (4.39)

and

lim
k→∞

∫
X
fk g dmk =

∫
X
f g dm for every g ∈ L2(X,m). (4.40)

Finally, if S ≤
∫
X |f |

2 dm then

fk → f strongly in H0 and lim
k→∞

∫
X
|fk|2 dmk =

∫
X
|f |2 dm. (4.41)

Proof. (4.39) is an easy consequence of the monotonicity of mk, the lower semicontinuity of
the L2-norm with respect to weak convergence, and (4.22) of Lemma 4.11.

In order to check (4.40) notice that for every g ∈ L2(X,m) and every υ > 0∫
X
fk g dmk =

1

2

∫
X

(υfk + υ−1g)2 dmk − υ2

2

∫
X
|fk|2 dmk − 1

2υ2

∫
X
|g|2 dmk, (4.42)

so that, taking the limit as k →∞,

lim inf
k→∞

∫
X
fk g dmk ≥ 1

2

∫
X

(υf + υ−1g)2 dm− υ2

2
S − 1

2υ2

∫
X
|g|2 dm

=

∫
X
fg dm +

υ2

2

(∫
X
|f |2 dm− S

)
.

Passing to the limit as υ ↓ 0 and applying the same inequality with −g in place of g we get
(4.40). Finally, (4.41) follows easily by (4.40) and the inequality S ≤

∫
X |f |

2 dm, passing to
the limit in ∫

X
|fk − f |2 dmk = −2

∫
X
fkf dmk +

∫
X
|fk|2 dmk +

∫
X
|f |2 dmk.

�
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Let us now consider the gradient flow Hkt generated by Chk∗ in Hk and the “limit” semigroup
Ht generated by Ch∗ in H = L2(X,m) ⊂ H0. Since any element f0 of H belongs also to
Hk, the evolution fkt := Hkt (f0) is well defined for every k and it is interesting to prove the
convergence of fkt to ft = Ht(f0) as k →∞ in the larger space H0.

Theorem 4.18 Assume that (4.5) holds. Let f0 ∈ L2(X,m) ⊂ H0 and let fkt = Hkt (f0) ∈ H0

be the heat flow in L2(X,mk), ft := Ht(f0) ∈ L2(X,m). Then for every t ≥ 0 we have

lim
k→∞

fkt = ft strongly in H0, lim
k→∞

∫
X
|fkt |2 dmk =

∫
X
|ft|2 dm. (4.43)

Proof. The following classical argument combines the Γ-convergence result of the previous
proposition with resolvent estimates; the only technical issue here is that the gradient flows
are settled in Hilbert spaces Hk also depending on k.

Let us fix λ > 0 and let us consider the family of resolvent operators Jkλ : Hk → Hk which
to every fk ∈ Hk associate the unique minimizer fkλ of

Ckλ(g; fk) := Chk∗(g) +
λ

2

∫
X
|g − fk|2 dmk. (4.44)

We first prove that if lim supk
∫
X |f

k|2 dm ≤
∫
X |f |

2 dm and fk ⇀ f in H0 then fkλ := Jkλ(fk)
converge to fλ := Jλ(f) as k → ∞ according to (4.41). In fact we know that for every
g ∈W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m)

Chk∗(f
k
λ ) +

λ

2

∫
X
|fkλ − fk|2 dmk ≤ Chk∗(g) +

λ

2

∫
X
|g − fk|2 dmk.

By the assumption on fk and (4.41) of Proposition 4.17, the right hand side of the previous
inequality converges to Ch∗(g)+λ

2

∫
X |g−f |

2 dm. Since the sequence (fkλ ) is uniformly bounded
in H0 = L2(X,m0), up to extracting a suitable subsequence we can assume that fkλ weakly
converge to some limit f̃ in H0; (4.39) yields

Ch∗(f̃) +
λ

2

∫
X
|f̃ − f |2 dm ≤ lim inf

k→∞
Chk∗(f

k
λ ) +

λ

2

∫
X
|fkλ − fk|2 dmk

≤ Ch∗(g) +
λ

2

∫
X
|g − f |2 dm = Cλ(g; f),

for every g ∈W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m). We deduce that f̃ = Jλf is the unique minimizer of g 7→ Cλ(g; f).

In particular the whole sequence converge weakly to Jλf in H0 and moreover

lim sup
k→∞

∫
X
|fkλ − fk|2 dmk ≤

∫
X
|fλ − f |2 dm, (4.45)

so that we can apply Proposition 4.17 and obtain (4.41) for the sequence (fkλ ).
Iterating this resolvent convergence property, we get the same result for the operator

(Jkλ)n obtained by n iterated compositions of Jkλ , for every n ∈ N. By the general estimates
for gradient flows, choosing λ := n/t, we know that∫
X
|Htf0−(Jn/t)

nf0|2 dm ≤ t

n
Ch∗(f0),

∫
X
|Hk

t f0−(Jkn/t)
nf0|2 dmk ≤ t

n
Chk∗(f0) ≤ t

n
Ch∗(f0).
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Since for every n and every t > 0 we have limk→∞(Jkn/t)
nf = (Jn/t)

nf strongly in H0, combin-

ing the previous estimates we get the first convergence property of (4.43) when Ch∗(f0) <∞.
Since the domain of Ch∗ is dense in L2(X,m) and Ht is a contraction semigroup, a simple
approximation argument yields the general case when f0 ∈ L2(X,m). Passing to the limit as
k →∞ in the identities

1

2

∫
X
|fkt |2 dmk + 2

∫ t

0
Chk∗(f

k
s ) ds =

1

2

∫
X
|f0|2 dmk, (4.46)

and taking into account the corresponding identity for m and Ch∗ and the lower semicontinuity
property (4.39) for Chk∗, we obtain the second limit of (4.43). �

4.4 Mass preservation and entropy dissipation when m(X) =∞

Let us start by deriving useful “moment-entropy estimates”, in the case of a measure m with
finite mass.

Lemma 4.19 (Moment-entropy estimate) Let m be a finite measure, let V : X → [0,∞)
be a Borel and d-Lipschitz function, let z > 0, let f0 ∈ L2(X,m) be nonnegative with

z

∫
X

e−V
2

dm ≤
∫
X
f0 dm,

∫
X
V 2 f0 dm <∞, (4.47)

and let ft = Ht(f0) be the solution of (4.24). Then the map t 7→
∫
X V

2 ft dm is locally
absolutely continuous in [0,∞) and for every t ≥ 0∫

X
V 2 ft dm ≤ e4Lip2(V )t

∫
X
f0

(
log f0 + 2V 2− log z

)
dm, (4.48)∫ t

0

∫
{fs>0}

|Dfs|2∗
fs

dmds ≤ 2e4Lip2(V )t

∫
X
f0

(
log f0 + 2V 2− log z

)
dm. (4.49)

Proof. By the 1-homogeneity of Ht it is sufficient to consider the case z = 1. We set
L = Lip(V ) and

M2(t) :=

∫
X
V 2 ft dm, E(t) :=

∫
X
ft log ft dm, F 2(t) :=

∫
{ft>0}

|Dft|2∗
ft

dm. (4.50)

Applying (4.33) to (ft + ε) = Ht(f0 + ε) and letting ε ↓ 0 we get F ∈ L2(0, T ) for every T > 0
with

d

dt
E(t) = −F 2(t) a.e. in (0, T ). (4.51)

The convexity inequality r log r ≥ r−r0+r log r0 with r = ft, r0 = e−V
2
, and the conservation

of the total mass (4.34) and (4.47) yield for every t ≥ 0

E(t) ≥
∫
X

(ft − e−V
2
) dm−M2(t) =

∫
X

(f0 − e−V
2
) dm−M2(t) ≥ −M2(t).

We introduce now the truncated weight Vk(x) = min(V (x), k) and the corresponding func-
tional M2

k (t) defined as in (4.50). Since the map t 7→ M2
k (t) is Lipschitz continuous we get

for a.e. t > 0∣∣∣ d

dt
M2
k (t)

∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣ ∫

X
V 2
k ∆d,mft dm

∣∣∣ ≤ 2

∫
X
|Dft|∗|DVk|∗Vk dm ≤ 2LF (t)Mk(t). (4.52)
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We deduce that

Mk(t) ≤Mk(0) + L

∫ t

0
F (s) ds ≤M(0) + L

∫ t

0
F (s) ds,

so that Mk(t) is uniformly bounded. Passing to the limit in (an integral form of) (4.52) as
k →∞ by monotone convergence, we obtain the same differential inequality for M∣∣∣ d

dt
M2(t)

∣∣∣ ≤ 2LF (t)M(t).

Combining with (4.51) we obtain

d

dt

(
E + 2M2

)
+ F 2 ≤ 4LF M ≤ F 2 + 4L2M2.

Since E + 2M2 ≥M2, Gronwall lemma yields

M2(t) ≤ E(t) + 2M2(t) ≤
(
E(0) + 2M2(0

)
e4L2t,

i.e. (4.48). Integrating now (4.51) we get
∫ t

0 F
2(s) ds ≤ E(0) − E(t) ≤ E(0) + M2(t), which

yields (4.49). �

We want now to extend the validity of (4.34), (4.48) and (4.49) to the case when m(X) =
∞, at least when (4.2) holds. Notice that this assumption also includes the cases when
m(X) ∈ (0,∞).

Theorem 4.20 If m is a σ-finite measure satisfying (4.2), then the gradient flow Ht of the
Cheeger’s energy is mass preserving (i.e. (4.34) holds). Moreover, for every nonnegative
f0 ∈ L2(X,m) with ∫

X
V 2 f0 dm <∞,

∫
X
f0 dm <∞ (4.53)

the solution ft = Ht(f0) of (4.24) satisfies (4.48) and (4.49) with z :=
∫
X f0 dm for every

t ≥ 0.

Proof. Since f0 ∈ L2(X,m) and
∫
X V

2f0 dm < ∞, using (4.2) it is easy to check that
f0| log f0| ∈ L1(X,m) (see also Lemma 7.2 below).

Let us first prove mass preservation and (4.48), (4.49) for a nonnegative initial datum
satisfying (4.53). The proof is based on a simple approximation result. We set m0 := e−V

2
m,

Vk := min(V, k) and mk := eV
2
k m0 = eV

2
k −V

2
m, so that that mk is an increasing family of finite

measures satisfying conditions (4.37), by monotone convergence. In addition, since by (4.2)
V is d-Lipschitz and bounded from above on compact sets, (4.38) holds.

We define fkt = Hkt (f0) as in the Theorem 4.18 and zk :=
∫
X f0 dmk. We apply (4.34)

to obtain that
∫
X f

k
t dmk = zk for all t ≥ 0; then, since

∫
X e−V

2
dmk ≤ 1, we can apply the

estimates of Lemma 4.19 with m := mk to obtain∫
X
V 2 fkt dmk ≤ e4Lip2(V )t

∫
X
f0(log f0 + 2V 2 − log zk) dmk. (4.54)

Since, thanks to (4.41), fkt → ft strongly in L2(X,m0) as k →∞, we get up to subsequences
fkt → ft m-a.e., so that Fatou’s lemma and the monotonicity of mk yield∫

X
V 2 ft dm ≤ lim inf

k→∞

∫
X
V 2 fkt dmk,
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and (4.48) follows by (4.54), the monotone convergence of mk and the limit zk ↑ z.
Let us consider now Ah := {x ∈ X : V (x) ≤ h} and observe that (4.2) and (4.40) yield

m(Ah) ≤
∫
X

eh
2−V 2

dm ≤ eh
2
<∞,

∫
Ah

ft dm = lim
k→∞

∫
Ah

fkt dmk.

From (4.54) we obtain for every t > 0 a constant C satisfying h2
∫
X\Ah f

k
t dmk ≤ C for every

h > 0, so that∫
X
ft dm ≥

∫
Ah

ft dm = lim
k→∞

∫
Ah

fkt dmk ≥ z − lim sup
k→∞

∫
X\Ah

fkt dmk ≥ 1− C/h2.

Since h is arbitrary and the integral of ft does not exceed z by (4.30), we showed that∫
X ft dm = z. Finally, (4.49) follows now by the lower semicontinuity (4.39) of the Cheeger’s

energy from the corresponding estimate for fkt , recalling (4.20).
Let us now consider an initial datum f0 ∈ L2(X,m) with arbitrary sign and vanishing

outside some Ah, so that |f0| satisfies (4.53) (up to a multiplication for a suitable constant).
The comparison principle yields

∣∣Hkt (f0)
∣∣ ≤ Hkt (|f0|), so that for every t > 0 there exists a

constant C such that h2
∫
X\Ah |f

k
t | dmk ≤ C. Since

∫
X f

k
t dmk =

∫
X f0 dmk by (4.34), we thus

have ∣∣∣ ∫
X

(ft − f0) dm
∣∣∣ ≤ ∫

X\Ah
|fkt |dmk +

∫
X\Ah

|ft|dm +
∣∣∣ ∫

Ah

ft dm−
∫
Ah

fkt dmk
∣∣∣

+

∫
X
|f0|d(m−mk).

Passing to the limit in the previous inequality first as k → ∞, taking (4.40) into account,
and then as h → ∞ we obtain that the integral of ft is constant in time. As in the proof of
Theorem 4.16(d) we can show that Ht satisfies the contraction estimate (4.32) for p = 1 and
arbitrary couples of initial data vanishing outside Ah. Approximating any f0 ∈ L2(X,m) ∩
L1(X,m) by the sequence χAhf0 we can easily extend the contraction property and the mass
conservation to arbitrary initial data. �

Remark 4.21 It is interesting to compare the mass preservation property of Theorem 4.20
relying on (4.2) with the well known results for the Heat flow on a smooth, complete, finite
dimensional, Riemannian manifold (X, d,m), where d (resp. m) is the induced Riemannian
distance (resp. volume measure). In this case, a sufficient condition [20, Theorem 9.1] is∫ ∞

r0

r

log
(
m(r)

) dr =∞, for some r0 > 0, m(r) := m
(
{x : d(x, x0) < r}

)
, (4.55)

which is obviously a consequence of (4.3). On the other hand, (4.3) is always satisfied if the
Ricci curvature of X is bounded from below: more generally (4.3) holds in metric spaces
satisfying the CD(K,∞) condition, see Section 9 and [39, Theorem 4.24].

Proposition 4.22 (Entropy dissipation) Let m be a σ-finite measure satisfying (4.2), let
f0 ∈ L1(X,m)∩L2(X,m) be a nonnegative initial datum with

∫
X V

2 f0 dm < ∞, and let (ft)
be the corresponding gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy. Then the map t 7→

∫
X ft log ft dm is

locally absolutely continuous in (0,∞) and it holds

d

dt

∫
X
ft log ft dm = −

∫
{ft>0}

|Dft|2∗
ft

dm for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (4.56)
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Proof. The case when m(X) <∞ can be easily deduced by Proposition 4.16(c). If m(X) =∞
we first consider regularized C1,1(0,∞) and convex entropies eε, 0 < ε < e−1, of e(r) := r log r:{

eε(r) = (1 + log ε)r = e′(ε)r in [0, ε],

eε(r) = r log r + ε = e(r)− e(ε) + εe′(ε) in [ε,∞).

Notice that e′ε(r) = max{e′(r), e′(ε)} ≤ (1 + log r)+ because of our choice of ε; since (1 +
log r)+ ≤ r, we deduce that e(r) ≤ eε(r) ≤ 1

2r
2 and eε(r) ↓ e(r) as ε ↓ 0.

We can now define a convex and C1,1(R) function by setting ẽε(r) := eε(r)−(1+log ε)r for
r ≥ 0 and ẽε(r) ≡ 0 for r < 0; applying (4.33) (by the previous estimates

∫
X ẽε(f0) dm <∞)

and recalling that the integral of ft is constant for every t ≥ 0 we obtain∫
X
eε(ft) dm +

∫ t

0

∫
{ft>ε}

|Dft|2∗
ft

dmdt =

∫
X
eε(f0) dm.

Passing to the limit as ε ↓ 0 and recalling the uniform bounds (4.48) and (4.49), guaranteed
by Theorem 4.20, we conclude. �

Remark 4.23 Although these facts will not play a role in the paper, we emphasize that
it is also possible to define one-sided Cheeger energies Ch+

∗ (f), Ch−∗ (f), by relaxing respec-
tively the ascending and descending slopes of Borel and d-Lipschitz functions w.r.t. L2(X,m)
convergence. We still have the representation

Ch+
∗ (f) =

1

2

∫
X
|D+f |2∗ dm, Ch−∗ (f) =

1

2

∫
X
|D−f |2∗ dm

for suitable one-sided relaxed gradients |D±f |∗ with minimal norm and it is easily seen that
the functionals Ch±∗ are convex and lower semicontinuous in L2(X,m).

Obviously Ch∗ ≥ max{Ch+
∗ ,Ch

−
∗ } and Ch+

∗ (f) = Ch−∗ (−f). Lemma 4.3 still holds with
the same proof and, using (2.9), locality can be proved for the one-sided relaxed gradients as
well, so that |D±f |∗ ≤ |D±f | m-a.e. for f Borel and d-Lipschitz. We shall see in the Section 6
that if m satisfies (4.2) then for every Borel function |D±f |∗ = |Df |∗ and Ch∗ = Ch+

∗ = Ch−∗ .
�

5 Weak upper gradients

In this subsection we define a new notion for the “weak norm of the gradient” (which we will
call “minimal weak upper gradient”) of a real valued functions f on an extended metric space
(X, d) and we will show that this new notion essentially coincides with the relaxed gradient.
The approach that we use here is inspired by the work [38], i.e. rather than proceeding by
relaxation, as we did for |Df |∗, we ask the fundamental theorem of calculus to hold along
“most” absolutely continuous curves, in a sense that we will specify soon. Our definition of
null set of curves is different from [38], natural in the context of optimal transportation, and
leads to an a priori larger class of null sets, see Remark 5.3; also, another difference is that
we obtain Sobolev regularity (and not absolute continuity) along every curve, so that our
theory does not depend on the choice of precise representatives in the Lebesgue equivalence
class. In Remark 5.12 we compare more closely the two approaches and show, as a nontrivial
consequence of our identification results, that they lead to the same Sobolev space.
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The advantages of working with a direct definition, rather than proceeding by relaxation,
can be appreciated by looking at Lemma 5.17, where we prove absolute continuity of func-
tionals t 7→

∫
X φ(ft) dm even along curves t 7→ ftm that are absolutely continuous in the

Wasserstein sense, compare with Proposition 4.22 for L2-gradient flows; we can also compute
the minimal weak upper gradient for Kantorovich potentials, as we will see in Section 10.

We assume in this section that (X, τ, d) is an extended Polish space and that m is a σ-finite
Borel measure in X representable in the form eV

2
m̃ with m̃(X) ≤ 1 and V : X → [0,∞) Borel

and d-Lipschitz. Recall that the p-energy of an absolutely continuous curve has been defined
in (2.2), as well as the collection of curves of finite p-energy ACp((0, 1); (X, d)), which we will
consider as a Borel subset of C([0, 1];X) (and in particular a Borel subset of a Polish space).

5.1 Test plans, Sobolev functions along a.c. curves, and weak upper gra-
dients

Recall that the evaluation maps et : C([0, 1];X) → X are defined by et(γ) := γt. We also
introduce the restriction maps restrst : C([0, 1];X)→ C([0, 1];X), 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ 1, given by

restrst (γ)r := γ((1−r)t+rs), (5.1)

so that restrst restricts the curve γ to the interval [t, s] and then “stretches” it on the whole
of [0, 1].

Definition 5.1 (Test plans) We say that a probability measure π ∈ P(C([0, 1];X)) is a
test plan if it is concentrated on AC((0, 1); (X, d)), i.e. π

(
C([0, 1];X)\AC((0, 1); (X, d))

)
= 0,

and
(et)]π � m for all t ∈ [0, 1]. (5.2)

A collection T of test plans is stretchable if

π ∈ T =⇒ (restrst )]π ∈ T for every 0 ≤ t ≤ s ≤ 1. (5.3)

We will often impose additional quantitative assumptions on test plans, besides (5.2). The
most important one, which we call bounded compression, provides a locally uniform upper
bound on the densities of (et)]π. More precisely, a test plan π has bounded compression on
the sublevels of V if for all M ≥ 0 there exists C = C(π,M) ∈ [0,∞) satisfying

(et)]π(B ∩ {V ≤M}) ≤ C(π,M)m(B) ∀B ∈ B(X), t ∈ [0, 1]. (5.4)

The above condition (5.4) depends not only on m, but also on V . For finite measures m it
will be understood that we take V equal to a constant, so that (5.4) does not depend on the
value of the constant.

Taking (5.4) into account, typical examples of stretchable collections T are the families of
all the test plans with bounded compression which are concentrated on absolutely continuous
curves, or on the curves of finite 2-energy, or on the geodesics in X.

Definition 5.2 (Negligible sets of curves) Let T be a stretchable collection of test plans
and let P be a statement about absolutely continuous curves γ : [0, 1] → X. We say that P
holds for T-almost every (absolutely continuous) curve if for any π ∈ T the set

{γ : P (γ) does not hold }

is contained in a π-negligible Borel set.
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In the next remark we compare our definition with the more classical notion of Mod2-null
set of absolutely continuous curve used in [38].

Remark 5.3 Recall that, for a collection Γ of absolutely continuous curves in (X, d), the
2-modulus Mod2(Γ) is defined by

Mod2(Γ) := inf

{∫
X
g2 dm : g ≥ 0 Borel,

∫
γ
g ≥ 1 for all γ ∈ Γ

}
.

If T denotes the class of plans with bounded compression defined by (5.4), it is not difficult
to show that Borel and Mod2-null sets of curves are T-negligible. Indeed, if π ∈ T has (with
no loss of generality) finite 2-action and is concentrated on curves contained in {V ≤M} and∫
γ g ≥ 1 for all γ ∈ Γ, we can integrate w.r.t. π and then minimize w.r.t. g to get

[
π(Γ)

]2 ≤ C(π,M)Mod2(Γ)

∫ ∫ 1

0
|γ̇|2 dsdπ(γ).

Proving equivalence of the two concepts seems to be difficult, also because one notion is
independent of parameterization, while the other one (because of the bounded compression
condition) takes into account also the way curves are parameterized. �

Definition 5.4 (Weak upper gradients) Let T be a stretchable collection of test plans.
Given f : X → R, a m-measurable function G : X → [0,∞] is a T-weak upper gradient of f
(or a weak upper gradient w.r.t. T) if∣∣∣∣∫

∂γ
f

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
γ
G<∞ for T-almost every γ ∈ AC((0, 1); (X, d)). (5.5)

Although the definition of weak upper gradient makes sense for functions, rather than Lebesgue
equivalence classes, this concept enjoys natural invariance properties w.r.t. modifications in
m-negligible sets, see Proposition 5.10 below. Notice that the measurability of s 7→ G(γs) in
[0, 1] for T-almost every γ is a direct consequence of the m-measurability of G: indeed, if G̃
is a Borel modification of G, A ⊃ {G 6= G̃} is a m-negligible Borel set and π is a test plan we
have by (5.2) that π({γt ∈ A}) = (et)]π(A) = 0 for every t ∈ [0, 1], so that

0 =

∫ 1

0
π({γt ∈ A}) dt =

∫ 1

0

∫
χ{γt∈A} dπ(γ) dt =

∫ (∫ 1

0

χ{γt∈A} dt
)

dπ(γ).

∫ 1
0
χ{γt∈A} dt is therefore null for π-a.e. γ. For any curve γ for which the integral is null G(γt)

coincides a.e. in [0, 1] with the Borel map G̃(γt).

Remark 5.5 (Slopes of d-Lipschitz functions are weak upper gradients) As we ex-
plained in Remark 2.7, if f : X → R is Borel and d-Lipschitz, then the local Lipschitz
constant |Df | and the one-sided slopes are upper gradients. Therefore they are also weak
upper gradients w.r.t. any stretchable collection of test plans sense we just defined. Notice
that the m-measurability of the slopes is ensured by Lemma 2.5. �

Definition 5.6 (Sobolev regularity along almost every curve) We say that a m-measurable
function f : X → R is Sobolev along T-almost every curve if, for T-almost every curve γ,
f ◦ γ coincides a.e. in [0, 1] and in {0, 1} with an absolutely continuous map fγ : [0, 1]→ R.
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In the next proposition we prove that existence and summability of a T-weak upper gradi-
ent yields Sobolev regularity along T-almost every curve. In an earlier version of this paper,
this property was imposed a priori, and not derived as a consequence, see also Remark 5.8
below.

Proposition 5.7 Assume that T is a stretchable collection of test plans and that G : X →
[0,∞] is a T-weak upper gradient of a m-measurable function f : X → R. Then f is Sobolev
along T-almost every curve and∣∣∣∣ d

dt
fγ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ G ◦ γ|γ̇| a.e. in [0, 1], for T-almost every γ ∈ AC((0, 1); (X, d)). (5.6)

Proof. The stretchable condition (5.3) yields for every t < s in [0, 1]

|f(γs)− f(γt)| ≤
∫ s

t
G(γr)|γ̇r|dr for T-almost every γ.

Let π ∈ T: by Fubini’s theorem applied to the product measure L 2×π in (0, 1)2×C([0, 1];X),
it follows that for π-a.e. γ the function f satisfies

|f(γs)− f(γt)| ≤
∣∣∣∫ s

t
G(γr)|γ̇r| dr

∣∣∣ for L 2-a.e. (t, s) ∈ (0, 1)2.

An analogous argument shows that{
|f(γs)− f(γ0)| ≤

∫ s
0 G(γr)|γ̇r|dr

|f(γ1)− f(γs)| ≤
∫ 1
s G(γr)|γ̇r| dr

for L 1-a.e. s ∈ (0, 1). (5.7)

Since G ◦ γ|γ̇| ∈ L1(0, 1) for π-a.e. γ, by Lemma 2.10 it follows that f ◦ γ ∈ W 1,1(0, 1) for
π-a.e. γ and (understanding the derivative of f ◦ γ as the distributional one)∣∣∣∣ d

dt
(f ◦ γ)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ g ◦ γ|γ̇| a.e. in (0, 1), for π-a.e. γ. (5.8)

Since π is arbitrary, we conclude that f ◦ γ ∈W 1,1(0, 1) for T-a.e. γ, and therefore it admits
an absolutely continuous representative fγ for which (5.6) holds; moreover, by (5.7), it is
immediate to check that f(γ(t)) = fγ(t) for t ∈ {0, 1} and T-a.e. γ. �

Remark 5.8 (Equivalent formulation) By a similar reasoning we obtain an equivalent
formulation of the weak upper gradient property, in the case when the collection of test plans
T is stretchable and f is Sobolev along T-almost every curve: a function G satisfying

∫
γ G <∞

for T-almost every curve γ is a weak upper gradient w.r.t. T of f if and only if, for T-almost
every curve γ, the function fγ of Definition 5.6 satisfies (5.6). �

5.2 Calculus with weak upper gradients

Proposition 5.9 (Locality) Let T be a stretchable collection of test plans, let f : X → R
be m-measurable and let G1, G2 be weak upper gradients of f w.r.t. T. Then min{G1, G2} is
a T-weak upper gradient of f .

Proof. We know from Proposition 5.7 that f is Sobolev along T-almost every curve. Then,
the claim is a direct consequence of Remark 5.8 and (5.6). �
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The notion of weak upper gradient enjoys natural invariance properties with respect to
m-negligible sets:

Proposition 5.10 (Invariance under modifications in m-negligible sets) Let T be a
stretchable collection of test plans, let f, f̃ : X → R and G, G̃ : X → [0,∞] be such that both
{f 6= f̃} and {G 6= G̃} are m-negligible. Assume that G is a T-weak upper gradient of f .
Then G̃ is a T-weak upper gradient of f̃ .

Proof. Fix a test plan π: it is sufficient to prove that the sets
{
γ : f(γt) 6= f̃(γt)

}
, t = 0, 1

and the set
{
γ :

∫
γ G 6=

∫
γ G̃
}

are contained in π-negligible Borel sets.

For the first two sets the proof is obvious, because (et)]π � m, which implies that if A is
a m-negligible Borel set containing {f 6= f̃} we have π({γ : γt ∈ A}) = (et)]π(A) = 0. For
the third one we choose as A a m-negligible Borel set containing {G 6= G̃} and we use the
argument described immediately after Definition 5.4. �

Thanks to the previous proposition we can also consider extended real valued f (as Kan-
torovich potentials), provided the set N = {|f | =∞} is m-negligible: as a matter of fact the
curves γ which intersect N at t = 0 or t = 1 are negligible, hence

∫
∂γ f is defined for almost

every γ.

Definition 5.11 (Minimal weak upper gradient) Let T be a stretchable collection of test
plans and let f : X → R be a m-measurable function with a weak T-upper gradient. The T-
minimal weak upper gradient |Df |w,T of f is the T-weak upper gradient characterized, up to
m-negligible sets, by the property

|Df |w,T ≤ G m-a.e. in X, for every T-weak upper gradient G of f . (5.9)

Uniqueness of the minimal weak upper gradient is obvious. For existence, let us consider
a minimizing sequence (Gn) for the problem

inf

{∫
X

tan−1(G)ϑ dm : G weak T-upper gradient of f

}
with ϑ is as in (4.1). We immediately see, thanks to Proposition 5.9, that we can assume
with no loss of generality that Gn+1 ≤ Gn. Hence, by monotone convergence, the function
|Df |w,T := infnGn is a T-weak upper gradient of f and

∫
X tan−1(G)ϑ dm is minimal at

G = |Df |w,T. This minimality, in conjunction with Proposition 5.9, gives (5.9).

Remark 5.12 (Comparison with Newtonian spaces) Shanmugalingam introduced in [38]
the Newtonian space N1,2(X, d,m) of all functions f : X → R such that

∫
f2 dm < ∞ and

the inequality

|f(γ1)− f(γ0)| ≤
∫
γ
G (5.10)

holds out of a Mod2-null set of curves, for some G ∈ L2(X,m). Then, she defined |Df |S as the
function G in (5.10) with smallest L2 norm and proved [38, Proposition 3.1] that functions
in N1,2(X, d,m) are absolutely continuous along Mod2-almost every curve.

Remarkably, Shanmugalingam proved (the proofs in [38] work, with no change, even
in the case of extended metric measure spaces) this connection between Newtonian spaces
and Cheeger’s functional Ch∗ described in Remark 4.7: f ∈ D(Ch∗) if and only if there is
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f̃ ∈ N1,2(X, d,m) in the Lebesgue equivalence class of f , and the two notions of gradient
|Df |S and |Df |C coincide m-a.e. in X.

If T denotes the class of plans with bounded compression defined by (5.4), the inclusion
between null sets provided by Remark 5.3 shows that the situation described in Remark 4.7
is reversed. Indeed, while |Df |C ≤ |Df |∗, the gradient |Df |S is larger m-a.e. than |Df |w,T, so
that

|Df |w,T ≤ |Df |S = |Df |C ≤ |Df |∗ m-a.e. in X. (5.11)

With this choice of T, we can define the Sobolev space W 1,2
w (X, d,m) with the same idea

presented in Remarks 4.6, 4.7: f ∈ W 1,2
w (X, d,m) provided f is in L2(X,m), Sobolev along

T-a.e. curve and |Df |w,T ∈ L2(X,m). The inequalities in (5.11) then yield

W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) ⊂W 1,2(X, d,m) = N1,2(X, d,m) ⊂W 1,2

w (X, d,m), (5.12)

(where some care should be used relating the Newtonian space with the Sobolev spaces because
in the former the choice of m-a.e. representative of a function matters).

Although we are not presently able to reverse the inclusion between null sets, a nontrivial
consequence of our identification of |Df |w,T and |Df |∗, proved in the next section, is that all
these gradients coincide m-a.e. in X, and hence all Sobolev/Newtonian spaces coincide as
well.

Since D(Ch∗) ⊂ D(Ch∗), a byproduct of the absolute continuity of functions in Newtonian
spaces, that however will not play a role in our paper, is that functions in D(Ch∗) have a
version which is absolutely continuous along Mod2-a.e. curve. �

Remark 5.13 Notice that the notion of weak gradient do depend on the class T of test plans
(which, in turn, might depend on V ).

If T1 ⊂ T2 are stretchable collections of test plans and a function f : X → R is Sobolev
along T2-almost every absolutely continuous curve, then f is Sobolev along T1-almost every
absolutely continuous curve and

|Df |w,T1 ≤ |Df |w,T2 . (5.13)

Thus, larger classes of test plans induce smaller classes of weak upper gradients, hence larger
minimal weak upper gradients. �

Another important property of weak upper gradients is their stability w.r.t. Lp conver-
gence: we state it for all the stretchable classes of test plans satisfying a condition weaker
than bounded compression, inspired to the “democratic” condition introduced by [29].

Theorem 5.14 (Stability w.r.t. m-a.e. convergence) Let us suppose that T is a stretch-
able collection of test plans concentrated on ACp((0, 1); (X, d)) for some p ∈ (1,∞] such that
for all π ∈ T and all M ≥ 0 there exists C = C(π,M) ∈ [0,∞) satisfying∫ 1

0
(et)]π(B ∩ {V ≤M}) dt ≤ C(π,M)m(B) ∀B ∈ B(X). (5.14)

Assume that fn are m-measurable and that Gn are T-weak upper gradients of fn. Assume
furthermore that fn(x) → f(x) ∈ R for m-a.e. x ∈ X and that (Gn) weakly converges to G
in Lq({V ≤ M},m) for all M ≥ 0, where q ∈ [1,∞) is the conjugate exponent of p. Then G
is a T-weak upper gradient of f .
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Proof. Fix a test plan π and assume first that, for some constants L and M , Ep[γ] ≤ L <∞
π-a.e. and that π-a.e. γ is contained in {V ≤ M}. By Mazur’s theorem we can find convex
combinations

Hn :=

Nh+1∑
i=Nh+1

αiGi with αi ≥ 0,

Nh+1∑
i=Nh+1

αi = 1, Nh →∞

converging strongly to G in Lq({V ≤ M},m). Denoting by f̃n the corresponding convex
combinations of fn, Hn are weak upper gradients of f̃n and still f̃n → f m-a.e. in {V ≤M}.

Since for every nonnegative Borel function ϕ : X → [0,∞] and any M it holds (with
C = C(π,M))∫ (∫

γ∩{V≤M}
ϕ
)

dπ =

∫ (∫ 1

0

χ{V≤M}(γt)ϕ(γt)|γ̇t| dt
)

dπ

≤
∫ (∫ 1

0

χ{V≤M}(γt)ϕ
q(γt) dt

)1/q(∫ 1

0
|γ̇t|p dt

)1/p
dπ

≤
(∫ 1

0

∫
{V≤M}

ϕq d(et)]π dt
)1/q(∫

Ep[γ] dπ
)1/p

≤
(
C

∫
{V≤M}

ϕq dm
)1/q(∫

Ep[γ] dπ
)1/p

, (5.15)

we obtain, for C̄ := C1/qL1/p,∫ (∫
γ∩{V≤M}

|Hn −G|
)

dπ ≤ C̄‖Hn −G‖Lq({V≤M},m) → 0.

By a diagonal argument we can find a subsequence n(k) independent of M ∈ N such that∫
γ |Hn(k) − G| → 0 as k → ∞ for π-a.e. γ contained in {V ≤ M}, and thus for π-a.e. γ.

Since f̃n converge m-a.e. to f and the marginals of π are absolutely continuous w.r.t. m we
have also that for π-a.e. γ it holds f̃n(γ0)→ f(γ0) and f̃n(γ1)→ f(γ1). Still using (5.15), we
have

∫
γ G <∞ for π-a.e. γ.

If we fix a curve γ satisfying the above properties, we can pass to the limit in the weak
upper gradient property written for f̃n(k) to obtain that G is a T-weak upper gradient of f .
Finally we remove the assumptions initially made on π using (2.2) and the fact that any
curve γ is contained in {V ≤M} for sufficiently large M . �

Corollary 5.15 Let T be a stretchable collection of test plans satisfying (5.14) and concen-
trated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d)), and let C̃h be defined as in (4.17). If f ∈ D(C̃h) then f is
Sobolev along T-almost every curve and |Df |w,T ≤ |Df |∗ m-a.e. in X.

Proof. We consider first the case when f is bounded. We already observed in Remark 5.5 that,
for a Borel d-Lipschitz function f , the local Lipschitz constant is a T-weak upper gradient.
Now, pick a sequence (fn) of Borel d-Lipschitz functions converging to f in L2(X,m) such that
|Dfn| converge weakly in L2(X,m) to |Df |∗, thus in particular weakly in L2({V ≤M},m) to
|Df |∗ for all M ≥ 0. Then, Theorem 5.14 ensures that |Df |∗ is a T-weak upper gradient for
f .

In the general case, if fN are the standard truncations of f , we can pass to the limit in
the inequality |DfN |w,T ≤ |DfN |∗ using the chain rule for relaxed gradients and the stability
of weak gradients. �
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We shall also need chain rules for minimal weak upper gradients.

Proposition 5.16 (Chain rule for minimal weak upper gradients) Let T be as in The-
orem 5.14. If a m-measurable function f : X → R has a T-weak upper gradient, the following
properties hold:

(a) for any L 1-negligible Borel set N ⊂ R it holds |Df |w,T = 0 m-a.e. on f−1(N);

(b) |Dφ(f)|w,T = φ′(f)|Df |w,T m-a.e. in X, with the convention 0 · ∞ = 0, for any nonde-
creasing function φ, locally Lipschitz on an interval containing the image of f .

Proof. We use the equivalent formulation of Remark 5.8 and the well-known fact that both
(a) and (b) are true when X = R endowed with Euclidean distance and Lebesgue measure
and f is absolutely continuous. We can prove (a) setting

G(x) :=

{
|Df |w,T(x) if f(x) ∈ R \N ;

0 if f(x) ∈ N

and noticing the validity of (a) for real-valued absolutely continuous maps gives that G is
T-weak upper gradient of f . Then, the minimality of |Df |w,T gives |Df |w,T ≤ G m-a.e. in X.

By a similar argument based on (5.6) we can prove that |Dφ(f)|w,T ≤ φ′(f)|Df |w,T m-a.e.
in X. Then, the same subadditivity argument of Proposition 4.8(d) provides the equality
m-a.e. in X. �

Lemma 5.17 Let T be the collection of all the test plans concentrated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d))
with bounded compression on the sublevels of V (i.e. satisfying (5.4)).
Let µ ∈ AC2((0, T ); (P(X),W2)) be an absolutely continuous curve with uniformly bounded
densities ft = dµt/dm. Let φ : [0,∞) → R be a convex function with φ(0) = 0 and φ′ locally
Lipschitz in (0,∞). We suppose that for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ) ft is Sobolev along T-almost all curves
and that

H2
t :=

∫
X
|Dft|2w,T dm <∞, G2

t :=

∫
{ft>0}

(
φ′′(ft)|Dft|w,T

)2
ft dm <∞, (5.16)

for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). Assume in addition that G, H ∈ L2(0, T ) and that
∫
X |φ(f0)|dm < ∞.

Then t 7→
∫
X |φ(ft)|dm is bounded in [0, T ],

Φt :=

∫
X
φ(ft) dm is absolutely continuous in [0, T ] and

∣∣∣ d

dt
Φt

∣∣∣ ≤ Gt |µ̇t| a.e. in (0, T ).

(5.17)
If moreover φ′ is Lipschitz on an interval containing the image of ft, t ∈ [0, T ], then the
pointwise estimates hold

lim sup
s↓t

Φt − Φs

s− t
≤ Gt lim sup

s↓t

∫ s

t
|µ̇r| dr, lim inf

s↓t

Φt − Φs

s− t
≤ Gt lim inf

s↓t

∫ s

t
|µ̇r|dr. (5.18)

Proof. It is not restrictive to assume T = 1. Let C be a constant satisfying µt ≤ Cm
for all t ∈ [0, 1] and notice that, by interpolation, ft are uniformly bounded in all spaces
Lp(X,m). In addition, by Kantorovich duality with c(x, y) = d(x, y), fs weakly converge to
ft as s → t in duality with the class Y of Borel, bounded and d-Lipschitz functions. Since
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Y ∩ Lp(X,m) is dense in Lp(X,m) for 1 ≤ p <∞ (thanks to the existence of the d-Lipschitz
weight function V whose sublevels have finite m-measure), we obtain that t 7→ ft is continuous
in the weak topology of Lq(X,m) (weak∗ if q =∞), with q dual exponent of p. Arguing as in
[25, 2], see also the work in progress [26] for the case of extended metric spaces, we can find
π ∈P(C([0, 1];X)) concentrated in AC2((0, 1); (X, d)) and satisfying

µt = (et)]π for every t ∈ [0, 1], |µ̇t|2 =

∫
|γ̇t|2 dπ(γ) for a.e. t ∈ (0, 1), (5.19)

so that π ∈ T. Let us first suppose that φ′ is locally Lipschitz continuous in [0,∞), so that
Φt is everywhere finite. Possibly replacing φ(z) by φ(z) − φ′(0)z we can assume that φ is
nonnegative and nondecreasing. It follows that Φt is lower semicontinuous.

We pick a point t such that ft is Sobolev along π-almost all curves and Ht < ∞ and we
set ht := φ′(ft), gt := |Dht|w,T = φ′′(ft)|Dft|w,T. Then for every s ∈ (0, t) we have

Φt − Φs ≤
∫
X
φ′(ft)(ft − fs) dm =

∫ (
ht(γt))− ht(γs)) dπ(γ) ≤

∫ ∫ t

s
gt(γr)|γ̇r| drdπ(γ)

≤
∫ t

s

(∫
X
|gt|2 fr dm

)1/2(∫
|γ̇r|2 dπ(γ)

)1/2
dr =

∫ t

s

(∫
X
|gt|2 fr dm

)1/2
|µ̇r| dr. (5.20)

Since H ∈ L2(0, 1) we deduce from Lemma 2.8 (with w = −Φ, L = |µ̇|, g = C1/2H at all
points t such that ft is Sobolev along π-almost all curves, g = +∞ elsewhere) that Φ is
absolutely continuous.

Writing the inequalities analogous to (5.20) for s > t, dividing by s − t, and passing to
the limit as s ↓ t, thanks to the w∗ continuity of r 7→ fr in L∞(X,m) we get the bound (5.18)
(and thus (5.17) when t is also a differentiability point for Φ and a Lebesgue point for |µ̇|).

When φ is an arbitrary convex function, for ε ∈ (0, 1] we set

φε(r) :=

{
rφ′(ε) if 0 ≤ r ≤ ε,
φ(z)− φ(ε) + εφ′(ε) if r ≥ ε;

it is easy to check that φε is convex, with locally Lipschitz derivative in [0,∞) and that φε ↓ φ
as ε ↓ 0, since ε 7→ εφ′(ε) − φ(ε) is increasing and converges to 0 as ε ↓ 0. Notice moreover
that (φε)

′′ ≤ φ′′. Applying the integral form of (5.17) to Φε
t :=

∫
X φε(ft) dm we get

∣∣Φε
t − Φε

s

∣∣ ≤ ∫ t

s
Gr |µ̇r| dr for every 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1. (5.21)

Since Φε
0 → Φ0, it follows that all the functions Φε

t are uniformly bounded. In addition, (5.20)
with φ = φε gives that∫

X
(φε)

−(fs) dm ≤
∫
X

(φε)
+(fs) dm +R ≤

∫
X

(φ1)+(fs) dm +R

with R uniformly bounded in s and ε (notice that t can be chosen independently of s and
ε). Hence, applying the monotone convergence theorem we obtain the uniform bound on
‖φ(ft)‖L1(X,m) and pass to the limit in (5.21) as ε ↓ 0, obtaining (5.17). �
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Remark 5.18 (Invariance properties) If T is the collection of all test plans concentrated
on AC2((0, 1); (X, d)) with bounded compression on the sublevels of V (according to (5.4)) all
the concepts introduced so far (test plans, negligible sets of curves, weak upper gradient and
minimal weak upper gradient) are immediately seen to be invariant if one replaces m with the
finite measure m̃ := e−V

2
m (recall (4.2)): indeed, any test plan with bounded compression

relative to m̃ is a test plan with bounded compression relative to m and any test plan bounded
compression relative to m can be monotonically approximated by analogous test plans relative
to m̃. A similar argument holds for plans satisfying (5.14). �

Remark 5.19 As for Cheeger’s energy and the relaxed gradient, if no additional assumption
on (X, τ, d,m) is made, it is well possible that the weak upper gradient is trivial.

This is the case of the second example considered in Remark 4.12, where it is easy to check
that the class of absolutely continuous curves contains just the constants, so that |Df |w,T ≡ 0
for every f ∈ L2([0, 1];m) independently from the choice of T. In order to exclude such
situations, we are going to make additional assumptions on (X, τ, d,m) in the next sections,
as the lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm|2(fm): this ensures, as we will see in Theorem 7.6, its
agreement with 8Ch∗(

√
f). Since Entm is not trivial, the same is true for |D−Entm| and for

Ch∗. In turn, we will see that lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm|2 is implied by CD(K,∞).�

6 Identification between relaxed gradient and weak upper gra-
dient

The key statement that will enable us to prove the main identification result of this section
is provided in the following lemma. It corresponds precisely to [17, Proposition 3.7]: the
main improvement here is the use of the refined analysis of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
semigroup we did in Section 3, together with the use of relaxed gradients, in place of the
standard Sobolev spaces in Alexandrov spaces. In this way we can also avoid any lower
curvature bound on (X, d) and we do not even require that (X, d) is a length space.

Lemma 6.1 (A key estimate for the Wasserstein velocity) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Pol-
ish extended measure space satisfying

m
({
x ∈ X : d(x,K) ≤ r

})
<∞ for every compact K ⊂ X and r > 0. (6.1)

Let (ft) be the gradient flow of Ch∗ in L2(X,m) starting from a nonnegative f0 ∈ L2(X,m)
and let us assume that∫

X
ft dm = 1,

∫ t

0

∫
{fs>0}

|Dfs|2∗
fs

dmds <∞ for every t ≥ 0. (6.2)

Then, setting µt := ftm ∈ P(X), the curve t 7→ µt := ftm is locally absolutely continuous
from (0,∞) to (P[µ0](X),W2) and its metric speed |µ̇t| satisfies

|µ̇t|2 ≤
∫
{ft>0}

|Dft|2∗
ft

dm for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (6.3)

Proof. We start from the duality formula (2.23): it is easy to check that it can be written as

W 2
2 (µ, ν)

2
= sup

φ

∫
X
Q1φ dν −

∫
X
φ dµ (6.4)
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where the supremum runs in Cb(X). Now, if µ � m, we may equivalently consider τ -
lower semicontinuous functions φ of the form (3.21); indeed, given φ ∈ Cb(X), considering a
sequence of compact sets Kn ⊂ X whose union is of full m-measure and setting

φn(x) :=

{
φ(x) if x ∈ Kn;

supφ if x ∈ X \Kn

we obtain φn ↓ φ m-a.e. and Q1φn ≥ Q1φ.
Moreover, since (6.4) is invariant by adding constants to φ, we can always assume that

M = 0 in (3.21), so that φ vanishes outside a compact set K.
Now, if φ is of the form (3.21) with M = 0, we notice that for all t > 0 the map Qtφ is d-

Lipschitz, bounded and lower semicontinuous (the latter property follows by Proposition 3.8),
and

Qtφ(x) = 0 if d(x,K) ≥ 2
√
−min

K
φ and t ≤ 2, (6.5)

so that, by (6.1), (Qt(φ))t∈[0,2] is uniformly bounded in each Lp(X,m).
Fix now a function φ of the form (6.4) and set ϕ := Qεφ, for some ε ∈ (0, 1). Observe that,

thanks to the pointwise estimates (3.12) and (3.20), the map t 7→ Qtϕ is Lipschitz from [0, 1]
with values in L∞(X,m), and a fortiori in L2(X,m) by (6.5). In addition, the “functional”
derivative (i.e. the strong limit in L2 of the difference quotients) ∂tQtϕ of this L2(X,m)-valued

map is easily seen to coincide, for a.e. t, with the map d+

dt Qtϕ(x). Recall also that, still thanks
to Proposition 3.8, the latter map is Borel and |DQtϕ| is B∗(X × (0,∞))-measurable.

Fix also 0 ≤ t < s ≤ 1, set ` = (s− t) and recall that since (ft) is the gradient flow of Ch∗
in L2(X,m), the map [0, `] 3 r 7→ ft+r is Lipschitz with values in L2(X,m).

Now, for a, b : [0, `]→ L2(X,m) Lipschitz, it is well known that t 7→
∫
X atbt dm is Lipschitz

in [0, `] and that
(∫
X atbt dm)′ =

∫
X bt∂tat dm +

∫
X at∂tbt dm for a.e. t ∈ [0, `]. Therefore we

get
d

dr

∫
X
Qr/`ϕft+r dm =

∫
X

1

`
ξt/` ft+r +Qr/`ϕ∆d,mft+r dm for a.e. r > 0,

where ξs(x) := d+

dt Qtϕ
∣∣
t=s

(x); we have then:∫
X
Q1ϕdµs −

∫
X
ϕdµt =

∫
X
Q1ϕft+` dm−

∫
X
ϕft dm

=

∫ `

0

∫
X

1

`
ξr/` ft+r +Qr/`ϕ∆d,mft+r dmdr

=

∫
X

∫ `

0

1

`
ξr/` ft+r +Qr/`ϕ∆d,mft+r drdm

≤
∫
X

∫ `

0
−
|DQr/`ϕ|2

2`
+Qr/`ϕ∆d,mft+r dr dm.

(6.6)

In the last two steps we used first Fubini’s theorem and then Theorem 3.5. Observe that by
inequalities (4.27) and (4.9) we have (using also that |Dfs|∗ = 0 m-a.e. on {fs = 0})∫

X
Qr/`ϕ∆d,mft+r dm ≤

∫
X
|DQr/`ϕ|∗ |Dft+r|∗ dm

≤ 1

2`

∫
X
|DQr/`ϕ|2ft+r dm +

`

2

∫
{ft+r>0}

|Dft+r|2∗
ft+r

dm.
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Plugging this inequality in (6.6), using once more Fubini’s theorem and recalling that by the
definition of ϕ, Q1ϕ = Q1(Qεφ) ≥ Q1+εφ, we obtain∫

X
Q1+εφ dµs −

∫
X
Qεφ dµt ≤

`

2

∫ `

0

∫
{ft+r>0}

|Dft+r|2∗
ft+r

drdm.

Since φ is τ -lower semicontinuous, by Remark 3.7 we have Qεφ ↑ φ as ε ↓ 0. Hence, taking
also into account that Q1+εφ → Q1φ as ε ↓ 0 (recall the continuity property (3.5) and that
t∗ ≡ ∞ in this case), we obtain∫

X
Q1φ dµs −

∫
X
φ dµt ≤

`

2

∫ `

0

∫
{ft+r>0}

|Dft+r|2∗
ft+r

drdm.

This latter bound holds for all functions φ of the form (6.4), so that the remarks made at the
beginning of the proof yield

W 2
2 (µt, µs) ≤ `

∫ `

0

∫
{ft+r>0}

|Dft+r|2∗
ft+r

drdm, ` = s− t.

By (6.2) we immediately get that µt ∈P[µ0](X) and (6.3) holds. �

In the next two results we will consider the class of (measurable) functions

f : X → R such that fN := min{N,max{f,−N}} ∈ L2(X,m) for every N > 0. (6.7)

Theorem 6.2 (Relaxed and weak upper gradients coincide) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Pol-
ish extended measure space with m satisfying (4.2), let T be the collection of all test plans
concentrated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d)) with bounded compression on the sublevels of V according
to (5.4), and let f : X → R be a m-measurable function satisfying (6.7).
Then f has relaxed gradient |Df |∗ (according to (4.16)) in L2(X,m) iff f is Sobolev on T-
almost all curves and |Df |w,T ∈ L2(X,m). In this case

|Df |∗ = |Df |w,T m-a.e. in X. (6.8)

Finally, it holds
W 1,2
∗ (X, d,m) = W 1,2(X, d,m) = W 1,2

w (X, d,m),

and these spaces also coincide with N1,2(X, d,m) provided we think this latter space as a space
of m-a.e. equivalence classes of functions. For a function f belonging to these spaces, the
relaxed gradient |Df |∗ coincides m-a.e. in X with the Newtonian and Cheeger gradients |Df |S
and |Df |C of Remark 5.12 and with |Df |w,T.

Proof. Taking into account Remark 5.18 and Lemma 4.11 it is not restrictive to assume that
m ∈ P(X), so that we can choose V ≡ 1. Moreover, we can assume that 0 < M−1 ≤ f ≤
M < ∞ m-almost everywhere in X with

∫
X f

2 dm = 1. By Corollary 5.15 we have to prove
that if f is Sobolev on T-almost every curve with |Df |w,T ∈ L2(X,m) then

Ch∗(f) ≤ 1

2

∫
X
|Df |2w,T dm. (6.9)
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We consider the gradient flow (ht) of the Cheeger’s energy with initial datum h := f2, setting
µt = htm, and we apply Lemma 6.1. If g = h−1|Dh|w,T, we easily get arguing as in (5.20) and
using inequality (6.3)∫
X

(
h log h− ht log ht

)
dm ≤

(∫ t

0

∫
X
g2hs dmds

)1/2(∫ t

0
|µ̇s|2 ds

)1/2

≤ 1

2

∫ t

0

∫
X
g2hs dmds+

1

2

∫ t

0
|µ̇s|2 ds ≤ 1

2

∫ t

0

∫
X
g2hs dmds+

1

2

∫ t

0

∫
{hs>0}

|Dhs|2∗
hs

dmds.

Recalling the entropy dissipation formula (4.56) we obtain∫ t

0

∫
{hs>0}

|Dhs|2∗
hs

dmds ≤
∫ t

0

∫
X
g2hs dmds.

Now, (4.18) and the identity g = 2f−1|Df |w,T give
∫ t

0 Ch∗(
√
hs) ds ≤

∫ t
0

∫
X |Df |

2
w,Tf

−2hs dmds,

so that dividing by t and passing to the limit as t ↓ 0 we get (6.9), since
√
hs are equibounded

and converge strongly to f in L2(X,m) as s ↓ 0.
Finally we prove the last statement. Thanks to (5.11) and (5.12), it is sufficient to prove

that any f ∈ W 1,2
w (X, d,m) belongs to W 1,2

∗ (X, d,m) with |Df |∗ ≤ |Df |w,T m-a.e. in X. Fix
such f : it follows by (6.8) that |DfN |∗ ≤ |DfN |w,T m-a.e. in X for all truncates of fN of f ,
so that we can pass to the limit as N →∞ and use the chain rule to obtain that f ∈ D(Ch∗)
and |Df |∗ ≤ |Df |w,T m-a.e. in X. The statement now follows immediately from (5.11) of
Remark 4.7 and (6.8). �

An immediate byproduct of the identification of the different notions of gradients previous
result is the density in energy of Lipschitz functions in W 1,2

w (X, d,m).

Theorem 6.3 Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish extended measure space with m satisfying (4.2) and
let T as in Theorem 6.2. Let f ∈W 1,2

w (X, d,m). Then there exist Lipschitz functions fn such
that fn → f in L2(X,m) and |Dfn| → |Df |w,T in L2(X,m).

Proof. It is a direct consequence of the previous identification theorem combined with
Lemma 4.3(c). �

Corollary 6.4 Let T1 be the collection of all test plans concentrated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d))
with bounded compression on the sublevels of V as in (5.4), and let T2 be the collection
of all test plans concentrated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d)) satisfying (5.14). Let us suppose that
a measurable function f : X → R satisfying (6.7) is Sobolev on T1-almost all curves with
|Df |w,T1 ∈ L2(X,m). Then f is Sobolev on T2-almost all curves and

|Df |w,T1 = |Df |w,T2 = |Df |∗ m-a.e. in X. (6.10)

Proof. Applying Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 5.15 we prove that f is Sobolev on T2-almost all
curves with |Df |w,T1 ≥ |Df |w,T2 . The converse inequality follows by Remark 5.13. �

Remark 6.5 (One-sided relaxed gradients) Theorem 6.2 shows that the one-sided Cheeger’s
functionals Ch±∗ (f) (and the corresponding relaxed gradients |D±f |∗) introduced in Remark 4.23
coincide with Ch∗(f) (resp. with |Df |∗). In fact, we already observed that Ch∗(f) ≥ Ch±∗ (f).
On the other hand, since |D±f | are weak upper gradients for Borel d-Lipschitz functions,
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arguing as in Corollary 5.15 we get |Df |w,T ≤ |D±f |∗, if f ∈ D(Ch±∗ ) and T is the class of all
test plans concentrated on AC2((0, 1); (X, d)) with bounded compression on the sublevels of
V . Corollary 6.4 yields

Ch∗(f) = Ch±∗ (f), |Df |∗ = |D±f |∗ m-a.e. in X.

7 Relative entropy, Wasserstein slope, and Fisher information

In this section we assume that (X, τ, d) is a Polish extended space equipped with a σ-finite
Borel reference measure m such that m̃ := e−V

2
m has total mass less than 1 for some Borel

and d-Lipschitz V : X → [0,∞). We shall work in the subspace

PV (X) :=

{
µ ∈P(X) :

∫
X
V 2 dµ <∞

}
. (7.1)

We say that (µn) ⊂ PV (X) weakly converges with moments to µ ∈ PV (X) if µn → µ
weakly in P(X) and

∫
X V

2 dµn →
∫
X V

2 dµ. Analogously we define strong convergence with
moments in P(X), by requiring that |µn − µ|(X)→ 0, instead of the weak convergence.

Since for every µ ∈PV (X), ν ∈P(X) with W2(µ, ν) <∞ we have ν ∈PV (X) and(∫
X
V 2 dν

)1/2
≤ Lip(V )W2(ν, µ) +

(∫
X
V 2 dµ

)1/2
, (7.2)

we obtain that weak convergence with moments is implied by W2 convergence. When the
topology τ is induced by the distance d and V (x) := A d(x, x0) for some A > 0 and x0 ∈ X,
then weak convergence with moments is in fact equivalent to W2 convergence. When m(X) <
∞ we may take V equal to a constant, so that P(X) = PV (X) and weak convergence with
moments reduces to weak convergence.

7.1 Relative entropy

Definition 7.1 (Relative entropy) The relative entropy functional Entm : P(X)→ (−∞,+∞]
is defined as

Entm(µ) :=


∫
X
ρ log ρ dm if µ = ρm ∈PV (X),

+∞ otherwise.

Notice that, according to our definition, µ ∈ D(Entm) implies
∫
X V

2 dµ < ∞, and that
D(Entm) is convex. Strictly speaking the notation Entm is a slight abuse, since the functional
depends also on the choice of V , which is not canonically induced by m (not even in Euclidean
spaces endowed with the Lebesgue measure). It is tacitly understood that we take V equal to
a constant whenever m(X) <∞ and in this case Entm is independent of the chosen constant.

When m ∈ P(X) the functional Entm is sequentially lower semicontinuous w.r.t. weak
convergence in P(X). In addition, it is nonnegative, thanks to Jensen’s inequality. More
generally, if m is a finite measure and m̄ := m(X)−1m,

Entm(µ) = Entm̄(µ)− log(m(X)) ≥ − log(m(X)) for every µ ∈P(X), (7.3)

and we have the general inequality (see for instance [5, Lemma 9.4.5])

Entπ]m(π]µ) ≤ Entm(µ) for every µ ∈P(X) and π : X → Y Borel map, (7.4)
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which turns out to be an equality if π is injective. When m(X) = ∞, since the density ρ̃
of µ w.r.t. m̃ equals ρ eV

2
we obtain that the negative part of ρ log ρ is L1(m)-integrable for

µ ∈PV (X), so that Definition 7.1 is well posed and Entm does not attain the value −∞. We
also obtain the useful formula

Entm(µ) = Entm̃(µ)−
∫
X
V 2 dµ ∀µ ∈PV (X). (7.5)

The same formula shows Entm is sequentially lower semicontinuous in PV (X) w.r.t. conver-
gence with moments, i.e.

µn ⇀ µ in P(X),

∫
X
V 2 dµn →

∫
X
V 2 dµ <∞ =⇒ lim inf

n→∞
Entm(µn) ≥ Entm(µ). (7.6)

From (7.2) we also get

µ ∈PV (X), W2(µn, µ)→ 0 =⇒ lim inf
n→∞

Entm(µn) ≥ Entm(µ). (7.7)

The following lemma for the change of reference measure in the entropy, related to (7.5), will
be useful.

Lemma 7.2 (Change of reference measure in the entropy) Let ν ∈ P(X) and the
positive finite measure n be satisfying Entn(ν) < ∞. If ν = gm for some σ-finite Borel
measure m, then g log g ∈ L1(X,m) if and only if log(dn/dm) ∈ L1(X, ν) and

Entm(ν) = Entn(ν) +

∫
X

log
( dn

dm

)
dν. (7.8)

Proof. Write ν = fn and let n = hm + ns be the Radon-Nikodým decomposition of n w.r.t.
m. Since gm = ν = fhm + fns we obtain that g = fh m-a.e. in X and f = 0 ns-a.e. in X.
Since f log f ∈ L1(X, n) we obtain that χ{h>0}g log(g/h) belongs to L1(X,m), so that (taking
into account that {g > 0} ⊂ {h > 0} up to m-negligible sets) g log g ∈ L1(X,m) if and only
if g log h ∈ L1(X,m). The latter property is equivalent to log h ∈ L1(X, ν). �

Remark 7.3 (Tightness of sublevels of Entm(µ) and setwise convergence) We remark
that the sublevels of the relative entropy functional are tight if m(X) <∞. Indeed, by Ulam’s
theorem m is tight. Then, using first the inequality z log(z) ≥ −e−1 and then Jensen’s in-
equality, for µ = ρm we get

m(X)

e
+ C ≥ m(X \ E)

e
+ Entm(µ) ≥

∫
E
ρ log ρdm ≥ µ(E) log

(
µ(E)

m(E)

)
(7.9)

whenever E ∈ B(X) and Entm(µ) ≤ C. This shows that µ(E) → 0 as m(E) → 0 uniformly
in the set {Entm ≤ C}.

In general, when
∫
X e−V

2
dm ≤ 1, we see that (7.5) yields{

µ ∈P(X) :

∫
X
V 2 dµ+ Entm(µ) ≤ C

}
is tight in P(X) for every C ∈ R. (7.10)

Moreover, if a sequence (µn) belongs to a sublevel (7.10) and weakly converges to µ, then the
sequence of the corresponding densities ρn = dµn

dm converges to ρ = dµ
dm weakly in L1(X,m): it
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is sufficient to recall (7.3) and to apply de la Vallée Puissen’s criterion for uniform integrability
[9, §4.5.10] to the densities ρ̃n (resp. ρ̃) of µn (resp. µ) w.r.t. the finite measure m̃ = e−V

2
m,

since for every ϕ ∈ L∞(X, m̃) = L∞(X,m)∫
X
ρnϕdm =

∫
X
ρ̃nϕdm̃→

∫
X
ρ̃ϕdm̃ =

∫
X
ρϕdm as n→∞.

In particular the sequence (µn) setwise converges to µ, i.e. µn(B) → µ(B) for every B ∈
B(X). �

7.2 Entropy dissipation, slope and Fisher information

In this subsection we collect some general properties of the relative entropy, its Wasserstein
slope and the Fisher information functional defined via the relaxed gradient that we intro-
duced in the previous section.

We will always assume that m satisfies condition (4.2), so that Theorem 4.20 will be
applicable.

Theorem 7.4 Let µ = ρm ∈ D(Entm) with |D−Entm|(µ) <∞. Then
√
ρ ∈ D(Ch∗) and

4

∫
X
|D√ρ|2∗ dm ≤ |D−Entm|2(µ). (7.11)

Proof. Let us first assume that ρ ∈ L2(X,m) and let (ρt) be the gradient flow of the Cheeger’s
functional starting from ρ; we set µt := ρtm and recall the definition 4.9 of Fisher information
functional F. Applying Proposition 4.22 and Lemma 6.1 we get

Entm(µ)− Entm(µt) ≥
1

2

∫ t

0
F(ρs) ds+

1

2

∫ t

0
|µ̇s|2 ds (7.12)

≥ 1

2

( 1√
t

∫ t

0

√
F(ρs) ds

)2
+

1

2

( 1√
t

∫ t

0
|µ̇s|ds

)2
≥ 1

t

(∫ t

0

√
F(ρs) ds

)
W2(µ, µt).

Dividing by W2(µ, µt) and passing to the limit as t ↓ 0 we get (7.11), since the lower semi-
continuity of Cheeger’s functional yields√

F(ρ) ≤ lim inf
t↓0

1

t

∫ t

0

√
F(ρs) ds.

In the general case when only the integrability conditions
∫
X ρ log ρdm <∞ and

∫
X V

2ρ dm <
∞ are available, we can still prove (7.12) by approximation. We set ρn := min{ρ, n}, zn :=∫
X ρ

n dm ↑ 1, and denote by ρnt the gradient flows of Cheeger’s energy starting from ρn. Since
Theorem 4.16(b) provides the monotonicity property ρnt ≤ ρmt m-a.e. in X for n ≤ m, we
can define ρt := supn ρ

n
t . Since

∫
X ρ

n
t dm = zn it is immediate to check that ρtm ∈ P(X)

and a simple monotonicity argument based on the apriori estimate (4.48) guaranteed by
Theorem 4.20 also gives that µt := ρtm ∈ PV (X) and that z−1

n ρnt m converge with moments
to µt. It is then easy to pass to the limit in (7.12), using the sequential lower semicontinuity
of entropy with respect to convergence with moments, to get

Entm(µ)− Entm(µt) ≥
1

t

(∫ t

0

√
F(ρs) ds

)
W2(µ, µt)

and then conclude as before. �
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Theorem 7.5 Let µ = ρm ∈ D(Entm). Assume that ρ = max{ρ0, ce
−2V 2}, where c > 0 and

ρ0 is a d-Lipschitz and bounded map identically 0 for V sufficiently large.
Then

|D−Entm|2(µ) ≤
∫
X

|D−ρ|2

ρ
dm = 4

∫
X
|D−√ρ|2 dm. (7.13)

Proof. We set L = Lip(V ), M := sup ρ0 and choose C ≥ 0 in such a way that ρ0 = 0 on
{2V 2 > C}. Possibly multiplying ρ and m by constants we assume Lip(ρ0) = 1. Let us
introduce the nonnegative B∗(X ×X)-measurable function

L(x, y) :=



(
log ρ(x)− log ρ(y)

)+
d(x, y)

if x 6= y,

|D−ρ(x)|
ρ(x)

if x = y,

(7.14)

and notice that for every x ∈ X, the map y 7→ L(x, y) is d-upper semicontinuous.
We claim that for some constants C ′, C ′′ depending only on M , c and C it holds

L(x, y) ≤ C ′ + C ′′
(
d(x, y) + V (x)

)
, ∀x, y ∈ X. (7.15)

To prove this, let A := {ρ0 > ce−2V 2} and notice that log ρ ≥ log c− 2V 2 gives

(
log ρ(x)− log ρ(y)

)+ ≤

| log(ρ0(x))− log(ρ0(y))|, if x, y ∈ A,
2|V 2(x)− V 2(y)|, if x /∈ A,(

log(ρ0(x)) + 2V 2(y)− log c
)+
, if x ∈ A, y /∈ A.

(7.16)

Since 2V 2 ≤ C on A, the function ρ0 is d-Lipschitz and bounded from below by c e−C on A,
so that

| log(ρ0(x))− log(ρ0(y))| ≤ eC

c
|ρ0(x)− ρ0(y)| ≤ eC

c
d(x, y) ∀x, y ∈ A. (7.17)

Also, for all x, y ∈ X it holds

|V 2(x)− V 2(y)| = |V (x)− V (y)||V (x) + V (y)| ≤ Ld(x, y)
(
Ld(x, y) + 2V (x)

)
. (7.18)

Finally, let us consider the case x ∈ A, y /∈ A; since 2V 2(y) − log c ≤ − log ρ0(y) and
ρ0(y) ≥ c e−C/2 if d(x, y) ≤ ā := c e−C/2, we get

log(ρ0(x)) + 2V 2(y)− log c ≤ log(ρ0(x))− log(ρ0(y)) ≤ 2eC

c
d(x, y) (7.19)

for d(x, y) ≤ ā. If, instead, d(x, y) > ā we use the fact that ρ is bounded from above, the
bound 2V 2(x) ≤ C for x ∈ A, and (7.18) to get

log(ρ0(x)) + 2V 2(y)− log c = log(ρ0(x)) + 2V 2(x)− log c+ 2
(
V 2(y)− V 2(x)

)
(7.20)

≤ d(x, y)

ā

(
log(M/c) + C

)
+ 2Ld(x, y)

(
Ld(x, y) + 2V (x)

)
.
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Inequalities (7.16), (7.17), (7.18), (7.19), (7.20) give the claim (7.15).
Let us now consider a sequence (ρnm) such that W2(ρnm, µ)→ 0 and

|D−Entm|(µ) = lim
n→∞

Entm(µ)− Entm(µn)

W2(µ, µn)
.

From the convexity of the function r 7→ r log r we have

Entm(µ)− Entm(µn) =

∫
X

(
ρ log ρ− ρn log ρn

)
dm ≤

∫
X

log ρ
(
ρ− ρn

)
dm

=

∫
X

log ρdµ−
∫
X

log ρ dµn =

∫
X×X

(
log ρ(x)− log ρ(y)

)
dγn

≤
∫
X×X

L(x, y)d(x, y) dγn ≤W2(µ, µn)
(∫

X×X
L2(x, y) dγn

)1/2

= W2(µ, µn)
(∫

X

(∫
X
L2(x, y) dγn,x

)
dµ(x)

)1/2
,

where γn is any optimal plan between µ and µn and γn,x is its disintegration w.r.t. its first
marginal µ. Since

∫
X

(∫
X d2(x, y) dγn,x(y)

)
dµ(x)→ 0 as n→∞ we can assume with no loss

of generality that

lim
n→∞

∫
X
d2(x, y) dγn,x(y) = 0 for µ-a.e. x ∈ X,

thus taking into account (7.15) we get∫
X\Br(x)

L2(x, y) dγn,x(y)→ 0 for µ-a.e. x ∈ X,

for all r > 0. Taking an arbitrary radius r > 0 we get

lim sup
n→∞

∫
X
L2(x, y) dγn,x ≤ lim sup

n→∞

∫
Br(x)

L2(x, y) dγn,x + lim sup
n→∞

∫
X\Br(x)

L2(x, y) dγn,x

≤ lim sup
n→∞

∫
Br(x)

L2(x, y) dγn,x ≤ sup
y∈Br(x)

L2(x, y).

Since L(x, ·) is d-upper semicontinuous, taking the limit as r ↓ 0 in the previous estimate we
get lim supn

∫
X L

2(x, y) dγn,x ≤ L2(x, x) for µ-a.e. x ∈ X. Using again (7.15), which provides
a domination from above with a strongly convergent sequence, we are entitled to use Fatou’s
lemma to obtain

|D−Entm|(µ) = lim
n→∞

Entm(µ)− Entm(µn)

W2(µ, µn)
≤
∫
X

lim sup
n→∞

(∫
X
L2(x, y) dγn,x(y)

)1/2
dµ(x)

≤
(∫

X
L2(x, x) dµ(x)

)1/2
.

�

Theorem 7.6 Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish extended space with m satisfying (4.2). Then
|D−Entm| is sequentially lower semicontinuous w.r.t. strong convergence with moments in
P(X) on sublevels of Entm if and only if

|D−Entm|2(µ) = 4

∫
X
|D√ρ|2∗ dm ∀µ = ρm ∈ D(Entm). (7.21)
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In this case |D−Entm| satisfies the following stronger lower semicontinuity property:

µn(B)→ µ(B) for every B ∈ B(X) =⇒ lim inf
n→∞

|D−Entm|(µn) ≥ |D−Entm|(µ). (7.22)

Proof. If (7.21) holds then |D−Entm| coincides on its domain with a convex functional (by
Lemma 4.10) which is lower semicontinuous with respect to strong convergence in L1(X,m):
therefore it is also L1-weakly lower semicontinuous and (7.22) holds [9, §4.7(v)]. In partic-
ular |D−Entm| is sequentially lower semicontinuous with respect to strong convergence with
moments.

To prove the converse implication, by Theorem 7.4 it is sufficient to prove the inequality
|D−Entm|2(µ) ≤ 4

∫
X |D
√
ρ|2∗ dm. Assume first that ρ ≤ M2 m-a.e. in X for some M ∈

[0,∞). Taking Theorem 7.5 into account, it suffices to find a sequence of functions ρm =
max{f2

m, cme−2V 2} convergent to ρ in L1(X,m) and satisfying:

(a) fm is d-Lipschitz, nonnegative, bounded from above by M and null for V sufficiently
large;

(b) lim supn→∞
1
2

∫
X |D
√
ρn|2 dm→ Ch∗(

√
ρ);

(c)
∫
X V

2ρn dm→
∫
X V

2ρdm.

Since the d-Lipschitz property of the weight implies e−V
2 ∈W 1,2(X, d,m) and

∫
V 2e−2V 2

dm <
∞, if we choose cm > 0 infinitesimal it suffices to find fm satisfying (a), 1

2

∫
X |Dfm|

2 dm →
Ch∗(
√
ρ) and

∫
X V

2f2
m dm→

∫
X V

2ρ dm.
To this aim, given m > 0, we fix a compact set K ⊂ X such that

∫
X\K ρdm < (1 +m)−2

and a 1-Lipschitz function φ : X → [0, 1] equal to 1 on K and equal to 0 out of the 1-
neighbourhood of K, denoted by K̃. Notice that m(K̃) <∞, since V is bounded from above
in K̃.

Let now (gn) be a sequence of d-Lipschitz functions convergent to
√
ρ in L2(X,m) and

satisfying 1
2

∫
X |Dgn|

2 dm → Ch∗(
√
ρ); by a simple truncation argument we can assume that

all gn satisfy 0 ≤ gn ≤M . The bounded, nonnegative, d-Lipschitz functions gnφ converge in
L2(X,m) to

√
ρφ and, thanks to the inequality |Dφ|∗ ≤ χX\K m-a.e. in X and to (4.7), they

satisfy

lim sup
n→∞

Ch∗(gnφ) ≤ (1 +
1

m
)Ch∗(

√
ρ) + (1 +m)

∫
X\K

ρdm ≤ (1 +
1

m
)Ch∗(

√
ρ) +

1

1 +m
.

In addition, g2
nφ

2 → ρφ2 in L1(X,m) because the functions vanish out of K̃. We conclude
that we have also

lim
n→∞

∫
X
V 2g2

nφ
2 dm =

∫
X
V 2ρφ2 dm ≤

∫
X
V 2ρdm.

By a diagonal argument, choosing fm = gn with n = n(m) sufficiently large, the existence of
a sequence fm with the stated properties is proved.

In the case when ρ is not bounded we truncate ρ, without increasing its Cheeger’s energy,
and use once more the lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm|. �
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7.3 Convexity of the squared slope

This subsection adapts and extends some ideas extracted from [16] to the more general frame-
work considered in this paper. The main result of the section shows that the squared Wasser-
stein slope of the entropy is always convex (with respect to the linear structure in the space
of measures), independently from the identification with the Fisher information considered in
Theorem 7.6 (the identification therein relies on the assumption that |D−Entm| is sequentially
lower semicontinuous with respect to strong convergence with moments).

Let us first introduce the notion of push forward of a measure through a transport plan:
given γ ∈P(X ×X) with marginals γi = πi]γ and given µ ∈P(X) we set

γµ := (ρ ◦ π1)γ with µ = ργ1 + µs, µs ⊥ γ1, γ]µ := π2
]γµ. (7.23)

We recall that this construction first appeared, with a different notation, in Sturm’s paper
[39]. Notice that γµ is a probability measure and π1

]γµ = µ if µ� γ1; in this case, if (γx)x∈X
is the disintegration of γ with respect to its first marginal γ1, we have

γ]µ(B) =

∫
X
γx(B) dµ(x) for every B ∈ B(X). (7.24)

Since moreover γµ � γ we also have that γ]µ� γ2.
Notice that

γ =

∫
X
δr(x) dν(x), µ� ν =⇒ γ]µ = r]µ. (7.25)

In the next lemma we consider the real-valued map

µ 7→ Gγ(µ) := Entm(µ)− Entm(γ]µ), (7.26)

defined in the convex set

Rγ :=
{
µ ∈P(X) : µ� π1

]γ, µ,γ]µ ∈ D(Entm)
}
. (7.27)

In the simple case when γ =
∫
X δr(x) dm(x) with r : X → X Borel bijection we may use first

the representation formula (7.25) for γ]µ and then (7.4) to obtain

Entm(γ]µ) = Entm(r]µ) = Entm′(µ)

with m′ := (r−1)]m. Since µ ∈ Rγ we have Entm′(µ) <∞ and we can use (7.8) for the change
of reference measure in the relative entropy to get

Entm(µ)− Entm(γ]µ) =

∫
X

log
(dm′

dm

)
dµ,

so that Gγ is linear w.r.t. µ. In general, when r is not injective or r is multivalued, convexity
persists:

Lemma 7.7 For every γ ∈P(X ×X) the map Gγ in (7.26) is convex in Rγ .
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Proof. Let µ1 = ρ1m, µ2 = ρ2m ∈ Rγ , set µ = α1µ1 + α2µ2 with α1 + α2 = 1, α1, α2 ∈ (0, 1)
and denote by θi ≤ 1/αi the densities of µi w.r.t. µ.

We apply (7.8) of Lemma 7.2 with ν := µi and n := µ to get

Entm(µi) = Entµ(µi) +

∫
X

log ρ dµi,

where ρ = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 is the density of µ w.r.t. m. Taking a convex combination of the
previous equalities for i = 1, 2, we obtain

α1Entm(µ1) + α2Entm(µ2) = α1Entµ(µ1) + α2Entµ(µ2) + Entm(µ). (7.28)

Analogously, setting νi := γ]µi and ν := γ]µ = α1ν1 + α2ν2, we have

α1Entm(ν1) + α2Entm(ν2) = α1Entν(ν1) + α2Entν(ν2) + Entm(ν). (7.29)

Combining (7.28) and (7.29) we obtain

α1Gγ(µ1) + α2Gγ(µ2) = Gγ(µ) +
∑
i=1,2

αi

(
Entµ(µi)− Entν(νi)

)
. (7.30)

Since νi = π2
] (γµi) and ν = π2

] (γµ), (7.4) yields

Entν(νi) ≤ Entγµ(γµi) = Entγµ(θiγµ) = Entµ(µi),

where in the last equality we used that the first marginal of γµ is µ. Therefore (7.30) yields
α1Gγ(µ1) + α2Gγ(µ2) ≥ Gγ(µ). �

Theorem 7.8 The squared descending slope |D−Entm|2 of the relative entropy is convex.

Proof. Let µ1, µ2 ∈ D(Entm) be measures with finite descending slope and let µ = α1µ1+α2µ2

with α1, α2 ∈ (0, 1), α1 + α2 = 1. Obviously µ ∈ D(Entm) and since it is not restrictive to
assume |D−Entm|(µ) > 0, by definition of descending slope we can find a sequence (νn) ⊂
D(Entm) with Entm(νn) ≤ Entm(µ) such that

W2(νn, µ)→ 0,
Entm(µ)− Entm(νn)

W2(µ, νn)
→ |D−Entm|(µ).

Let γn be optimal plans with marginals µ and νn respectively and let νni := γn] µi. Since γnµi
are admissible plans from µi to νni , we have

W 2
2 (µi, ν

n
i ) ≤

∫
X×X

d2(x, y)θi(x) dγn(x, y)→ 0 as n→∞,

where θi ≤ α−1
i are the densities of µi w.r.t. µ. Since α1θ1 +α2θ2 = 1, multiplying by αi and

adding the two inequalities, the joint convexity of W 2
2 yields

W 2
2 (µ, νn) ≤ α1W

2
2 (µ1, ν

n
1 ) + α2W

2
2 (µ2, ν

n
2 ) ≤

∫
X×X

d2 dγn = W 2
2 (µ, νn), (7.31)

so that
W 2

2 (µ, νn) = α1W
2
2 (µ1, ν

n
1 ) + α2W

2
2 (µ2, ν

n
2 ). (7.32)
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Since |D−Entm|(µi) <∞, by the very definition of descending slope for every Si > |D−Entm|(µi)
there exists n̄ ∈ N satisfying

Entm(µi)− Entm(νni ) ≤ SiW2(µi, ν
n
i ) for every n ≥ n̄.

By Lemma 7.7 and (7.32) we get, for n ≥ n̄

Entm(µ)− Entm(νn) ≤ α1S1W2(µ1, ν
n
1 ) + α2S2W2(µ2, ν

n
2 ) ≤

(
α1S

2
1 + α2S

2
2

)1/2
W2(µ, νn),

so that, passing to the limit as n → ∞, our choice of (νn) yields that |D−Entm|(µ) does not

exceed
(
α1S

2
1 + α2S

2
2

)1/2
. Taking the infimum with respect to Si we conclude. �

8 The Wasserstein gradient flow of the entropy and its iden-
tification with the L2 gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy

8.1 Gradient flow of Entm: the case of bounded densities.

In the next result we show that any Wasserstein gradient flow (recall Definition 2.13) of
the entropy functional with uniformly bounded densities coincides with the L2-gradient flow
of the Cheeger’s functional. We prove in fact a slightly stronger result, starting from the
energy dissipation inequality (2.27) instead of the identity (2.28), where we use the Fisher
information functional F defined by Definition 4.9 instead of the squared slope of Entm. Recall
that F(f) ≤ |D−Entm|2(fm) by Theorem 7.4.

Theorem 8.1 Let (X, τ, d,m) be an Polish extended space satisfying (4.2) and let µt = ftm ∈
D(Entm), t ∈ [0, T ], be a curve in AC2((0, T ); (P(X),W2)) satisfying the Entropy-Fisher
dissipation inequality

Entm(µ0) ≥ Entm(µT ) +
1

2

∫ T

0
|µ̇t|2 dt+

1

2

∫ T

0
F(ft) dt. (8.1)

If supt∈[0,T ] ‖ft‖L∞(X,m) < ∞ then ft coincides in [0, T ] with the gradient flow Ht(f0) of
Cheeger’s energy starting from f0.
In particular, for all f0 ∈ L∞(X,m) there exists at most one Wasserstein gradient flow
µt = ftm of Entm in (P[µ](X),W2) starting from µ0 = f0m with uniformly bounded densities
ft.

Proof. Let us set µ1
t = µt, f

1
t = ft and let us first observe that by Lemma 5.17 and (6.8) the

curve µ1
t satisfies

Entm(µ1
0) = Entm(µ1

t ) +
1

2

∫ t

0
|µ̇1
s|2 ds+

1

2

∫ t

0
F(f1

s ) ds for every t ∈ [0, T ]. (8.2)

Indeed, (5.17) and (6.8) show that the function defined by the right-hand side of (8.2) is
nondecreasing with respect to t and coincides with Entm(µ1

0) at t = 0 and at t = T by (8.1).
Let µ2

t = f2
t m, with f2

t := Ht(f0), be the solution of the L2-gradient flow of the Cheeger’s
energy. Theorem 4.16 shows that ‖f2

t ‖L∞(X,m) ≤ ‖f0‖L∞(X,m); by Lemma 6.1 and Proposi-
tion 4.22 we get

Entm(µ2
0) ≥ Entm(µ2

t ) +
1

2

∫ t

0
|µ̇2
s|2 ds+

1

2

∫ t

0
F(f2

s ) ds for every t ∈ [0, T ]. (8.3)
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We recall that the squared Wasserstein distance is convex w.r.t. linear interpolation of mea-
sures. Therefore, given two absolutely continuous curves (µ1

t ) and (µ2
t ), the curve t 7→ µt :=

(µ1
t + µ2

t )/2 is absolutely continuous as well and its metric speed can be bounded by

|µ̇t|2 ≤
|µ̇1
t |2 + |µ̇2

t |2

2
for a.e. t ∈ (0, T ). (8.4)

Adding up (8.2) and (8.3) and using the convexity of the Fisher information functional (see
Lemma 4.10), the convexity of the squared metric speed guaranteed by (8.4) and taking into
account the strict convexity of Entm we deduce that for the curve µt it holds

Entm(µ0) > Entm(µt) +
1

2

∫ t

0
|µ̇s|2 ds+

1

2

∫ t

0
F(fs) ds

for every t such that µ1
t 6= µ2

t , where ft := 1
2(f1

t + f2
t ) is the density of µt. This contradicts

Lemma 5.17, which yields the opposite inequality. �

Although the result will not play a role in the paper, let’s see that we can apply the previous
theorem to characterize all limits of the JKO [24] – Minimizing Movement Scheme (see [5,
Definition 2.0.6]) generated by the entropy functional in PV (X). The result shows that
starting from an initial datum with bounded density, the JKO scheme always converges to
the L2-gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy, without any extra assumption on the space, except
for the integrability condition (4.2).

For a given initial datum µ0 = f0m ∈ D(Entm) and a time step h > 0 we consider the
sequence µhn = fhnm defined by the recursive variational problem

µhn ∈ argmin
µ∈PV (X)

{ 1

2h
W 2

2 (µ, µhn−1) + Entm(µ)
}
,

and we set µh(t) = fh(t)m := µhn if t ∈ ((n− 1)h, nh].

Corollary 8.2 (Convergence of the minimizing movement scheme) Let (X, τ, d,m) be
an Polish extended space satisfying (4.2) and let µ0 = f0m ∈ D(Entm) with f0 ∈ L∞(X,m).
Then for every t ≥ 0 the family µh(t) weakly converges to µt = ftm as h ↓ 0, where ft = Ht(f0)
is the L2-gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy.

Proof. Arguing exactly as in [1, §2.1], [34, Proposition 2] it is not hard to show that ‖fhn‖∞ ≤
‖f0‖∞.

We want to apply the theory developed in [5, Chap. 2-3]: according to the notation therein
S is the metric space P[µ0](X) endowed with the Wasserstein distance W2, σ is the weak
topology in P(X), and φ is the Entropy functional Entm. Since by (7.2) and (7.5) the negative
part of Entm has at most quadratic growth in Pµ0(X), the basic assumptions [5, 2.1(a,b,c)]
are satisfied and we can apply the compactness result [5, Corollary 3.3.4]: from any vanishing
sequence of time steps hm ↓ 0 we can extract a subsequence (still denoted by hm) such that
µhm(t) → µt = ftm weakly in P(X), with fhm(t) ⇀ ft weakly in any Lp(X,m), p ∈ [1,∞),
and ‖ft‖∞ ≤ ‖f0‖∞. Since the relaxed slope of the entropy functional, defined as

|∂−Entm|(µ) := inf
{

lim inf
n→∞

|D−Entm|(µn) : µn ⇀ µ, sup
n
W2(µn, µ),Entm(µn) <∞

}
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still satisfies the lower bound (7.11) |∂−Entm|(ρm) ≥ F(ρ) thanks to the lower semicontinuity
of the Fisher information with respect to the weak L1(X,m)-topology, the energy inequality
[5, (3.4.1)] based on De Giorgi’s variational interpolation yields

Entm(µ0) ≥ Entm(µT ) +
1

2

∫ T

0
|µ̇t|2 dt+

1

2

∫ T

0
F(ft) dt.

Applying the previous theorem we conclude that ft = Ht(f0). Since the limit is uniquely
characterized, all the family µh(t) converges to µt as h ↓ 0. �

8.2 Uniqueness of the Wasserstein gradient flow if |D−Entm| is an upper
gradient

In the next theorem we prove uniqueness of the gradient flow of Entm, a result that will play
a key role in the equivalence results of the next section. Here we can avoid the uniform L∞

bound assumed in Theorem 8.1, but we need to suppose that |D−Entm| is an upper gradient
for the entropy functional (a condition which is ensured by its geodesically K-convexity, see
the next section).

Theorem 8.3 (Uniqueness of the gradient flow of Entm) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish ex-
tended space be such that |D−Entm| is an upper gradient of Entm and let µ ∈ D(Entm). Then
there exists at most one gradient flow of Entm starting from µ in (P[µ](X),W2).

Proof. As in [16] and in the proof of Theorem 8.1, assume that starting from some µ ∈
D(Entm) we can find two different gradient flows (µ1

t ) and (µ2
t ). Then we have

Entm(µ) = Entm(µ1
T ) +

1

2

∫ T

0
|µ̇1
t |2 dt+

1

2

∫ T

0
|D−Entm|2(µ1

t ) dt ∀T ≥ 0,

Entm(µ) = Entm(µ2
T ) +

1

2

∫ T

0
|µ̇2
t |2 dt+

1

2

∫ T

0
|D−Entm|2(µ2

t ) dt ∀T ≥ 0.

Adding up these two equalities and using the convexity of the squared slope guaranteed by
Theorem 7.8, the convexity of the squared metric speed guaranteed by (8.4) and taking into
account the strict convexity of Entm we deduce that for the curve t 7→ µt := (µ1

t + µ2
t )/2 it

holds

Entm(µ) > Entm(µT ) +
1

2

∫ T

0
|µ̇t|2 dt+

1

2

∫ T

0
|D−Entm|2(µt) dt,

for every T such that µ1
T 6= µ2

T . Taking the upper gradient property into account, this
contradicts (2.26). �

Remark 8.4 The proofs of Theorem 8.3 and Theorem 8.1 do not rely on contractivity of the
Wasserstein distance. Actually, as proved by Ohta and Sturm in [33], the property

W2(µt, νt) ≤ eKtW2(µ0, ν0)

for gradient flows of Entm in Minkowski spaces (Rn, ‖ · ‖,L n) whose norm is not induced by
an inner product fails for any K ∈ R. �
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8.3 Identification of the two gradient flows

Here we prove one of the main results of this paper, namely the identification of the gradient
flow of Ch∗ in L2(X,m) and the gradient flow of Entm in (P(X),W2). The strategy consists
in considering a gradient flow (ft) of Ch∗ with nonnegative initial data and in proving that
the curve t 7→ µt := ftm is a gradient flow of Entm in (P(X),W2). All these results will be
applied to the case of metric spaces satisfying a CD(K,∞) condition in the next section.

Theorem 8.5 (Identification of the two gradient flows) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish ex-
tended space such that (4.2) holds and let us assume that |D−Entm| is lower semicontinuous
with respect to strong convergence with moments in P(X) on sublevels of Entm. For all
f0 ∈ L2(X,m) such that µ0 = f0m ∈PV (X) the following equivalence holds:

(i) If ft is the gradient flow of Ch∗ in L2(X,m) starting from f0, then µt := ftm is the gradi-
ent flow of Entm in (P[µ0](X),W2) starting from µ0, t 7→ Entm(µt) is locally absolutely
continuous in (0,∞) and

− d

dt
Entm(µt) = |µ̇t|2 = |D−Entm(µt)|2 for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). (8.5)

(ii) Conversely, if |D−Entm| is an upper gradient of Entm, and µt is the gradient flow of
Entm in (P[µ0](X),W2) starting from f0m, then µt = ftm and ft is the gradient flow of
Ch∗ in L2(X,m) starting from f0.

Proof. (i) First of all, we remark that assumption (6.2) of Lemma 6.1 is satisfied, thanks to
Theorem 4.20; in addition, the same theorem ensures that

∫
X V

2f2
t dm < ∞ for all t ≥ 0.

Defining µt := ftm, we know by Proposition 4.22 that the map t 7→ Entm(µt) is locally
absolutely continuous in (0,∞) and that (4.56) holds.

On the other hand, since we assumed the lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm|, we can prove
that Entm(µt) satisfies the energy dissipation inequality (2.27). Indeed, by Lemma 6.1 and
Theorem 7.6 it holds:∫

{ft>0}

|Dft|2∗
ft

dm ≥ 1

2
|µ̇t|2 +

1

2
|D−Entm|2(µt) for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞).

This proves that Entm(µt) satisfies the energy dissipation inequality. But, since we know
that t 7→ Entm(µt) is locally absolutely continuous we can apply Remark 2.7 to obtain that
| d
dtEntm(µt)| ≤ |D−Entm|(µt)|µ̇t| for a.e. t ∈ (0,∞). Hence, as explained in Section 2.5,

(2.27) in combination with Young inequality and the previous inequality yield that all the
inequalities turn a.e. into equalities, so that (8.5) holds.
(ii) We know that a gradient flow f̃t of Ch∗ starting from f0 exists, and part (i) gives that
µ̃t := f̃tm is a gradient flow of Entm. By Theorem 8.3, there is at most one gradient flow
starting from µ0, hence µt = µ̃t for all t ≥ 0. �

As a consequence of the identification result, we present a general existence result of
the Wasserstein gradient flow of Entm which includes also the case of σ-finite measures and
requires no curvature assumption. When the initial probability density is not in L2(X,m) we
are only able to obtain a gradient flow in the weaker sense of the maximal energy dissipation
inequality (2.27). In the case when |D−Entm| is also an upper gradient for the entropy
functional we can of course recover a gradient flow, namely the energy dissipation identity
(2.28).
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Theorem 8.6 (Existence of the gradient flow of Entm) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish ex-
tended space satisfying assumption (4.2) and such that |D−Entm| is lower semicontinuous with
respect to strong convergence with moments in P(X) on sublevels of Entm.
Then for all µ = ρm ∈ D(Entm) there exists a locally absolutely continuous curve µt : [0,∞)→
P[µ](X) starting from µ and satisfying (2.27).

Proof. We can take advantage of the identification of gradient flows and immediately obtain
existence, even in the stronger sense (2.28), when ρ ∈ L2(X,m). If only the integrability
conditions

∫
X ρ log ρdm < ∞ and

∫
X V

2ρ dm < ∞ are available, we can set ρn := min{ρ, n}
and use the same monotone approximation argument as in the proof of Theorem 7.4: keep-
ing that notation, we set ρt := supn ρ

n
t , µt = ρtm, µnt := z−1

n ρnt m and we decompose the
function s log s into the sum h−(s) + h+(s) where h−(s) = min(s, e−1) log(min(s, e−1)) and
h+(s) = max(s, e−1) log(max(s, e−1)) + e−1 are decreasing and increasing functions respec-
tively. Applying the monotone convergence theorem to h±(ρnt ) we easily get

∫
X ρ

n
t log ρnt dm→∫

X ρt log ρt dm, so that Entm(µnt )→ Entm(µt) as n→∞ because zn ↑ 1. We can now pass to
the limit in (2.27) written for µnt by using the lower semicontinuity of |D−Entm| and of the
2-energy to obtain that µt still satisfies (2.27). �

Remark 8.7 For completeness, we can provide a proof that does not use the identification of
gradient flows: indeed, we can apply the existence result [5, Prop. 2.2.3, Thm. 2.3.3], achieved
via the so-called minimizing movements technique, with the topology of weak convergence in
duality with Cb(X). Remark 7.3, (7.2), and the lower semicontinuity part of Theorem 7.6
give that the assumptions are satisfied, and we get measures µt satisfying

Entm(ρm) ≥ Entm(µt) +

∫ t

0

1

2
|µ̇s|2 +

1

2
|D−Entm|2(µs) ds ∀t ≥ 0. (8.6)

�

9 Metric measure spaces satisfying CD(K,∞)

In this section we present the applications of the previous theory in the case when the Polish
extended space (X, τ, d,m) has Ricci curvature bounded from below, according to [27] and [39].
Under this condition the Wasserstein slope |D−Entm| turns out to be a lower semicontinuous
upper gradient of the entropy, so that all the assumptions of Theorems 8.3, 8.5, and 8.6 are
satisfied.

Definition 9.1 (CD(K,∞)) We say that (X, τ, d,m) has Ricci curvature bounded from below
by K ∈ R if Entm is K-convex along geodesics in (P(X),W2). More precisely, this means
that for any µ0, µ1 ∈ D(Entm) ⊂ P(X) with W2(µ0, µ1) < ∞ there exists a constant speed
geodesic µt : [0, 1]→P(X) between µ0 and µ1 satisfying

Entm(µt) ≤ (1− t)Entm(µ0) + tEntm(µ1)− K

2
t(1− t)W 2

2 (µ0, µ1) ∀t ∈ [0, 1]. (9.1)

Notice that unlike the definitions given in [27] and [39], here we are allowing the distance d
to attain the value +∞. Also, even if d were finite, this definition slightly differs from the
standard one, as typically geodesic convexity is required only in the space (P2(X),W2), while
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here we are assuming it to hold for any couple of probability measures with finite entropy and
distance. Actually, the two are equivalent, as a simple approximation argument based on the
tightness given by Remark 7.3 shows.

Remark 9.2 (The integrability condition (4.2)) If (X, τ, d,m) satisfies a CD(K,∞) con-
dition and τ is the topology induced by the finite distance d, then (4.2) is equivalent (see [39,
Theorem 4.24]) to assume the existence of x ∈ X and r > 0 such that m(Br(x)) < ∞, and
also equivalent to the fact that all bounded sets have finite measure. In this case one can
choose V (x) := Ad(x, x0) for a suitable constant A ≥ 0 and x0 ∈ X. �

Theorem 9.3 (Slope, Fisher, and gradient flows) Let (X, τ, d,m) be a Polish extended
space satisfying CD(K,∞) and (4.2).

(i) For every µ = fm ∈ PV (X) the Wasserstein slope |D−Entm|2(µ) coincides with the
Fisher information of f , it is lower semicontinuous under setwise convergence, according
to (7.22), and it is an upper gradient for Entm.

(ii) For every µ0 = f0m ∈ D(Entm) there exists a unique gradient flow µt = ftm of Entm
starting from µ0 in (P[µ](X),W2).

(iii) If moreover f0 ∈ L2(X,m), the gradient flow ft = H(f0) of Ch∗ in L2(X,m) starting
from f0 and the gradient flow µt of Entm in (P[µ0](X),W2) starting from µ0 coincide,
i.e. µt = ftm for every t > 0.

Thanks to this theorem, under the CD(K,∞) assumption we can unambiguously say that
a Heat Flow on (X, τ, d,m) is either a gradient flow of Cheeger’s energy in L2(X,m) or a
gradient flow of the relative entropy in (P(X),W2), at least for square integrable initial
conditions with finite moment.

Concerning the proof of Theorem 9.3, we observe that applying the results of the previous
section it is sufficient to show that the Wasserstein slope |D−Entm| is lower semicontinuous
w.r.t. strong convergence with moments in P(X) on the sublevel of Entm. In fact, if this
property holds, (7.21) of Theorem 7.6 shows that |D−Entm| coincides with the Fisher func-
tional and thus satisfies the lower semicontinuity property (7.22): in particular it is lower
semicontinuous w.r.t. weak convergence with moments in P(X). Applying Theorem 8.6 we
prove the existence of the Wasserstein gradient flow starting from µ0; its uniqueness follows
from Theorem 8.3, since the slope is always an upper gradient of Entm under CD(K,∞).
Applying Theorem 8.5 we can thus obtain the identification of the two gradient flows.

In order to prove the lower semicontinuity of the slope |D−Entm| w.r.t. strong convergence
with moments in P(X) (Proposition 9.7) we proceed in various steps, adapting the arguments
of [16].

Definition 9.4 (Plans with bounded deformation) Let us set m̃ := e−a
2V 2

m, where V
satisfies (4.2) and a > 1. We say that γ ∈P(X2) has bounded deformation if

d ∈ L∞(X ×X,γ) and cm̃ ≤ πi]γ ≤
1

c
m̃, i = 1, 2, for some c > 0. (9.2)

Notice that if V satisfies (4.2) then aV , a > 1, satisfies (4.2) as well and PV (X) = PaV (X).
Let γ be a plan with bounded deformation; in the next proofs we will use the following

simple properties:
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(i) If a sequence of probability densities (ηn) converges weakly to η in L1(X, m̃) as n→∞
then ηn ◦ π1 converges weakly to η ◦ π1 in L1(X ×X,γ).

(ii) If a sequence of probability densities (gn) weakly converges to g in L1(X ×X;γ) then
g̃n := d(π2

] (gnγ))/dm̃ weakly converges to the corresponding g̃ := d(π2
] (gγ))/dm̃ in

L1(X, m̃).

(iii) If W : X → [0,∞] is a Borel function, and (hn) is a sequence of probability densities
weakly converging to h in L1(X, m̃), then

lim inf
n→∞

∫
Y
Whn dm̃ ≥

∫
Y
Whdm̃. (9.3)

(i) follows easily by the disintegration theorem, since denoting by ρ ∈ L∞(X, m̃) the density of
γ1 = π1

]γ w.r.t. m̃ and by (γx)x∈X the disintegration of γ w.r.t. γ1, for every ϕ ∈ L∞(X×X;γ)
we have ∫

X
ϕ(x, y)ηn(x) dγ(x, y) =

∫
X
ηn(x)

(∫
X
ϕ(x, y) dγx(y)

)
ρ(x) dm̃(x),

and ρ
∫
X ϕ(·, y) dγ·(y) belongs to L∞(X, m̃). An even easier argument yields (ii): with obvious

notation, for any ϕ ∈ L∞(X, m̃) we have∫
X
g̃n(y)ϕ(y) dm̃(y) =

∫
X×X

gn(x, y)ϕ(y) dγ(x, y).

(iii) follows by a standard approximation by truncation, since for every N > 0

lim inf
n→∞

∫
X
Wgn dσ ≥ lim inf

n→∞

∫
X

max{W,N}gn dσ =

∫
X

max{W,N}g dσ.

Proposition 9.5 (Sequential lower semicontinuity of Gγ) For any plan γ with bounded
deformation the map µ 7→ Gγ(µ) = Entm(µ) − Entm(γ]µ) (recall Section 7.3) is sequentially
lower semicontinuous with respect to weak convergence with moments, on sequences with Entm
uniformly bounded from above.

Proof. Let µn = ηnm̃ ∈ PV (X) be weakly convergent with moments to µ = ηm̃, with
Entm(µn) uniformly bounded. The formula (7.5) for the change of reference measure in the
entropy and Remark 7.3 show that ηn weakly converge to η in L1(X, m̃). If ρ denotes the
density of π1

]γ w.r.t. m̃, we have that (ηn/ρ) ◦ π1γ is an admissible plan between µn and

γ]µn; hence ρ−1 ∈ L∞(X, m̃) and d ∈ L∞(X ×X,γ) ensure that γ]µn belong to PV (X) as
well. Combining the previous properties (i) and (ii) (with gn := (ηn/ρ) ◦ π1) we can then
show that the densities hn of γ]µn w.r.t. m̃ weakly converge to the corresponding density h
of γ]µ in L1(X, m̃), and (9.3) yields

lim inf
n↑∞

∫
X
V 2 d(γ]µn) = lim inf

n↑∞

∫
X
V 2 hn dm̃ ≥

∫
X
V 2 hdm̃ =

∫
X
V 2 d(γ]µ).

From (7.5) we obtain that

Entm(µn)− Entm(γ]µn) = Entm̃(µn)− Entm̃(γ]µn)−
∫
X
V 2 dµn +

∫
X
V 2 dγ]µn
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with Entm̃(µn) uniformly bounded. So, we are basically led, after a normalization, to the
case of a probability reference measure m̃. In this case the proof uses the equiintegrability in
L1(m̃) of ηn, ensured by the upper bound on entropy, see [16, Proposition 11] for details.

�

Lemma 9.6 (Approximation) If µ, ν ∈ D(Entm) satisfy W2(µ, ν) < ∞ then there exist
plans γn with bounded deformation satisfying∫

X×X
d2 d(γn)µ →W 2

2 (µ, ν) and Entm((γn)]µ)→ Entm(ν).

Proof. Recalling (7.3), the proof of [16, Lemma 10] provides a sequence (γn) of plans with
bounded deformation satisfying∫

X×X
d2 d(γn)µ →W 2

2 (µ, ν), νn := (γn)]µ→ ν in P(X), Entm̃((γn)]µ)→ Entm̃(ν).

We want to show that the convergence of the relative entropy w.r.t. m̃ yields the same property
for Entm. By (7.5) (with aV instead of V ) this is equivalent to prove the convergence of the
moments.

Denoting by hn the density of νn w.r.t. m̃, (7.5) and Remark 7.3 show that hn weakly
converge to the corresponding density h of ν in L1(X, m̃), so that (9.3) yields

lim inf
n→∞

∫
X
V 2 dνn = lim inf

n→∞

∫
X
V 2hn dm̃ =

∫
X
V 2hdm̃ =

∫
X
V 2 dν. (9.4)

On the other hand, if m̄ := e−V
2

dm, since m̃ = e−(a2−1)V 2
dm̄, (7.5) and the lower semiconti-

nuity of Entm̄(·) in P(X) yield

lim sup
n→∞

(a2 − 1)

∫
X
V 2hn dm̃ = lim sup

n→∞

(
Entm̃(νn)− Entm̄(νn)

)
= Entm̃(ν)− lim inf

n→∞
Entm̄(νn)

≤ Entm̄(ν)− Entm̄(ν) = (a2 − 1)

∫
X
V 2hdm̃.

Since a2 − 1 > 0, combining with (9.4) we conclude. �

Proposition 9.7 (|D−Entm| is a l.s.c. slope in CD(K,∞) spaces) Assume that (X, τ, d,m)
is a Polish extended space satisfying CD(K,∞) and (4.2) holds. Then D(Entm) 3 µ 7→
|D−Entm|2(µ) is sequentially lower semicontinuous w.r.t. weak convergence with moments on
the sublevels of Entm. In particular (7.21) holds.

Proof. In this proof we denote by C(γ) the cost of γ, i.e. C(γ) :=
∫
d2 dγ. We closely follow

[16, Theorem 12 and Corollary 13].
Let µ = ρm in the domain of the entropy. Taking (2.24) and the K-geodesic convexity of

Entm into account, we first prove that it holds

|D−Entm|(µ) = sup
γ

(
Gγ(µ)− K−

2 C(γµ)
)+√

C(γµ)
, (9.5)
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where the supremum runs in the class of plans γ with bounded deformation. Indeed, inequality
≥ follows choosing ν = γ]µ in (2.24) and using the trivial inequality

a ∈ R, c ≥ b > 0 =⇒ (a− b)+

√
b
≥ (a− c)+

√
c

,

with a = Gγ(µ), b = W 2
2 (µ, ν) and c = C(γµ), together with the fact that C(γµ) ≥W 2

2 (µ, ν).
The other inequality is a consequence of the approximation Lemma 9.6.

To conclude, it is sufficient to prove that for all γ with bounded deformation the map
µ 7→

(
Gγ(µ) − K−

2 C(γµ)
)+
/C(γµ)1/2 is sequentially lower semicontinuous with respect to

weak convergence with moments on the sublevels of the entropy. This follow by Proposition 9.5
and the fact that µ 7→ C(γµ) is continuous along these sequences. In turn, the continuity
property along these sequences follows by the representation

C(γµ) =

∫
X×X

dµ

dm̃
(x)
(dπ1

]γ

dm̃
(x)
)−1

d2(x, y) dγ(x, y).

Indeed, both
(
dπ1

]γ/dm̃
)−1

and d are essentially bounded, while the densities dµ/dm̃ are
equiintegrable, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 9.5. �

10 A metric Brenier theorem and gradients of Kantorovich
potentials

In this section we provide a “metric” version of Brenier’s theorem and we identify ascending
slope and minimal weak upper gradient of Kantorovich potentials. These results depend on
L∞ upper bound on interpolations, a property that holds in spaces with Riemannian lower
bounds on Ricci curvature, see [3], or in non-branching CD(K,∞) metric spaces (because
the non-branching property is inherited by (P(X),W2), see [41, Corollary 7.32], [2, Propo-
sition 2.16], and all p-entropies are convex). See also [35] for more recent results in this
direction, independent of the non-branching assumption.

If d is bounded, the L∞ bound can be relaxed to an easier bound on entropy, but modifying
the class of test plans, see Remark 10.7. We assume throughout this section that

d is a finite distance and m satisfies (4.2).

However, we keep the possibility of considering the case when τ is not induced by d.
In this section we denote by T the class of test plans concentrated on AC2([0, 1]; (X, d))

with bounded compression on the sublevels of V and by G ⊂ T the subclass of test plans
concentrated on Geo(X). By Remark 5.13 we have the obvious relation

|Df |w,G ≤ |Df |w,T. (10.1)

In the next lemma we prove that, for Kantorovich potentials ϕ, t 7→ ϕ(γt) is not only
Sobolev but also absolutely continuous along T-almost every curve in AC2([0, 1]; (X, d)). This
holds even though in our general framework no Lipschitz continuity property (not even a local
one) of ϕ can be hoped for; in particular, by Remark 2.7 we obtain that |D+ϕ| is a T-weak
upper gradient of ϕ.
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Lemma 10.1 (Slope is a weak upper gradient for Kantorovich potentials) Let µ =
ρm ∈ P(X), ν ∈ P(X) with W2(µ, ν) < ∞ and let ϕ : X → R ∪ {−∞} be a Kantorovich
potential relative to some optimal plan γ between µ and ν. If ρ satisfies

ρ ≥ cM > 0 m-a.e. in {V ≤M}, for all M ≥ 0 (10.2)

then ϕ is absolutely continuous along T-almost every curve of AC2([0, 1]; (X, d)) and the slope
|D+ϕ| is a T-weak upper gradient of ϕ.

Proof. Set f = −ϕc, so that ϕ = Q1f (here we adopt the notation of §3) and the set D(f) in
(3.3) coincides with X. By Proposition 3.9 we know that the function

D∗(x) :=

∫
X
d(x, y) dγx(y)

(where {γx}x∈X is the disintegration of γ w.r.t. µ) belongs to L2(X,µ) and bounds µ-a.e. from
above D−(x, 1) by (3.23), and then m-a.e.; we know also from (3.13b) that |D+ϕ| ∈ L2(X,µ)
and that D−(x, 1) ≥ |D+ϕ|(x) wherever ϕ(x) > −∞. We modify D∗ in a m-negligible set,
getting a function D̃ ∈ L2(X,µ) larger than D−(x, 1) everywhere and equal to +∞ on the
m-negligible set {ϕ = −∞}.

We claim now that the condition
∫
γ D̃ <∞ is fulfilled for T-almost every γ in AC2([0, 1]; (X, d)).

Indeed, arguing as in (5.15), for any test plan π ∈ T with E2[γ] ≤ N2 <∞ π-a.e. we have∫ ∫
γ∩{V≤M}

D̃ dπ ≤ N
(
C(π,M)

∫
{V≤M}

D̃2 dm
)1/2

≤ N
(
c−1
M C(π,M)

∫
X
D̃2 dµ

)1/2
<∞,

thanks to the fact that ρ ≥ cM on {V ≤ M}. Since M is arbitrary and since π-a.e. curve γ
is contained in {V ≤M} for sufficiently large M , the claim follows.

Now, let γ ∈ AC2([0, 1]; (X, d)) with
∫
γ D̃ < ∞, and λ = |γ̇|L 1|[0,1]

. ϕ is d-upper

semicontinuous and ϕ ◦ γ is finite λ-a.e. (since D̃ ◦ γ is finite λ-a.e.). By (3.14) with x = γs
and y = γt, taking also the inequality D−(x, 1) ≤ D̃(x) into account, we get

ϕ(γs)− ϕ(γt) ≤ d(γs, γt)
(
D̃(γt) +

d(γs, γt)

2

)
≤
∣∣∣∣∫ t

s
|γ̇r| dr

∣∣∣∣ (D̃(γt) + diam(γ)
)

for all t such that ϕ(γt) > −∞. Hence we can apply Corollary 2.9 to conclude that ϕ ◦ γ is
absolutely continuous in [0, 1]. Recalling Remark 2.7 we get∣∣∣∣∫

∂γ
ϕ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫
γ
|D+ϕ|.

�

Using (10.1), the previous lemma and Proposition 3.9, we have the chain of inequalities

|Dϕ|w,G(x) ≤ |Dϕ|w,T(x) ≤ |D+ϕ|(x) ≤ d(x, y) γ-a.e. in X ×X (10.3)

for any optimal plan γ. In the next theorem we show that an L∞ bound on geodesic inter-
polation ensures that the inequalities are actually equalities.

In order to present the notion of geodesic plan we assume for a moment that (X, d) is
a geodesic space. In such spaces, the optimal transport problem can be “lifted” to Geo(X)
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considering all π ∈P(Geo(X)) (called geodesic transport plans) whose marginals at time 0
and at time 1 are respectively µ and ν and minimizing∫ ∫ 1

0
|γ̇s|2 dsdπ(γ) =

∫
d2(γ0, γ1) dπ(γ)

in this class. Since (e0, e1)]π is an admissible plan between µ and ν, it turns out that
the infimum is larger than W 2

2 (µ, ν). But a simple measurable geodesic selection argument
provides equivalence of the problems and existence of optimal π.

This motivates the next definition.

Definition 10.2 (Optimal geodesic plans) Let µ, ν ∈P(X) be such that W2(µ, ν) <∞.
A plan π ∈P(Geo(X)) is an optimal geodesic plan between µ and ν if

(e0)]π = µ, (e1)]π = ν,

∫
d2(γ0, γ1) dπ(γ) =

∫ ∫ 1

0
|γ̇s|2 dsdπ(γ) = W 2

2 (µ, ν).

It is easy to check that
t 7→ (et)]π, (10.4)

is a constant speed geodesic in P(X) from µ to ν for all optimal geodesic plans between µ
and ν. In particular, (P(X),W2) is geodesic as well. Also, (e0, e1)]π is an optimal coupling
whenever π is an optimal geodesic plan.

Adapting the arguments in [41, Theorem 7.21, Corollary 7.22] for the locally compact
case and [25, 2] for the complete case, it can be shown that in any geodesic Polish extended
space (X, τ, d) (10.4) provides a description of all constant speed geodesics, see [26]. In the
next theorem we don’t assume really that (X, d) is geodesic, but rather the existence of an
optimal geodesic plan according to Definition 10.2.

Theorem 10.3 (A metric Brenier’s theorem) Let µ = ρm ∈P(X) be satisfying (10.2),
let ν ∈ P(X) with W2(µ, ν) < ∞, let π be an optimal geodesic plan between µ and ν
and let ϕ : X → R ∪ {−∞} be a Kantorovich potential relative to (e0, e1)]π. Assume that
(es)]π = µs = ρsm for all s > 0 sufficiently small and that

lim sup
s↓0

‖ρs‖L∞({V≤M},m) <∞ ∀M > 0. (10.5)

Then

d(γ1, γ0) = |D+ϕ|(γ0) = |Dϕ|w,T(γ0) = |Dϕ|w,G(γ0) for π-a.e. γ ∈ Geo(X). (10.6)

As a consequence, W 2
2 (µ, ν) =

∫
X |D

+ϕ|2 dµ and |D+ϕ| = |Dϕ|w,T = |Dϕ|w,G m-a.e. in X.

Proof. Set g := |Dϕ|w,G, which belongs to L2(X,µ) by (10.3), and L = Lip(V ). Still taking
(10.3) into account, (10.6) can be achieved if we show that

∫
d2(γ1, γ0) dπ ≤

∫
g2(γ0) dπ.

Setting f = −ϕc so that ϕ = Q1f , for π-a.e. γ ∈ Geo(X) we have

ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt) ≥
(
f(γ1) +

d2(γ0, γ1)

2

)
−
(
f(γ1) +

d2(γt, γ1)

2

)
=

1− (1− t)2

2
d2(γ0, γ1) =

(
2t− t2

2

)
d2(γ0, γ1). (10.7)
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Since the speed of γ is d(γ0, γ1) we have(
ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

)2
≤
(∫ t

0
|Dϕ|w,G(γs)d(γ1, γ0) ds

)2
≤ td2(γ1, γ0)

∫ t

0
g2(γs) ds.

Set now ZM := {γ ∈ Geo(X) : V (γ0) ≤M, d(γ0, γ1) ≤M} and notice that the curves in ZM
are contained in {V ≤ M + δ} for all δ > LMt. Dividing by t2d2(γ1, γ0) = d2(γt, γ0) and
integrating on ZM with respect to π, we can use the fact that χ{V≤M+δ}π when rescaled on
a sufficiently small interval [0, t] is a G-test plan to obtain

1

t

∫ t

0

∫
ZM

g2(γs) dπ(γ)ds ≥
∫
ZM

(ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)

)2
dπ ≥ (2− t)2

4

∫
ZM

d2 dπ

for t sufficiently small. Setting µs = (es)]π we get

1

t

∫ t

0

∫
{V≤M+δ}

g2 dµsds ≥
∫
ZM

(ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)

)2
dπ ≥ (2− t)2

4

∫
ZM

d2 dπ. (10.8)

In order to pass to the limit as t ↓ 0, we observe that (10.5) gives

∀N > 0 :

∫
{V≤N}

f dµs →
∫
{V≤N}

f dµ as s ↓ 0 for all fχ{V≤N} ∈ L1(X,m). (10.9)

Indeed for every bounded, Borel, and d-Lipschitz function h : X → R we have∣∣∣∣∫
X
hdµs −

∫
X
hdµ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∫ |h(γs)− h(γ0)|dπ(γ) ≤ sLip(h)W2(µ, ν). (10.10)

On the other hand, arguing exactly as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, if fχ{V≤N} ∈ L1(X,m)
we can find a sequence (hn) ⊂ L1(X,m) of bounded, Borel, d-Lipschitz functions strongly con-
verging to fχ{V≤N} in L1(X,m). Upon multiplying hn by the d-Lipschitz function kN (x) :=
min{1, (N + 1 − V (x))+}, it is not restrictive to assume that hn identically vanishes on
{V > N + 1}. If ‖ρ‖L∞({V≤N+1},m) ≤ C and ‖ρs‖L∞({V≤N+1},m) ≤ C for sufficiently small s
according to (10.5), we thus have∣∣∣∣ ∫

{V≤N}
f dµs −

∫
{V≤N}

f dµ

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2C‖fχ{V≤N} − hn‖L1(X,m) +

∣∣∣∣∫
X
hn dµs −

∫
X
hn dµ

∣∣∣∣ .
Taking first the lim sup as s ↓ 0 thanks to (10.10) and then the limit as n → ∞ we obtain
(10.9).

By (10.2) the functions g2χ{V≤M+δ} belong to L1(X,m). Therefore, using (10.9) with
f := g and N := M + δ, passing to the limit in (10.8) first as t ↓ 0 and then as δ ↓ 0 gives∫

{V≤M}
g2 dµ ≥ lim sup

t↓0

∫
ZM

(ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)

)2
dπ(γ) ≥

∫
ZM

d2(γ1, γ0) dπ(γ). (10.11)

Letting M →∞ this completes the proof of (10.6). �
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The identification (10.6) could be compared to Theorem 6.1 of [11], where Cheeger iden-
tified the relaxed gradient of Lipschitz functions with the local Lipschitz constant, assuming
that the metric measure space (X, d,m) is doubling and satisfies the Poincaré inequality.
Without doubling conditions, but assuming the validity of good interpolation properties, we
are able to obtain an analogous identification at least in a suitable class of c-concave functions.

For finite reference measures m and densities ρ uniformly bounded from below, we can
also prove a more precise convergence result for the difference quotients of ϕ.

Theorem 10.4 Let µ = ρm ∈P(X) be satisfying ρ ≥ c > 0 m-a.e. in X and let ϕ, π as in
Theorem 10.3. Then

lim
t↓0

ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)
= |D+ϕ|(γ0) in L2(Geo(X),π). (10.12)

Proof. The lower bound on ρ yields in this case |D+ϕ| ∈ L2(X,m), hence one can argue as in
the proof of Theorem 10.3, this time integrating on the whole of Geo(X), to get∫

X
|Dϕ|2w,G dµ ≥ lim sup

t↓0

∫
Geo(X)

(ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)

)2
dπ(γ) ≥

∫
Geo(X)

d2(γ1, γ0) dπ(γ)

in place of (10.11). Since (10.6) yields that all inequalities are equalities, and (10.7) yields

lim inf
t↓0

ϕ(γ0)− ϕ(γt)

d(γ0, γt)
≥ |D+ϕ|(γ0) for π-a.e. γ ∈ Geo(X)

we can use Lemma 10.5 below to obtain (10.12). �

Lemma 10.5 Let σ be a positive, finite measure in a measurable space (Z,F) and let fn, f ∈
L2(Z,F, σ) be satisfying

lim sup
n→∞

∫
Z
f2
n dσ ≤

∫
Z
f2 dσ <∞ (10.13)

and lim infn fn ≥ f ≥ 0 σ-a.e. in Z. Then fn → f in L2(Z,F, σ).

Proof. If fn ≥ 0, it suffices to expand the square (fn − f)2 and to apply Fatou’s lemma. In
the general case we obtain first the convergence of f+

n to f in L2, and then use (10.13) once
more to obtain that f−n → 0 in L2. �

Example 3.10 shows that the localization technique provided by the potential V and (4.2)
plays an important role: indeed, in the same situation of that example, let m = δ0 + x−1L 1

be a σ-finite measure in X = [0, 1], so that dµt/dm(x) ≤ 1 for any t, x. In this case the
conclusions of the metric Brenier theorem are not valid, since µ0 is concentrated at 0 and
d(0, y) takes all values in [0, 1]. Notice that m is not locally finite and the class of continuous
m-integrable functions is not dense in L1([0, 1];m) (any continuous and integrable function
must vanish at x = 0).

Remark 10.6 We remark that in the generality we are working with, it is not possible to
prove uniqueness of the optimal plan, and the fact that it is induced by a map, not even if we
add a CD(K,∞) assumption. To see why, consider the following example. Let X = R2 with
the L∞ distance and the Lebesgue measure. Let µ0 := χ[0,1]2L

2 and µ1 := χ[3,4]×[0,1]L
2.

Then, using standard tools of optimal transport theory, one can see that the only information
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that one can get by analyzing the c-superdifferential of an optimal Kantorovich potential is,
shortly said, that any vertical line {t}× [0, 1] must be sent onto the vertical line {t+3}× [0, 1].
The constraint on the marginals gives that this transport of {t} × [0, 1] on {t + 3} × [0, 1]
must send the 1-dimensional Hausdorff measure on {t}× [0, 1] in the 1-dimensional Hausdorff
measure on {t+ 3} × [0, 1] for a.e. t. Apart from this, there is no other constraint, so we see
that there are quite many optimal plans and that most of them are not induced by a map.
Yet, the metric Brenier theorem is true, as the distance each point travels is independent of
the optimal plan chosen (and equal to 3 for µ0-a.e. x). �

Remark 10.7 Theorem 10.3 and Theorem 10.4, with the same proof, hold if we replace
condition (10.5) with the weaker one (at least in finite measure spaces)

lim sup
s↓0

∫
X
ρs log ρs dm <∞,

but adding the condition |D+ϕ| ∈ L∞({V ≤M},m) for all M ≥ 0. This, however, requires a
slight modification of the class of test plans, and consequently of the concept of minimal weak
upper gradient, requiring that the marginals have only bounded entropy instead of bounded
density. This approach, that we do not pursue here, might be particularly appropriate when d
is a bounded distance (e.g. in compact metric spaces), because in this situation Kantorovich
potentials are Lipschitz. �
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